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Dear Fellow Otia,,",
We are pleased and pfOud to be publishil"ll this Bicycle Masler Aa~ c.."iring the go~s
for the developnent of ~cydngin Denver. llis is intended to be used by Oty offid~s,
!"operty OWner!, educators, planners, and bic)Ue advocates now and in the futlr~ as they
make dedsions that effect~ng t1voughout the Gty.
Denver has the polenti~ to be recogrized among the besl major dties for ~cyding in the
Urited Stales. Currently, bicydes are popular as recreational veIides in Denver. The Am
seeks to ira..,. the means to ~cycle for ulilitarian uses, ike coomJIing, rulVil"ll errands
or kfeping appoirlmenl.
The Bicycle Master Am ftfts the marge of the Denver (om!"e!lensive Plan to inpr...
acress and mobity in the Gty oIDenver. Bicydng is aCO!k!Ifective way to adieve I!is
goal wIiIer~ the 'Brown <loud" and rontriluing 10 abetter quaity 01 ife.
The Maya'! Bicycle Ad\'isory Committee, representing avariety 01 organizations, interests,
nei"borhoods, andconvnurilies, was appointed by the Mayor in 1991. llisComnittee
has been woml"ll" the Aan for more than oneyear, reviewing and guiding theW<lf1<
provided by the CIlOOJi"n1team headed by Design VenlIJres, Inc. The Coovnittee
monitored the development of the Master~ and was instrumenla! in lealing apubic
jlIocess that irrlJded hunaeds of ~cydist;.
The Aan does more than simply !"esenlashining image of thelotu,. It is based soidIy on
the insigh~ we have gained from studying ~cyding throughout the nation, and ....
experience as regular ~di~s on the stree~ of Denver. II contains the ~eps necessary to
im!"o\'e the bicycle system, and identifies the piority jlIoj~ necessary to accomplish the
Aan. Acomplete ~cyde s)'tem can ",ve double duty as autilitarian transportation
network and arecreational system.
The bicyde system described in this ~an will not emerge overnighl but it is achievable. The
Plan is rooted in the realities of limited budgets and cost-effecbve solutions. As you read the
Aan, you will lind that the emphasis goes beyond the scope of physical facilities to address
all aspects of ~cycing in Denver. The ~an draws on Ihe strength of an integrated !"ogram
of encouragementj enfOfcement engineerin& and educalion- the Four E's of bicycle
p1anring. We realize that the key 10 abetter bicydng environment will come about when
~cydis~ and motorists know how 10 "Share the Road" safely and respec~ully. Our
recommendations are !"ac1ical, afforda~~ and necessary to make ~ing an attractive
option for more and more people.
The (llIT'llillee has weat faith in the futlre of~1"ll in Denver. We are!"epared to add
10 the one bonaed year ~a<ition or~cyding in Denver. We hope you wi! join US and be
part ofbuilding lomorrow's legacy. join the bicydtmdm.
~ncerely,
The Denv.. Bicycle AdIisory Coovnittee
MASTER PLAN OVERVIEW
Denverites have always been avid bicyclists. In 1971, Denver significantly improved its bicycle facility
system. In 1979 the City adopted its first Bicycle Master Plan, updated in 1967. Today, Denver enjoys an
outstanding network of off-street bicycle trails and a good system of on-street bicycle routes.
In 1992, the City initiated this Master Plan to continue the legacy. Along with facility recommendations,
it includes plans for promotion, interagency cooperation, increased enforcement, and education and training
programs. The Plan focuses on encouraging commuting and utility trips by substantially upgrading the bicycle
system mainly through improvements to the on-street system The Mayor's Bicycle Advisory Committee, the
City Bicycle Planner, interested dtizens, bicycle experts, and the Plan consultants worked together to produce
a Master Plan that is a "'giant step" toward making Denver's bicycle system one of the best in the country.
The Master Plan identifies spedfic projects that work together to improve bicyding and encourage it
as an attractive form of transportation, thus redudng pollution and congestion. The Plan will be used over the
next ten years to guide decisions about bicycling and bicyde fadlities.
PUBUCPARTIOPATIO
The Plan takes its direction from information gathered from seven public meetings, an extensive computerized
survey, the Mayor's Bicycle Advisory Committee, and the bicyding community. Meetings were held with City
Council members, Department heads, neighborhood planners, and others interested in bicycling. During the
process, articles appeared in the major and neighborhood newspapers. Over500 neighborhood organizations,
bicycle clubs, bicycle shops, City officials, and citizens were on the public meeting mailing list The issues that
surfaced as a result of this process are the basis for the development of this Plan.
· Gaps in the system: How to complete the bicycle system and connect destinations
· Parking: How to get parking facilities that allow bicyclists to lock their bikes securely
· Institytionalization: How to include staff "bicycle thinking!' in all City projects and coordinate efforts
among City Departments such as Parks and Recreation, Transportation, and Public Works
· Enforcement: How to cooperate with the Police Department to discourage motorists and bicyclists
from committing moving violations which compromise public safety
• Signage: How to improve signage, add directories, and provide maps for bicyclists
• Education: How to teach bicyclists good riding habits and advanced skills
• Promotion: How to promote commuter bicycling and reduce motor traffic levels by encouraging
businesses to provide facilities for bicyclist employees and clients
• Attitude: How to promote the concept of "share the road" (and bike trails) to motorists, bicyclists,
pedestrians, and in-line skaters
PLAN COMPONENTS
Facilities: (page 22) The plan outlines over 200 projects that will complete a one-mile grid system of bicycle
facilities. The majority of the projects are on-street bicycle route designations and improvements. Twenty-nine
projects are designated as major capital improvements with preliminary cost estimates ranging from $60-$800
thousand. The remaining are smaller projects, such as signage and other minor improvements with lower capital
costs. The criteria for prioritizing facility projects includes safety needs, cost, and expected levels of use for
commuting and recreation. Projects include:
· completing bike trails and connecting them to the overall system;
• overpasses at Dahlia & Iliff at 1-25, Santa Fe & Iliff, and West 43rd & Jason Street;
• surface improvements to existing trails at Highline Canal, Cook Park, Cherry Creek, and Weir Gulch;
· inclusion of bike trails and parking at new and 'redeveloped areas such as Stapleton, Lowry, Coors
Field, 8itch's, and Rockmont Park;
· a ·way-finding" system of bicycle route, with destination markers, directories, and safety warnings;
· bicycle arrows painted in the street to indicate bike lanes; and
· traffic actuation loops to respond to bicycles.
O£NV(R 81CYQ.E IMSTlR f'1.N11991
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Enforcement: tpage 551 The public survey indicated astrong interest to improve public safely by enforcing traffic
laws for both bicyclists and motorists. The Plan recommends that the Police respond to the following moving
violations, particularlyon main arterial roadways where mostacddentsoccur. runninga red light. ru ooinga stop
sign, riding without lights, or riding the wrong way.
The Plan calls for developing guidelines for messenger services to help them regulate their own industry.
Education and Training: (page 58) The Denver Public Schools are planning to include bicycle programs (both
dassroom and on-street) as a part of their curriculum in all grades.
The Plan recommends that health dubs, museums, bicycle dubs. and otherappropriate groups provide bicycle
training (or children and adults. Bicycle advocates, working through the Mayor's Bicyde Advisory Committee,
could be trained to provide these programs.
Promotion. Encouragement and Information: (page 61) Getting the word out is critical to increasing bicycling.
The idea of "share the road," and "its wheely easy to bicycle to work'" are two examples of the messages that
could be used in a promotion campaign. Getting corporate sponsors for "Bike-to-Work Day" and encouraging
employers to accommodate bicyclists with adequate parking, lockers, and changing facilities is all part of the
promotion package. Maps should be provided so that bicyclists can understand how easy it is to use a bicycle
for transportation. Television, newspapers, and other media provide opportunities for education about safe
bicycling habits and the route system.
Institutional polky: (page67) The Plancalls for coordinating bicycle accommodations in construction plans. This
"check-offfor bikes" system should be part of the normal design and construction process. Generally, this does
not add significantly to a project budget, but rather optimizes designs SO that they are "bicycle friendly." To
implement and coordinate this effort and implement the Plan, it is imperative to have a full-time Bicycle Planner.
IMPLEMENTAnON STRATEGIES
Priorities have been assigned to the projects described in the Plan. (page 72) These are based on publicopinion,
the considerations of the Bicycle Advisory Committee for the greatest civic good, budget realities, and benefits
realized. These priorities include:
• designating additional on-street routes, implementing major capital improvements (page 73), improv-
ing signage, standardizing maintenance practices, and painting bicycle lane arrows;
• issuing tickets to motorists and bicyclists for infractions that could lead to serious accidents;
· coordinating a Denver Public School bicycle training program using community advocates and
college students;
· distributing a bicycle map, developing a promotion campaign fo encourage commuting, and
creating a training program to pair bicyclist who want to commute with those who are experi-
enced; creating a way.finding system of route signs, destination signage, and directories located
alo"ng bikeways throughout the City, and
• retaining a full·time Bicycle Planner; coordinating interdepartmental bicycle planning and creating
an evaluation system to test the effectiveness of improvements.
FUNDING AND COSTS
Potential funding sources have been identified. (page 70) Preliminary cost estimates associated with major
capitallmprovements are included in the Appendix. The Master Plan is the basis for guiding dedsions SO that
the bicycle program can be logically implemented over time, using public and private funds. 0
3
History of Bicycling in Denver
In 1879 the first bicycles were offered for sale in Denver. The "wheels," as they
"':""" were called, had a large wheel in front and a smaller wheel in back for support.
••::::f Only one or two were sold the first year. By 1881, there were about 15 in the
I'•••;:. city. Due to the difficulty of mounting and riding these wheels, instructional
classes were offered. But some people did not like the wheels, and on several
occasions, the cycling instructor was arrested for scaring the horses with his
bicycle.
Long before the first bicycle was sold in Denver, the people of the area adapted
transportation to their needs. Early inhabitants probably walked, carrying their
goods by hand or on their backs. The Native Americans used travois, a blanket
wrapped around two long sticks, dragged by a horse. The Spaniards travelled
through the region with carretas, two-wheeled carts pulled by oxen. The Ameri-
can settlers travelled in covered wagons, prairie schooners, and later stage
coaches, either to gather supplies in the Mile High City for further travels or to
settle in Denver.
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DENVER BICYCLE MASTER PLAN 1993
Thewheels were not popular initially, but within a few years a number ofbicycle
groups were formed. The DenverWheel Club was formed in 1881, and several
others followed, including the Rambler's Wheel Club, the Arapahoe Wheel
Club, and the Burlington Wheel Club, composed of Burlington Railroad em-
ployees. One club was open only to bicyclists who had completed a 10(}mile
journey in twelve hours.
Since bicycles shared the road with horses, carriages/ and pedestrians, the
competing demands for road space created the need for orderly use ofbicycles.
In 1880 an ordinance prohibiting bicycles on sidewalks and streets of Denver
was considered. In 1899, Mayor Johnson signed a bicycling ordinance for the
City ofDenver in which bicyclists were not allowed to ride on the sidewalks, and
had to ride with at least one hand on the handlebars and both feet on the pedals.
Bicyclists could not ride in the downtown commercial core, and "scorching",
riding at speeds exceeding 10 miles per hour/ was prohibited.
In 1900, The Denver Times reported that Denver had more bicycles in propor-
tion to its population than any other city. Thousands were seen on the streets,
used in every line of business, from delivering goods to transporting people. An
undertaker in Greeley invented a bicycle to carry funeral layouts.
Bicycle trails were created to enable two-wheeler enthusiasts to ride throughout
the region. Popular 1O(}mile century routes included a Denver-Greeley loop
and a Denver-Palmer Lake loop. Many people rode to Palmer Lake on Sunday
morning, arrived in time for a luncheon and a couple hours of rest, before
pedalling back to Denver in the afternoon. Others avoided the uphill ride to
Palmer Lake, opting to load their bicycleson oneofthe trains to Palmer Lake, and
returning by bicycle, coasting much of the way back.
Newspaper reports from 1900 said, "Bicycle thieves did a flourishing business
lastyear," when 1,149 were stolen. In asimilarvein, a 1971 newspaper headline
said, ''Thieves do thriving business in city, 2300 bicycles stolen this year."
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Bythe 1920sautomobiles had begun to replace bicycles as the mode ofchoice.
Bicycling was left mainly to newspaper carriers and delivery boys. Many of the
paths thatwere formerly used by bicyclists to ride to othercities, like the Denver-
Greeley loop, were widened to accommodate automobiles and closed to
bicycles.
After years of ever-increasing automobile use, the needs of bicyclists were left
behind. The bicycle was relegated to the status of a toy, ridden only by children
and eccentrics. Automobile interests declared that bicycles should stay off the
roads, giving various reasons for this opinion. The concept of sharing the road
was secondary to ensuring the smooth flow of motor vehicle traffic.
Nonetheless, many people still enjoyed bicycling as a form ofrecreation, seeing
the natural beauty of Denver from the seat ofabicycle. As aresultofthis interest,
MayorTom Currigan In 1965 commissIoned abicycle trail connecting City Park,
Cheeseman Park and Washington Park. The new trails and paths were created
to keep bicycles as far from automobilesas possible. A 1969CityofDenvermap
of bicycle trails shows mainly park loops with a recreational emphasis.
The environmental movement and the increased awareness of physical fitness
combined to give anew push to bicycling in the 1970s. In 1971, the DenverCity
Council authorized the creation ofa bicycle networkto servecommuting aswell
as recreational needs. Joe Shoemaker was an ardentadvocateofthe Platte River
Greenway as the spine of a network of bicycle trails and on-street routes,
working like the interstate highway with its system of feeder roads. The energy
crises of the 19705 underscored the importance of the bicycle as a legitimate
form of transportation.
The last Denver Bicycle Master Plan was adopted in 1979 and revised in 1987.
The introduction of new bicycle technologies, and continued emphasis on
fitness and environmental concerns make anew Bicycle Master Plan an exciting
opportunity to make Denver one of the mostbicycl~endlycities in the United
States.
lnuentiue bicycle riding in Lower Downtown, circa 1900
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Based on national
statistics, it has been
estimated. that nearly
half of all the adults and
children in Denver own
a bicycle, but most
rarely use them.
Dmoer Bicycle Plan Components
Use of the Plan
The Denver Bicycle Master Plan was created under the authority of the Trans-
portation PlanningSection ofthe DepartmentofPublicWorks. It isan amendment
to the Denver Comprehensive Plan sections on transportation and mobility.
The City has made a commitment to reducing vehicle miles traveled, thus
reducing pollution and congestion. Encouraging bicycling as aserious mode of
transportation, making it easier and safer, is part of meeting this commitment
and inherent in this Plan. This is the second Bicycle Master Plan to be prepared
for the City and County of Denver. The first Plan was adopted in 1979 and
updated in 1987.
The Master Plan isastrategy for developing acomprehensive bicycling program
to be implemented over the next ten to fifteen years. The Master Plan is not a
capital improvement list nor is it a detailed bicycle program budget. It does not
Include construction documents. Further design and analysis will be needed
befor specific projects can be completed. The Plan gives direction to the
development of the physical bicycle system as well as education, promotion,
enforcement, public policy, and information distribution.
Funding and Costs
The Plan's facility recommendations were developed based on City funding
levels for bicycle projects over the last ten years. Preliminary estimates were
done for facilityprojects, such as brid8~ construction, thatwil I require significant
capital funding to ensure that these recommendations are fiscally responsible
based on the City's past performance. Material costs, construction pridng and
methods, and construction schedules all significantly contribute to the final
price for each project and can vary greatly over time. The Master Plan is
intended to be implemented over a ten to fifteen year period during which all of
these costs will vary. Therefore, it is neither appropriate nor possible to assign
aconstruction and implementation cost to the Master Plan. Preliminary estimates
for specific projects are contained in the Appendix and can be used to set
budgets and priorities, and secure funding.
Beyond facility improvements, the recommendations focus On policy, proce-
dures, and standards that do not require a large capital infusion. These recom-
mendations can often be incorporated as part of the day-to-clay business of
various City Departments, schools, bicyde advocacy groups, and others inter-
ested In bicycling. Other policy recommendations may require professional
assistance beyond what can be reasonably provided by the City's Bicycle
Planner. The key to making the Bicycle Master Plan reality, is the aggressive
pursuit of all parts of the Plan by public and private interests working together
toward a common vision.
The adoption ofthe Master Plan puts bicycle projects in line for funding from the
City's Capital improvement Projects budgetas well as State and Federal funding
sources. This does not implyorguaranteeaspecific funding level. Furthermore,
the overall strategy outlined in the Plan provides the togic to persuade potential
private funding sources to finance individual projects. As Denver heads toward
the year 2000 and beyond, funding sources that we cannot now anticipate are
DENVER BIcy elE MASTIR PLAN 1993
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likely to become available. Many (like ISTEA, the new Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act) will require communities to have an adopted
Master Plan before applying for grants. With a Master Plan in place, Denver will
be poised to take advantage of these opportunities and direct funds to priority
projects. Likewise, funding restrictions, such as the recent tax limitation
amendment passed by voters in ovember 1992, can significantly change the
funds available. Therefore, the Master Plan is written as a guide to policy and
priority in the use of funds, and is intentionally flexible to respond to changing
conditions.
Why have aPlan?
Beyond addressing funding concerns, the Plan provides guidance for the
development ofa bicycle program. Forover 100 years, bicycling has been a part
ofthe transportation and recreational life of Denver. The City ofDe~lVerhas had
a variety of changing bicycle policies, ranging from prohibiting bIcycles in the
Downtown commercial core to adding many miles ofon- and off-street routes.
Over the past twenty years, the City has worked with such groups as the Platte
River Greenway Foundation to bu iId the off·street paths along CherryCreek and
the Platte River. The on·street system has been built up over the years by adding
route signs, bridges, and other improvements that make it easier for bicyclists to
navigate along City streets. These improvements were a response to both
previous master plan efforts and the need to fix individual problems.
t
Taking its start from the City's Comprehensive Plan, the Bicycle'Master Plan
describes the bicyclingsystem as it should be in ten to fifteen years. Furthermore,
it describes the individual tasks necessary to accomplish this vision. With the
MasterPlan in place, the tasks can be logically assigned and acoordinated effort
to realize the full Plan can be launched.
The Master Plan provides the framework for decision-making pn the described
projects as well as those that may come up in the future and which we do not
now anticipate. Every year the public and private sectors of the City spend
millions ofdollars on development and improvement. The Bicycle'Master Plan
is the catalyst to allow these plans to incorporate a bicycle component wisely
and add to the City-wide bicycling system. (}
DOWlitOWtl bicycle commuter
.......,--_....
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The Vision Map shows Ihe bicycle SYStffll with all proposed improvemenIS,and Denveras acity where
all trips can be made by bicycle.
VISION MAP
Denver's Future Bicycle System
DENVER BICYCLE MASTER PLAN 1993
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Purposes of the Plan
As many Denverites realize, bicycling can be an enjoyable, invigorating, and
healthy pursuit The City currently has many good recreational bicycle routes,
and this plan proposes extensive improvements to them. The primary purpose
for creating the Plan, however, is to significantly increase bicycling options as an
alternative to use of the private automobile. To do this, the Plan contains a set
ofcomplementaryeducational, facility, encouragement and enforcementstrat-
egies to make it easier and safer to bicycle. In line with this purpose, the overall
goals of the Denver Bicycle Master Plan are as follows:
-To increase the level of commuting and utilitarian bicycling
-To create a conveniently-spaced system of high-quality bicycle routes
-To improve bicycle safety
-To provide better information about bicycling to cyclists and non-eyclists
-To increase acceptance of bicycling as a legitimate transportation mode
-To achieve recognition for Denver among the bestmajor cities for bicycling
in the country
Goal: Increase levels of bicycling ridmhip, especially for commuting and
utilitarian trips.
Even though many people in Denver bicycle for recreational purposes, few
people ride their bicycles for utilitarian trips, such as commuting to work,
going shopping, or running errands. Census data from 1990 show that only
1%ofcommute trips in Denver are made by bicycle. The Bicycle Master Plan
proposes to increase the percentage to 2% by 1996, and to 3% by the year
2000. These goals will be reached not only through improvements to the
physical bicycle facilities, such as the trail system and on-street bicycle routes,
but also through promotional and educational programs to better inform the
people of Denver about bicycling, and through efforts to improve bicycle
safety. Further, the Plan recommends methods to encourage "bicycle-
thinking" in City agencies.
To increase utilitarian bicycling options, the Plan recognizes the many
activity centers in the City of Denver, like Downtown, the Denver Tech
Center, and Cherry Creek; identifies bicycle connections to these areas; and
recommends these connections for route designation. Employers and
business owners can be enlisted to help improve the bicycle experience.
Installing bicycle parking fixtures at the workplace and retail centers is one
way to facilitate bicycling. Promotion of health and fitness goals, and
emphasis on quality of life issues also encourage utilitarian and commuting
cycling.
Integrating bicycles and public transit enhances the possibilities of both
modes. Bicycling can be an efficient and convenient distributor mode to
extend the range of bicycle commuting between transit stations and desti-
nations. Accommodating bicycles at transit facilities encourages bicyclists
to ride for at least part of the trip, extends the practical commute range for
bicyclists, and facilitates an arangement by which bicydists can station
bicycle(s) at one or both ends of the trip for easy mobility. Recently, RTD has
worked with the bicycle community to seek ways to combine bicyding and
O£NVERaICYCU~~PlAN 1993
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Bikes on Transit
Related issues can be found
on pages 48 and 63.
transit. Some ofthe options being investigated include better bicycle access
to transit boarding points, bicycle parking at transit stations, and space for
bicycles on transit vehicles. Carrying bicycles on transit vehicles provides a
means to use bicycles at both ends of the trip.
Goal: Create aconveniently-spaced system of high-quality bicycle routes
throughout the city.
To cost-effectively create acomprehensive bicycle system forthe entire City,
the Plan recognizes that the streets of Denver need to be made safer for
bicyclists. Since new off-street bicycle paths are not economically justifiable
in most developed parts of Denver, the Plan recommends the designation of
over 100 miles of new routes, mainly on-street, to complete the one-mile
grid. The purpose ofaone-mile grid is that aperson anywhere in the City who
wants to bicycle will be a half mile or less from a designated bicycle route.
Although bicycles are allowed on virtually every street in Denver, arterial
streets with higher volumes of higher-speed traffic present conditions that
are dangerous for all but experienced bicyclists. The streets recommended
for bicycle route designation have lower traffic volumes and lower traffic
speeds than arterial streets, and adequate road width to accommodate
bicycles and cars. The Plan recommends that limited bicycling funds be
spent on bicycle-oriented improvements to lower-speed, lower-volume
streets rather than arterial streets. Identification of a one-mile grid system
provides the focus for these improvements. Implementation ofthe improve-
ments contained in the Plan will result in a bicycle system with safe bicycle
access to all p~trts of the City for &11 skllll~veis.
Goal: Improve safety for bicyclists.
Superimposing a bicycle transportation system on the existing road system
creates opportunities and challenges. The bicycle system should not put
bicyclists in dangerous situations. Safe access is critical throughout the
system. Bicycling can be made acceptably safe through a combination of
facility improvements and training.
Safety was an importan t consideration in the designation ofstreets as bicycle
routes, and in the recommendation of capital improvements to make the
bicycle network safe for all skill levels. The selection and marking of bicycle
routes is carefully conceived so that bicyclists are not guided into unsafe
conditions, especially at intersections. The imperative to "Share the Road"
shouId encourage cooperation between motor vehicles and bicycles on the
road, and between bicycles and other users on the multi-use trails.
The Denver Police Department is willing to assist in the safety effort by
ticketing bicyclists for dangerous offenses. Increased enforcement of traffic
laws applying to bicycles will lead to safer, more predictable traffic behavior.
Signage improvements and painted directions on the road surface can
inform motorists and bicyclists of local conditions.
The Plan addresses security for bicyclists. A program to coordinate volun-
teers to serve as bicycle ambassadors will encourage safer riding on the trails
and roads, and provide a level of security for bicyclists. Better lighting on
trails will improve security in areas with low levels of nighttime traffic. Th e
DENVER BICYCLE MASTfR PLAN 1993
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Plan recommends an increased police presence on bicycle routes and paths,
especially where security problems exist Police bicycle patrols should ride
the paths regularly.
Goal: Provide better information about the bicycle system.
The best bicycle facilities are underused if people are not aware of them and
are not encouraged to use them. The off-street bicycle trails in Denver are
well-known and well-used. If the on-street bikeway system were as easily
recognized and understood, people would be more likely to use it. Distri-
butionofeasy-to-read mapsofthebicydesystem can create greaterawareness
of the on-street bicycle system.
The Bicycle Master Plan recommends the creation of a "bike-wayfinding"
system to guide bicyclists to all areas of the City. Directional and inform~
tional signage as well as safety signage is also recommended.
Promotional and educational efforts to make bicycling habitual should be
targeted at the most likely riders. A training format that is "bite-sized and
enjoyable" can reach a wider audience than time-intensive training courses.
Bicyclingeducationshouidbetargetedatbicydistsofallskilllevels,ineluding
commuters, recreational riders, school-age children, and motorists. Courses
can teach how to ride safely with automobile traffic and how to commute to
work by bicycle with the least hassle. As riders gain experience, instruction
on how to deal with specific situations, such as the safest ways to make left
turns at intersections, is useful.
Education, encouragement and promotion are needed to create "bicycle
thinking" among the general population. Even those who do not bicycle
should be aware that they need to share the road with those who do. Non-
bicyclists can be educated to accommodate bicycles on the road, and
bicyclists can recognize the need to ride predictably to avoid conflicts with
motor vehicles. Public awareness campaigns can help make the roads safer
for everyone.
Goal: Gain greater acceptance of bicycling as alegitimate transportation mode.
State and local laws recognize the bicycle as a legal road vehicle. Increased
levels ofbicycling combined with greater useofalternative modes Iike transit
and carpooling can reduce traffic congestion, air pollution, and the use of
non-renewable energy sources. The Bicycle Master Plan recognizes the role
of bicycling in meeting transportation needs.
Meeting bicyclists' needs should be an institutional objective within City
departments. Design standards to safely accommodate bicycles should be
applied to all new street and highway projects. The creation of this Bicycle
Master Plan indicates a renewed commitment to bicycle planning efforts in
the City.
The Plan emphasizes projects that relieve congestion and improve the
general perception of commuter bicycling opportunities. A cost-effective
way to increase ridership levels is to make on-street bicycling conditions
better for commuters. Providing adequate street width to accommodate
both bicycles and automobiles safely can encourage more commuting and
OENVER llICYClf MASTER P\AN 1993
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Future funding for bicycle improvements is expected to be similar to existing
levels and will continue to be modest compared with general highway
funding. But careful use of funds for bicycle improvements, as proposed in
this Plan, can make bicycling more important to the general public and will
translate to increased funding in the future.
Creation ofapermanent staff position for a full-time Bicycle Planner can help
ensure that bicycling in Denver achieves its potential. The Bicycle Planner
should direct the implementation of the Bicycle Master Plan, and serve asan
effective voice for the bicycle community as City projects are planned and
as bicycling needs are incorporated into all applicable city agency construc-
tion and reconstruction projects.
A program to provide regular maintenance of all on- and off-street facilities,
and associated amenities including snow plowing and street sweeping, can
increase the year-round viability of bicycling in Denver.
utilitarian bicycle trips. Facility improvements such as intersection modifica-
tions, connections between routes, signal actuators, and comprehensive
signage improvements can make bicycling more inviting. Streets designated
as bicycle routes can be restriped or otherwise modified with wide outside
lanes and a minimum number of stop signs.
Denver has the ingredients - favorable topography and climate, health.
conscious population, a good basic system of on- and off-street bikeways-
to become one of the best major cities for bicycling in the country. In its
setting at the base of the Rocky Mountains, Denver has a strong outdoor
orientation. During most of the year, the climate is conducive to outdoor
recreational activities. The City's bicycle system was developed in part
because of the desires of the people of Denver to appreciate the natural
beauty of their surroundings. The bicycle trails along waterways and gulches
are popular for recreational riding, and their proximity to employment
centers make them useful commuting routes.
Implementation of the 1993 Denver Bicycle Master Plan recommendations
will make Denver's bicycle system more comprehensive, will make bicycling
safer and more inviting, and will encourage more people to bicycle for
utilitarian trips. Coordinated improvements in facilities. training, enforce-
ment, and encouragement can substantially increase bicycle usage in Den-
ver to the levels found in the best U.S. cities for bicycling. 0
Goal: Achieve recognition for Denver among the best major cities for bicycling.
A comparison of major-city bicycle programs shows Denver in position to
reach the levels of success found in places like Seattle, Tucson,and Minne-
apolis. The success oftheir programs is directlyattributable to good planning
and promotion. Seattle, for example, has a high percentage of bicyclists,
although the topography and climate would lead one to assume otherwise.
The Seattle Bicycle Planner and staff monitor the day·to-day needs of bicy-
clists and promote cycling not only as recreation but as a viable means of
transportation.
Denve.l Biq:cl.e
- "Commute
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ANALYSIS AND
METHODOLOGY
The first task for the Master Plan team was to analyze existing conditions and
establish baseline data The analysisofthe status ofbicycling in Denver itselfwas
supplemented by looking at bicycling programs around the United States.
National trends
In the last twentyyears, bicycling has increased for both recreation and commut-
ing purposes. Improvements in gear mechanisms, tire durability, and comfort
have also contributed to greater.bicycle use. Bicycles originallydesigned for off-
road riding are now popular for use on rough city streets because of their
sturdiness and stability. Other factors adding to the popularity of bicycling are
sensitivity to the environment and increased interest in physical fitness.
Cities, nationally and internationally, are working to increase bicycle usage,
particularly for commuting and utiHtytrips- to the grocerystore, appointments,
business meetings-which mightotherwise be made bycar. They are motivated
for several reasons:
· bicycling can reduce congestion by reducing the number of cars on the
streets;
· bicycling instead of driving can decrease the amount of carbon monoxide
emissions by one pound, on average, for every mile; and
· a good bicycling system is an asset that adds to the quality of life of the city.
Throughout the country, cities are taking steps to make bicycling a more
integrated part of the transportation system. The wide varietyof improvements
range from simple adjustments to majorconstruction. Sometimes improvements
are as simple as adjusting lane striping or selecting a storm grate that prevents
bicycle wheels from getting stuck. Other accommodations include traffic
detection loops (to change the light to green) that aresensitive to bicycles. Some
bicycle facilities solutionscall foradding abridge overahighwayor otherbarrier.
Education, encouragement, and promotion encourage"bicycle thinking'" among
the general population. Messages like "Share the Road,'" programs like "Bike to
Work,'" and training programs like "Effective Cyding" work in conjunction with
fudlity improvements to make general bicycling conditions better.
Local Trends and Conditions
Denver is an outdoor city. Its favorable climate and natural beauty draw people
who enjoy recreation and seek physical' challenges. Bicycling is an integral part
of this health-consclous attitude. The popularity of bicycling in Denver goes
back many years to the late 1800s. Today, Denver can boast of having one of
the finest major-city bicycle route systems in the nation. Its combination of on-
street routes and off-stre·et trails covers over 180 miles.
DfNVrR BlCYCll tMSTEll PlJ<N , 993
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Denver's first Bicycle Master Plan was created in 1979. It was updated in 1987
and aseriesofnewfudlity improvementswere suggested. A review ofthe status
of these recommendations shows that the City of Denver has been diligent
about its commitment to bicycling. All of the recommendations have been
completed, are funded, or have been reevaluated in the 1993 Master Plan. The
following is an analysis of the status of those projects.
This list illustrates that the CityofDenvercontinues to make significant improve-
ments to its bicycle system. Currently, however, the Citydoes nothave a policy
to routinely provide adequate space for bicycles on new road construction
projects. The result is that bicycle fadlities are not always designed properly for
safe bicycling and there is a lack of consistency within the bicycle system.
Standards for facilities, detours, trail construction, and maintenance contained
in the Appendix and the Technical Supplement should be adopted as part ofthe
Master Plan.
DENVER BICYCLE MASTER PLAN 1993
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Public Participation
The contents of the Master Plan are largely based on direction from Denver's
bicycling community and those who would like to bicycle more. Ideas were
collected in the following ways:
-a computer survey of those who ride frequently, occasionally, and never
(including motorists);
-a bicycle workshop for those who have expertise in bicycle programming
facility design; and
~ight public meetings and work sessions.
Survey
During the beginning stages of this Master Plan, a survey was conducted to
establish a baseline of information about bicycling habits, concerns, impedi-
ments, and preferences. Six hundred and ninety-five people participated at
seven locations. Survey locations were:
-the Denver Zoo on Bike-to-Zoo Day;
~ivic Center and Skyline Park on Bike-to-Work Day;
-the 16th Street Mall on several occasions;
-Denver Bicycle Touring Club meetings;
-a neighborhood shopping center; and
-the Bicycle Master Plan public meetings.
To get a good cross-section of Denver citizens, respondents were categorized
according to those who ride frequently, occasionally, and those who never
bicycle. The responses were analyzedamong these groups to determine ifthere
were diverging opinions.
The following is a summary of the survey results.
-The most important issues were the desire for adequate street width,
enforcement of laws for both bicyclists and motorists, and secure bicycle
parking.
-Daily bicyclists gave a high priority to allowing bicycles on public transit
vehicles.
-In mostcategories, there was nosignificantdifference in responses between
occasional and frequent bicyclists.
Bicych sUTf1tY on the 16th Street M411
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The publj~ meeti"gs w~re held in a workshop format where participant were
aJiked to C6ntripute ideas and opinions on the development of the Mast~r Plan.
The format ensured that the Master Plan was truly produced by the citizens of
Denver to reflect their needs and goals.
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The survey findings were used as a basis for Master Plan recommendations.
Concerns highlighted by the survey were addressed in all aspects of the Plan.
The survey was integral to evaluating the problems as perceived by the general
public and then testing solutions for those problems in the public meetings.
-Bicydists taking the survey expressed frustration with the lack of informa-
tion about the on-street system or maps to explain it
-Potential bicycle commuters were concerned about needing a car during
the day, dress standards, and personal cleanliness.
-Inclement weather was seen as an impediment to bicycle commuting.
Apparent problems with one aspect of bicycling were examined from several
perspectives for additional solutions. For example, survey respondents cited
weather conditionsas agreater inconvenience to bicycling than distance or lack
of route information. While the weather itself cannot be controlled, its effects
can beaddressed. Among methods ofdealingwith changingweatherconditions
are to guarantee proper route maintenance, educate bicyclists to carry appro-
priate gear, or to provide options for bicycle commuters to take the bus during
inclement weather. Examining the survey information in this way illuminated
possible solutions that were not otherwise obvious.
Workshop and Public Meetings
Mailings about meetin8s and the project were sent to over 500 people, includ-
ing leaders of neighborhood associations, print and broadcast media outlets,
public officials, and interested citizens.
"."... ,,_................ • Never/Occasional (n=188) .".............. - ".
......." .."._-_ _.. " ... DFrequent (n=243)
,,'" .......- .._..-_.__ .._-_ ~..
.__. _ __ DDaily (n=207)
Importance in Making it Easier to Bicycle Commute
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Informal ratings on specific issues were also gathered at public meetings.
Among other activities, attendees were given a specified number ofgreen dots
that were called "bicycle bucks" and asked where they would spend available
resources. Unlike the survey instrument, this was not a "scientific" evaluation,
but it did give clear indications of people's preferences. The planning process
was guided by this information and the survey results.
Facilities Analysis
During the course of this study, members of the Denver Bicycle Advisory
Committee and the consultant team rode their bicycles on every trail and
bicycle route in the City. The on-street and off-street routes were analyzed for
strengths and weaknesses. This information was augmented by comments and
maps produced from the public meetings that highlighted specific areas for
further study.
A map of the current bicycle route system prepared for this Plan showed the
beginnings of a system of designated bicycle routes on a one-mile grid. This
system, however, is incomplete and has many gaps. Some of the gaps are at
significant barriers such as 1-25 or the Platte Valley. limited access, narrow
bridges and underpasses, and missing connections between on- and off-street
fadlities were often the reason for the lack of continuity.
Bicycle traffic was counted at key locations throughout the City during the
morning commute period. The counts were analyzed to verify perceptions of
trail use. The counts will also be used as a baseline to determine the effects of
bicycle system improvements on ridership figures.
Denver Police Department records ofaccidents between bicyclists and motor
vehicles for the last three years were used to develop an accident location map.
Sites where accidents were frequent were studied to determine how to reduce
the likelihood of future accidents. Bicycle routes with heavy traffic were noted
as well as areas where there were recurring maintenance problems.
The analysis showed fewer accidents between bicyclists and motor vehicles on
streets currently designated as bicycle routes, even though the bicycle routes
carry higher levels of bicycle traffic. The lower accident rate on bicycle routes
can be attributed to better bicycling conditions, such as lowervolumes of motor
traffic and lower speeds. Motorists may also be more aware of bicyclists on
these streets and may share the road more safely.
Many accidents occurred at intersections, and on major thoroughfares and
arterial roads that carry high levelsofautomobile traffic. Efforts to improve safety
conditions at the sites of frequent accidents are identified in the Master Plan.
However, ~any of these arterials are not conducive to safe bicycling, and
making them safe for bicycling would require many resources that could be
better spent for less expensive improvements over a greater area.
Although bicyclists are legally considered as vehicles on City streets, the lower
incidence ofaccidents on bicycle route streets indicated the need for additional
streets that are safe for bicycling to be designated as bicycle routes. Official
route designation may encourage bicyclists to ride on streets that are safer for
bicycling.
DENVER BICYUE MASlER I'\AN 199)
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Education, Information, and Promotion Analysis
Locally, bicycle education, information, and promotional efforts are few. Some
schools offer bicycle safety lessons as part of their general curriculum. During
spedal programs, such as "Bike to the Zoo," bicycling is promoted. A local
bicycling club offers a metro-area map, and other groups produce urban trail
maps for the region. The City of Denver Bicycle Planner's office currently has a
"Bicycle Hotline" (64G-BIKE) for bicycling information.
Better educational and informational programsdo not require large investments
of capital and could significantly influence more people to ride bicycles, ride
safely, and leave their cars at home more often.
Bicycle Parking Analysis
Survey respondents considered the provision of secure bicycle parking very
important Many potential bicyclists fear their vehicles will getstolen if they are
parked on bike racks. The reality is thatmostbicycles are stolen from homes and
garages. Accarding to police records., those that are stolen from other locations
are often improperly locked or not locked at all.
The solution to the bicyde parking problem is a combination ofsturdy, easy-to-
use parking facilities and education about securely locking bicycles. ew or
replacement bicycle racks can make it easy to lock a bicycle securely.
Public Policy Analysis
Many bicyclists do not know that legally, bicycles are considered vehicles and
are expected to obey traffic laws as they would when driving an automobile.
Analysis showed that enforcementoftrafficlaws for bicyclists could be stronger,
and bicyclists' respect for the law could be greater.
The City maintains road capacities adequate to meet the needs of motorists.
City resources are concentrated where they are demanded and where they are
most effective to meet established goals. Since only 1% of commute trips in
Denver are on bicycle, the City is not likely to reappropriate funding or close
traffic lanes on major arterials to meet the needs of bicyclists. Only as the
demand is proven, such as by an increase in bicycle ridership levels or greater
levels of bicycle advocacy, will the City allocate more resources to bicycling.
Among City departments, jurisdiction over issues effecting bicycling is depen-
dent on the project or issue. Responsibility and coordination of bicycle-related
concerns is not clearly assigned, particularly for maintenance of on-street
bicycle facilities. Some bicycle facilities are notassigned to any City department
for responsibility. Retention of a full-time Bicycle Planner will strengthen the
coordination ofbicydeaspectsofCity projeetsand ensurethatbicycle interests
are addressed.
An example is maintenance ofbicycle trails. The Parks and Recreation Depart·
ment provides maintenance for the multi-use trails in the City park system. The
separated trails on viaducts, however, are not plowed or swept regularly
because the City did not have the proper equipment and maintenance respon-
sibilitywas undear. Bettercoordination between the PublicWorks Department
and the Parks and Recreation Department will ensure that the issue will be
addressed and not forgotten. Additionally, maintenance commitments should
be firmly agreed upon before construction starts on any new bicycle facility.
DENVER BICYa.E MASTBl PlAN 1993
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FACILITIES
Overview
The dtizensofDenver are fortunate to have avery good system ofbicyde paths
and routes. The climate and natural topography invite bicycling. The Oil-street
system currently provides access to most parts of the Oty. Many bicycle routes
are located on approximately a one.mile grid. They are complemented by
several higtHjuaJityoff-street greenwayswith multi-use paths. The combination
of on-street routes and off-street bicyde paths provides safe and direct access
between many destinations in the Oty.
In Denver, as in most cities, bicydes are allowed on almost every street In
addition, numerousstreets have been specificallydesignated as bicycle routes.·
The on-street routes are located on approximately a one mife grid so that from
any location in Denvera bicydist is less than ahalfmile from adesignated bicycle
rou teo The routes are specificallyon streets with low traffic speeds and volumes,
wide outside lanes, and minimal stop signs, stop lights, curb cuts, driveways, and
interference with turning traffic.
Major arterial roads that carry high volumes of automobile traffic are generally
not selected for designation as bicycle routes because making them safe for
bicycling would be very difficult Instead, Denver's designated bicycle routes
are located on streets running parallel to and between the arterials, providing a
safer, more pleasant atmosphere for bicycling. Fewer bicycle/automobile
accidents occur on bicycle route streets than on streets that are not designated.
The Platte River and Cherry Creek provide the spine of the off-street bicycle
trails. The drainage gulches and parks have their own trail systems, some of
which connect directly to the Platte River Greenway and Cherry Creek Path.
Bicyclists in Denver are particularly well-served because the natural layout of
most of the trails serves commuter as well as recreational bicycle trips.
Trail aloll~ Cherry Creek
DENVER BlCYUE ~v.sTER PlAN 993
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On·Street Routes
Off- Street Routes
Street Standards
Issue
The perception that there are few good roads for safe, comfortable bicycle
riding in Denverisan impediment to increased bicycling. Surveyresultsshowed
that adequate road width and personal safetywhile bicycling are majorconcerns
for bicyclists. Many people find it difficult to locate acceptable streets for
bicycling that will take them where they want to go.
5trip ing bicycle lanes i5 one way to provide discreteon-street space for bicyclists.
But bicycle lanes can be dangerous for various reasons. If stripes are painted all
the way to the intersection, inexperienced bicyclists may ride too close to the
curb through the intersection and increase their chances ofcollision with turning
motorists. Bike lanes also tend to accumulate sand and gravel because the
'sweeping" action of cars blows debris to the sides of the road.
Even where the street width is adequate, bicyclists and motorists need to share
the road. Motorists should be prepared to encounter bicyclists, and to leave
adequate space forthe bicycles to ride safely, not too dose to parked vehicles.
Analysis
Bicyclists riding on the street need to feel safe as well as be safe. Providing
adequate road width makes it possible for bicyclists and automobiles to share
the road safely with a minimum of conflict.
Inadequate road width and related safety concerns are frequently cited as
impediments to more frequent bicycling. The provision ofdiscrete bicycle lanes
on roads is often perceived as a way to improve safety and enhance rider
confidence. Integral to the expressed need for ·separation" from motor vehicles
is the requirement for adequate road lane width for both bicycles and automo-
biles. The purpose of this width is primarily to permit cars and cyclists to pass
safely without having to shift into adjacent traffic lanes. It also tends to help
cyclists feel more secure and comfortable about riding on the street.
Recommended street standard.
G.
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• "Shy distance" : A one foot separation between
parking and driving lanes is the standard
recommended by the American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials
TYPICAL 2 LANE ROADWAY WITH PARKING
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The existi ng right-of-way on many Denverstreets is adequately wide for bicycles
and automobiles to share the road. In some cases, however, the road space is
not efficiently allocated. Traffic lanes should be striped to allow a fifteen-foot
wide outside lane or curb lane so that bicyclists have adequate space to ride
safely. Streets that have more than one traffic lane can be striped so that the
inside traffic lanes are eleven feet wide. Restriping is less costly than widening
the pavement and is more effective in discouraging high traffic speeds.
Recommendation
. Adequate road width: Apportion street width to provide space for bicycles
and motor vehicles to operate safely side-by-side. Restripe traffic lanes to
provide fifteen-foot wide outside traffic lanes with space for bicycles on
streets where there are additional opportunities that are not specifically
identified in this plan. When selecting existing streets for bicycle route
designation, select streets that have adequate width or that can be easily
modified for bicycles. On new road construction and reconstruction
projects, design and construct the roads to safely accommodate bicyclists
on the road. Exercise caution in allocating road width adequately since
wider roads can encourage greater automobile traffic speeds, creating
conditions that are potentially more dangerous to bicyclists.
The lane width bicyclists need to ride safely on the road is four feet, as
determined by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (MSHTO). ThetypicaJ automobile lane in Denveris eleven feet. Thus
the recommended width of a traffic lane that can safely accommodate an
automobile and abicycle is fifteen feet.
Standard to a<:commoilate bicycles safely
on a two-lane street.
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Bicycle Arrow
Stencil
To be used instead of
stripes for bicycle lanes.
Characteristics:
• To be placed along
designated on-street
bicycle routes
• TItree or more to be
placed mid-block
• Back from the
intersection at least
50 feet
I AppUl!ation: spfay,
painted from the stencil
•Stencils and placement: Where discrete bicycle lanes are not safe or practical
on streets designated as bicycle routes, paint the bicycle~nd-arrow stencil
pattern three per block face. The direction of the arrow indicates to
bicyclists the direction they should travel on the road. The repetition of the
bicycle pattern alerts motorists that they are more likely to encounter
bicyclists on that street.
· Safe striping of bicycle lanes: If bicycle lane stripes are determined to be
necessary, the design and placement of the stripes should not induce
bicyclists to ride unsafely. The customary stripingofbicycle lanes isadequate
on roads that are wide enough to accommodate separated bicycle faci lities.
The stripe shou Id end 75 feet before the intersection tosignal to th e bicycl ist
the need to merge with traffic if continuing through the intersection.
Exercise care and restraint in the placement of bicycle lane stripes. Instead
of lane striping, consider the use of painted "bicycle arrows" instead.
· Design on-street bicycle facilities to minimize maintenance needs and
reduce the hazards associated with maintenance limitations. Ensure that
any public or private improvements adjacent to or effecting existing and
planned bicycle facilities are designed and constructed not to compromise
the use of those facilities or expand maintenance requirements.
· Authorize the City Bicycle Planner to review all City and applicable private
development plans that add to or effect the operation of bicycle facilities.
Include the Bicycle Planner in the review process of applications to vacate
ri~hts-of-wqy illld e"lceptions or variances to these.
Explanation ofb~ycle arrow placement
• • • 15'WI__
. - - -
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Multi-Use Trails &Bicycles
Issue
Multi-use trails provide integral links in the bicycle system for the City ofDenver.
They are heavily used by bicyclists, in addition to walkers, joggers, and in-line
skaters. Denver is fortunate to have major off·street trails located in places that
permit practical use by commuter as well as recreational bicyclists. The multi-
use trails were created as recreational links that also serve as functional con-
nections.
Some of the existing multi-use trails were designed and constructed several
years ago, when usage levels were much lower than they are today. Some of
these trails are narrow and of poor quality paving materials, and are difficult to
use because of maintenance concerns. They are in need of repaving or
reconstruction.
Analysis
Practical opportunities for major newoff-street bicycle trails are limited because
existing transportation systems and developments dominate surface land use
patterns. Major redevelopment projects, such as at Lowry Air Force Base,
Stapleton Airport, and the Central Platte Valley, as well as newdevelopments at
Denver InternationalAirport and the related Gatewayarea presentopportunities
for new multi-use trails.
Off-street multi-use trails are inviting to novice riders. A standard 1().. to 12-foot
wide trail is recommended. Concrete is a more cost-effective trail surface than
asphaltwhen resurfacingand maintenance costs are considered. Whenever off·
street trails are constructed or extended, they should be designed to be com-
pletelyseparated from traffic. Trails that cross automobile trafficat intersections,
driveways, alleys, and othercurb cuts are hazardous because they introduce the
potential for conflicts with auto traffic.
Some trails are Insufficiently wide and have competing uses, like bicycling,
walking, and in-line skating. Widening these paths to meet demand may
encourage faster bicycling speeds, resulting in less safe conditions. Where trail
uses conflict and there is adequate space, a five- to six-foot wide sidepath of
crusher fines can provide a separate area for slower-moving traffic.
Recommendations
. Pursue cost-effective opportunities to develop new trails and to fill in the
gaps in the existing off-street trail system.
. Construct trails based on consistent design standards throughout the Oty.
The Recommended Design Standards in the Appendix should be used as
guidelines tar trail planning and design, subject to neighborhooo review and
specific physical limitations. Improve the coordination ofmaintenance and
construction through common guidelines and standards.
Design newand reconstructed trails to be safe and non-circuitous, especially
trails used for commuter bicycling. Consider the aesthetic and natural
aspects of the trail experience in the design of all projects. Protect existing
vegetation. Plan and design all trails with aesthetic amenities and appropri-
ate vegetation.
DENVER BICYCLE MASTER PLAN 1993
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Bicych tmd ptrkstrltm l1rl4ge
connecting Bible Park and
the High Line CarIDI
On·StreetiOff-Street Bikeway Maintenance
Issue
The City has set a goal of attracting more people to bicycling and reducing car
trips. Adequate street and facility maintenance are an important facet of this
goal. The physical condition of riding surfaces is a key safety factor and a
determinant in the decision to ride a bicycle for commuting and recreation.
Since the bicycle is by definition a two wheel vehicle with a very small road
contact area, surface conditions are especially important. This fact has main-
tenance-related implications for both on- and off-street bikeways. On city
streets, bicycles are more sensitive to surfaceslicknessand irregularities than are
cars. On off·street paths, commutercydistsare sometimes unable to ride safely
because of debris or ice.
Analysis
In spite of the sensitivity of bicycles to surface conditions, insufficient attention
is given to bicycle facility maintenance. Motor vehicle travel lanes are regularly
swept and patched, while the sides of streets, where bicycles tend to ride, are
often bumpy and covered with sand, debris, ice, or snow. A street that is poorly
maintained along its shoulders and curb lines is effectively that much narrower
than its measured width, placing more demand on the remaining road.
The Parks and Recreation Department gives high priority to maintenence ofoff·
street paths, but surface conditions are aproblem in places because ofstaff and
equipment Iimitatioll~,qesign problems (i.e., trail$locatfld where lee tends to
build uPI, d~~i8n and maintenance conflicts, and run-off problems,
Recommendation
Improve facility design and maintenance practices to create a better cycling
experience and meet the goal of shifting travel from motor vehicles to bicycles.
To achieve this, a comprehensive on-street and off-street maintenance plan is
needed. This should be based on five major policies.
-Clear responsiblity isassigned for each bicycle faci lity prior to itsconstruction
or official designation.
-Any public or private improvements adjacent to or effecting existing and
planned bicycle facilities are designed and constructed so they do not
compromise the use of those facilities.
-Faci Iitiesaccommodatingbicyclesare designed where possible to minimize
maintenance needs and reduce hazards associated with maintenance
limitations.
-City agencies give roughly equal priority for bicycle and motor vehicle
facility maintenance.
-Over the next few years maintenence capabilities are expanded to obtain
a higher general level of street conditions, especially on street surfaces used
by bicycles.
This Bicycle Master Plan includes strategies for achieving adequate mainte-
nance of bicycle facilities. Refer to the Appendix for specific on- and off-street
bicycle facilities recommendations.
DENVER BICYClE .......STER PLAN 1993
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Bicycle Parking
Issue
Manypotential bicyclistsare hesitantto ride for utilitarian trips because they fear
their bicycles will get stolen. There is a widespread perception that any bicycle
rack or hardware is useless in deterring theft. The real and perceived fear of
bicycle theft is a major impediment to greater bicycle ridership and nationally.
Analysis
Bicycle theft is a problem, but most ofthe bicycles that are stolen are improperly
locked or not locked at all. For many people, the fear of leaving a bicycle
unattended is based on a deficiency of sturdy parking fixtures and a lack of
awareness of the most secure method of locking their bicycles. Theft is
preventable it bicycles are locked properly. Bicycle racks should allow riders to
easily and conveniently secure their bicycles. Bicyclists should be educated In
the proper types and use at locks.
Recommendation
• Place an adequate number of bicycle parking racks and/or lockers as
needed at the appropriate destinations, such as schools and universities,
public gathering places, transit stations, bus stops, and shopping centers.
The recommended style of bicycle rack is the inverted ·U· Bike Rib bicycle
rack or the equivalent.
· Encourage employers and property owners to either provide secure parking
near building entrances and protected trom rain, or allow secure storage
inside buildings.
· Encourage merchants to provide secure, practical bicycle parking for
customers.
Bicycle parking tletfr rt5taurants and shoppitlg
DENVER 81CYClE MASTER PUIN 1993
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New Routes and Signage Improvements
Issue
While the combination of existing on-street and off·street routes in Denver
currently serves most areas of the City, the system is incomplete in several
places. The off-street trail system is well-used and easily understood, but many
Denverites are unaware of the existence of an on-street bicycle system.
Among the problems with the current bicycle signage it that the signage is
insufficient, and the relationship among routes is unclear. Among the problems
with the current bicycle route sign age is that signs arenotfrequent enough, they
blend in with surroundings, they don't indicate nearby destinations, and the
placement of signs is not consistent. In some places, the signed route ends,
giving no clear indication where to find the nearest connecting route.
Analysis
A major goal ofthe Denver Bicycle Master Plan is to provide a comprehensive
bicycling network wi th access to all parts of the City. Completion ofthe one-mile
grid system of bicycle routes will result in the addition ofover 100 miles of new
routes. A one-mile grid makes it possible for a person anywhere in the City to
be no more than one-half mile from a designated route. The designation of on-
street bicycle routes can providea focus-for the implementation ofimprovements
to make the City's streets safer for bicycling. The design standards mentioned
earlier should serve as the guidelines for improvements to the bicycle routes.
A policy to improve bicycle route signag~ ~nd directignal sigflage will show the
cpnn~Q:ign(ib~tw~enth~ rqutes. Compr~hensive anQ frequ~nt bicycle signage
t;IlR also j:lromote bicycling by making the extensive bicycle route system more
easily discernible and generally known.
Bicyclists prefer to ride on streets with few stop signs and signals in an effort to
maintain momentum. The placement ofstop signs on bicycle routes should be
evaluated to maintain a balance between encouraging bicycle traffic while not
encouraging more automobile traffic on these streets.
Existing bicycle lanes on 16th Avenue.
DENVER BICVUE MASTER PLAN 1993
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Recommendations
· Upgrade and replace bicycle signage dtywide to provide a comprehensive,
understandable system. (See pages 59-61.)
Nollhwest Am
· Tennysoll Street: Designate and sign from W. 52nd Avenue under /·70 10W.
46th Avenue. Provide directional signage on Tennyson Street to the new
bicycle palh at Willis Case Golf Course. (See Project #2.)
· Zltni Street: Designate and sign Zuni Street from W. 52nd Avenue under I-
70 to W. 46th Avenue.
• W. 43rd, 44th, and 45th Avenues: After the railroad bridge is modified,
complete the signed connection along W. 43rd Avenue from Navajo Street
to Fox Street, along Fox Street to 44th Avenue, across 1-25 to 45th Avenue
to the Platte River Greenway. (See Projects #3 and 4.)
· W. 35th Avenue: Consolidate the former one-way routes on 33rd and 35th
Avenues into a single two-way roule on 35th Avenue from Perry Streel to
NavajoStreet. Remove bicyde route designation and signson 33rd Avenue.
Add new designation and signage on W. 35th Avenue between Sheridan
Boulevard and Perry Street. Evaluate the placement ofstop signs between
Quivas Street and Lipan Street SO that bicycliSts do not have to stop at every
cross street.
· W. 36th Ave1llte: Designate and sign as a bicycle roule from Navajo Street
to the Inca Street underpass at 1-25. Install directional signage to Ihe Platte
River Greenway from Navajo Street, through the /·25 underpass, and across
Rockmont Park. Ensure proper maintenance of underpass lighting.
· Pecos Street: Designate from 35th Avenue to 32nd Avenue. Show connec-
tion to routes on W. 35th Avenue and Navajo Street. Post signs on the off-
street connection through the new neighborhood park to the 20th Street
viaduct.
· Tejon Street: Designate and sign between 35th Avenue and 16th Street as
an on·street route.
· Vallejo Street: Remove existing bicycle route designation between 35th
Avenue and 30th Avenue.
· 30th Avenue: Remove existing bicycle route designation between Vallejo
Street and 16th Street.
· Navajo Street: Remove existing bicycle route designation between 35th
Avenue and 32nd Avenue.
· W. 26th Avenue: Designate from Sheridan Boulevard 10 Perry Street
· Yatts Street: Designate from W. 26th Avenue to Byron Place.
0EH\'0l BOUf M,O,SlIR I'I.AH '99]
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• W. Byron Place: Designate and sign from Yates Street to W. 23rd Avenue at
Stuart Street as an on-street alternative around the north side of Sloan Lake.
Modify Byron Place to accommodate two-way traffic.
· Wolff Street: Designate as a bicycle route and install signage to connect
Sloan Lake with the Lakewood Gulch trail.
·North High School Connection: Designate and sign Clay Street and Dunkeld
Place from W. 32nd Avenue to the bicycle path connection on the east side
of North High School. Designate the wide sidewalk on the north side ofW.
29th Avenue between Eliot and Bryant Streets as a bicycle sidepath. Post
warning signs for motorists and bicyclists at Speer Boulevard crossing.
Provide on-street bicycle lanes on W. 29th Avenue between Bryant Street
and 15th Street
· W. 26th Avenue-Stoneman's Row Connection: DesignateW. 26th Avenue
between Eliot Street and Zuni Street as an on-street route, then Zuni Street
from 26th Aven ue acrossSpeer Boulevard at the signal. Continue directional
signs along a new route on West 27th Avenue to Vallejo Street to W. 28th
Avenue (past the "Stoneman's Row" houses) to Umatilla Street to Central
Street. Connect to 15th Street via Central Street for access to Confluence
Park. This project provides an alternative to the Speer/I-25 interchange,
which has no sidewalk. Post signs at both ends of Speer Boulevard directing
bicyclists to safe bicycle routes.
·Central Street: Designate and sign from the Umatilla Street to the 20th Street
Viaduct.
· Boulder Street: Designate and sign between 29th Avenue/15th Street and
16th Street.
· Eliot Street: Designate and sign between 23rd Avenue and 17th Avenue.
Provide a signed, striped route through Mile High Stadium parking lots to
17th Avenue.
· W. 17th Avenue: Install signage, bicycle lanes, and pavement markings as
needed to define and enhance this corridor from the southwest corner of
Sloan Lake Park to the Platte River Greenway.
· Decatur Street: Designate from W. 13th Avenue to Weir Gulch.
· Weir Gulch: Place bicycle signage on Weir Gulch between Decatur Street
and the Platte River Greenway.
· W. 10th Avenue: Designate as a bicycle route from Sheridan Boulevard to
Decatu r Street. Vi a Decatu r Street, tie into Platte RiverGreenwayat W. 13 th
Avenue and at Weir Gulch with directional signs.
· Perry Street: Provide additional sign age along Perry Street from Lakewood
Gulch to Bayaud Avenue, and at intersecting routes such as W. 1st Avenue.
DENVER BICYClE MASTER PLAN 1993
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Northeast Area
•Lincoln Street: Post bicycle route signs on lincoln Street from 47th Avenue,
under 1-70, to 45th Avenue, providing a link from north Globeville to the rest
of the system.
· 46th Avetltle: If the State and Oty provide improvements on 46th Avenue,
designate 46th Avenue as a bicycle route from the west side of the Platte
River bridge to Humboldt Street. The sidepath through the 46th Avenue
underpass should be signed as a bicycle dismount zone. Designation and
signage should continue from 46th Avenue, on Humboldt Street, to 47th
Avenue to Race Street
· Northeast Connection to Platte River Greenway: Designate Race Court and
Race Street as a signed bicycle route from the Plane River Greenway to E.
47th Avenue. Continue bicycle route designation on 47th Avenue to
Clayton Street., on Clayton Street from 47th Avenue to 44th Avenue, and on
44th Avenue from Clayton Street to Steele Street
· E. 35th Avenue: Designate and sign from Downing Street to Quebec Street
Provide directional signage toSt Charles Recreation Centeralong Lafayette
Street. (See Project #12 fora futureconnection on 35th Streetto Platte River
Greenway.)
· Marion Street: Designate as bicycle route from 35th Avenue to 33rd
Avenue.
·Franklin Street: Designate and sign Franklin Street from 40th Avenue to 29th
Avenue.
· Lafayette Street: Continue designation and signage along lafayette Street
from 25th Avenue to 16th Avenue at Park Avenue. TIe into the Franklin
Street connection to Cheeseman Park.
· High Street: Designate and sign from 29th Avenue to 16th Avenue.
· Race Street: Designate and sign from 16th Avenue to Cheeseman Park at
12th Avenue.
· Steele Street: Designate and sign from 44th Avenue to 29th Avenue.
· laclcson Street: Designate and sign from Smith Road to 35th Avenue.
·City Parkand21st AvenueConnectingRoutelmprovements: Improve signage
and add pavement markingthrough City Park to connecting routes. Remove
route designation on 22nd Avenue from High Street to York Street, and the
continuation into City Park to Duck lake. Designate and sign bicycle route
on 21st Avenue from High Street to York Street. Route bicycle traffic
through west gate of City Park at 21 st Avenue. (Also see Project #27.)
·Montview Boulewrd: From Colorado Boulevard to Quebec Street, revise
existing bicycle lane stripes to meet established engineering standards.
O£NVER slCYur MASTER PlAN 1993
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•Dahlia Street: Designate from 52nd Avenue to Montview Boulevard. (Also
see Project #16.)
· Cherry Street: Designate and sign from Montview Boulevard to 12th
Avenue.
· Clennont Street: Designate and sign from 12th Avenue to Bayaud Avenue.
Dahlia, Cherry, and Clermont Streets form a north-south corridor parallel to
Colorado Boulevard.
Central Area
· 21st Street: Designate 21 st Street from the new baseball stadium at Blake
Street to 20th Avenue. At the northwest end, provide a connection to
Wazee Street and the 20th Street viaduct via Blake Street Restripe to
provide a 15-foot outside lane for bicydes and cars. At the southeast end,
connect to Sherman Streetwith aone-block long sidepath on the north side
of20th Avenue, to be used until 20th Avenue isconverted to two-way traffic.
· Curtis Street: Establish a signed route on Curtis Street from 21 st Street to
Downing Street/33rd Avenue. (See Project #13) Show connections to 35th
Street and E. 35th Avenue via designated routes on 33rd Avenue and
Marion Street. Since Curtis Street is one-way southwest of Broadway,
designate an on-street route from Curtis Street to 24th Street to Champa
Street to the bicyde route on 21 st Street.
· 20th Street Viaduct: Post signage on the two-way sidepath from W. 32nd
Avenue and Pecos Street to Blake Street Provide additional warning signs
for motorists and bicydists at intersections.
· 15th Street: Designate and sign from 29th Avenue to Wazee Street
· Wazee Street: Designate a two-way on-street bicyde route with 14- to 15-
foot outside lanes for cars and bicycles on Wazee Street from the new
access ramp at Cherry Creek (See Project #20) to 20th Street viaduct and
new baseball stadium.
·Market Street Ramp from Cherry Creek Path: Provide signage to direct bicy-
clists between the Market Street ramp and the Wazee Street bicycle route.
·Southsideaccess to Auraria: Designateand sign an on-street route on Umatilla
Street from W. 13th Avenue to "Old Colfax" Avenue, to Curtis Street, under
the Colfax viaduct into the Auraria campus. This connection continues
through the campus via an existing path on the Curtis Street alignment
· W. 13th Avenue: Designate and sign from the Platte River Greenway to
Mariposa Street.
· Bannock Street/Cherokee Street: Designate bicycle routes on Bannock (one-
way south) and Cherokee Street (one-way north) from Colfax Avenue to
Speer Boulevard. Remove existing route on Acoma Street from 14th
Avenue to Speer Boulevard.
30
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· 7th Avenue: Designate and sign from the Cherry Creek Path to the existing
7th Avenue bicycle route at Williams Street
· Galapago Street: Provide comprehensive bicycle route signage on this
existing route between 11 th Avenue and 1st Avenue.
· E.lst Avenue: Designate as a bicycle route from Galapago Street to Ogden
Street.
Southwest Area
•PlatteRiverGreerrway/Alameda Avenue/CherokeeStrut Connection: Remove
existing route designation along Kalamath'Street (from Alameda to Bayaud),
Bayaud Avenue (from Kalamath to Cherokee), and Galapago Street (from
Bayaud to 1st Avenue). Replace with asafer, smoother route on the bicycle
sidepath along the north side of Alameda Avenue, through the railroad
underpass, to the oo-street route on Cherokee Street from Alameda Avenue
to 1st Avenue. Upgrade the crossings at the southbound 1-25 off-ramp,
Santa Fe, and Kalamath. Install stop signs, and bicycle, pedestrian, and
automobile warning signsnearthestop signsat1-25 exit ramp ontowestbound
Alameda.
· Cherokee Street: Provide a signed bicycle route connection from Cherokee
Street and Alameda Avenue to the RTD/MAC light rail station. Install new
signal at Alameda and Cherokee. (Also see Project #37.)
· Perry Street/Stuart Street/Rilleigh Street: Complete north-south corridor
with directional signage on Perry Street from 1stAvenue to Bayaud Avenue,
W. Bayaud Avenue from Perry Street to Stuart Street, then on Stuart Street
from Bayaud Avenue, across Morrison Road to Raleigh Street. Post bicycle
route signs on Raleigh Street to louisiana Avenue, and identify intersecting
routes on louisiana Avenue and Tennyson Street to the south.
• W. 1st Avenue: Provide additional signage and pavement markings from
Sheridan Boulevard to Federal Boulevard. (Also see Project #30.)
• W. MapleAvenue: Relocateexisting route from Bayaud Avenueto W. Maple
Avenue between Tejon Street and Navajo Street, then south on Navajo
Street toCedar Avenue to Platte River Greenway. This would require paving
Maple Avenue from Pecos Street to Navajo Street, and a new access ramp
at the Greenway. (See Minor Improvement #33.)
· Virginia Avenue: Designate as a bicycle route from Irving Street to Platte
River Greenway.
· Kentucky Avenue: Designate and sign from Sheridan Boulevard to Zuni
Street, and connect through the Huston Lake park trail to Zuni Street and
Virginia Avenue.
· W. Floriaa Avenue: Reconfigure the striping of W. Florida Avenue from
Sheridan Boulevard to Xavier Street to include bicyde lanes, as a continua-
tion ofbicyde lanes in lakewood and aspartofthe connection to Sanderson
Gulch. (Also see Project #40 in "Related Projects· - lakewood, page 52.)
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• XJwier Streel: Designate and sign from Louisiana Avenue to Sanderson
Gulch.
• 5Ilnderson Gulch/Ruby Hill Park/Plaltt Rivtr GrtmUJQy Conntdiorc Install
signsfrom Sanderson Gulch bicycle palh along the off-street connection on
Rorida Avenue to Ruby Hill Park and the Greenway. Indude bicycle
crossing signs at intersections. Continue signage along new bicycle path
around the north end of Overland GolfCourse to Iowa Avenue underpass
at Santa Fe Drive, and on Jowa Avenue bicyde route.
· Delar.oan Street: Designate and sign between IliffAvenue and Yale Avenue.
• Bear Cr~k to PitTCt Street ConnedilJtl: Install directional signs from Bear
Creek bikeway across new bridge, along the connection to Pierce Street
(See Projects #46 and 48.) Work with lakewood to establish a signed on-
street route on Pierce Street to Quincy Avenue.
· W. Yale Avenaa: Continue signed route on W. Yale Avenue from Lamar
Street to Sheridan Boulevard, with a connection into LakewoOO.
· S. Webster Strut: Designate as an on-street bicycle roule from W. Yale
Avenue to the connection with the Bear Creek Trail.
• W. Drutmouth Avenue: Remove -Bikes must use bikepath- signs along
Dartmouth Avenue from Webster Street to Sheridan Boulevard. Designate
and sign Dartmouth Avenueasa bicycle route from the BearCreekTrail near
Fenton Street to lowell Bou'evard.
· Irving Sired: Designate as a bicyde route to connect Knox Court/lowell
Boulevard to loretto Heights College.
· W. Union Avenue: Designate from Utica Street to Federal Boulevard.
Coordinate with Englewood to extend access to Greenway.
· S. Utica Street: Designate as an on-street bikeway from Quincy Avenue to
Union Avenue.
· Lowell Boulevard: Designate from Hampden Avenue to the south dty limit
through Fort Logan Mental Health Center, which requires minor improve.
mentsatQuincy Avenue (see Project 11'48) and permission from the Mental
Health Center. If the connection through the Health Center is not permitted,
designate an on-street bicycle route on Oxford Avenue from Lowell Boule.
vard to Irving Street. on Irving Street from Oxford Avenue to Quincy
Avenue, and on Quincy from Irving Street to lowell Boulevard.
• W. Slllnford Avenue: Designate from Kipling Street to the bicyde path
connection at DudleyStreel Post directional signs along the bicycle path to
Quincy Avenue,. and ak>ng Quincy to Wadsworth Boulevard. TIe into
sidepath on Quincy. (See Project '46.)
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· Lakes Lake Area: Designate and develop bicycle routes and paths to serve
this area, including the reserved north-south right-af-way east of Dudley
Street, a bicycle route on Union Avenue, and a route from Quincy Avenue
to Union Avenue.
Southeast Area
· Ogden Street: Designate from 1st Avenue to Cedar Avenue.
· Ellsworth Avenue: Designate from Ogden Street to Downing Street.
•Bayaud Avenue: Remove bicycle route designation on Bayaud Avenue from
Ogden Street to Downing Street! Marion Street Parkway.
· Cedar Avenue: Designate Cedar Avenue from Ogden Street to Marion
Street Parkway for access to Washington Park.
· York Street: Designate and sign as an on-street route from the bicycle
sidepath on Alameda Avenue (from University Boulevard) to Exposition
Avenue. Include complete directional signage to direct bicyclists to use this
route to Washington Park, instead of using 1stAvenue or continuing south
on University Boulevard.
· Bayaud Avenue: Designate and sign a bicycle route along Bayaud Avenue
from Steele Street to Kearney Street This route requires use ofan alley from
Leetsdale Drive toAlbion Street along the Bayaud alignment. Designate and
sign Cedar Avenue from Kearney Street to Monaco Parkway. (Also see
Project #51.)
•Dahlia Street: Designate from Bayaud Avenue to Leetsdale Drive. Coordi-
nate with Glendale to establish north-south connection on Cherry Street to
the Cherry Creek Path.
· Ohio Avenue: Designate and sign from RTD/MAC light rail station to new
access under 1-25 across Broadway to Pearl Street.
·Virginia Avenue: Designate from RTD/MAC light rail station nearCherokee
Street to Marion Street Parkway. Install directional signs. Coordinate
bicycle access through Broadway Marketplacewith the development team.
· Iowa Avenue: Designate from Santa Fe Drive to Franklin Street. Use the
existing connection on Buchtel Parkway. Install directional signage showing
access to Ruby Hill Park and Washington Park.
• Louisiana Avenue: Remove route designation on Louisiana Avenue from
Ogden Street to Franklin Street.
· Logan Street: As a continuation of the Pearl Street bicycle route, designate
a route from Pearl Street to Logan Street on Tennessee Avenue. Continue
Logan Street designation to Iowa Avenue, to connect to Sherman Street
route.
· Shennan Street: Designate as a bicycle route from Iowa Avenue to Yale
Avenue. Connect with the existing Englewood route.
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•Mississippi Avenue: Designate and sign as an on-street route from Steele
Street to Dahlia Street. Urge Glendale to designate and sign the small
portion of this route in its boundaries.
·Cherry Street: Designate and sign as an on-street route between the Cherry
Creek Path and Mississippi Avenue. Coordinate with the City of Glendale
to provide an extension along Dexter Street
.Jersey Street: See Minor Improvement #55: Leetsdale at George Washing-
ton High School
· Virginia Avenue: Designate from Jersey Street to Quebec Street
· Exposition Avenue: Designate from the Cherry Creek Path access at Four
Mile Historic Park to Keamey Street.
·nit!Avenue: Designate and sign between the proposed new bridge overthe
railroad tracks and Santa Fe Drive (see Project 1#44) to Franklin Street
· Dahlia Street: Designate and sign as bicycle route from Mississippi Avenue
to Warren Avenue.
· Warren Avenue: Designate and sign as bicycle route from Dahlia Street to
Grape Street to the High Une Canal acce s.
·nit!Avenue at Holly Street: Improve directional signage at this intersection
to showCQnl1ediol1~to High Une Canal, Warren Av nue, and Dahlia Street
rowte5,
· Quebec Street: Designate and sign from Alameda Avenue to Mississippi
Avenuet with a future extension through Lowry redevelopment. Install
signage, bicycle lanes, and wide curb lanes as needed to improve bicycle
access.
· Dayton Street: Designate and sign an on-street bicycle route from Alameda
Avenue to the High Line Canal.
· Mississippi Avenue: Designate and sign from Oneida Street to Quebec
Street.
· Oneida Street: Designate and sign from Mississippi Avenue to Florida
Avenue and the Cherry Creek Path.
· Florida Avenue: Designate and sign a bicycle route from Florida Avenue at
Monaco ParkwaYt across Cook Park and the bridge at Oneida Street At
Place Middle School, provide signage to show the connection to the Rorida
Avenue path north of Place Middle School to the High Line Canal (See
Project #57.)
· Clarkson Street: Designate and sign between Harvard Avenue and Yale
Avenue.
1993
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· Harvard Avenue: Designate and sign from Sherman Street to Clarkson
Street
· St. Paul Street: Relocate existing bicycle route from Milwaukee Street to St
Paul Street between Warren Avenue and Vassar Avenue to create a more
direct alignment.
·Harvard Gulch Path: Remove bicycle designation on this fragmented path
between Downing Street and University Boulevard. This corridor could be
improved for local pedestrian use ifmany ofitscurb rampswere reconstructed
and through-access across University were terminated. The path in this area
between York Street and University Boulevard should be replaced with a
park facility without through-access to University. Pedestrians wanting to
travel east-west through the area should be directed away from the existing
path at Gaylord Street to an east-west street with a signali2ed crossing of
University Avenue.
·Oneida Street: Designate and sign from Iliff Avenue to Yale Avenue asan on-
street alternative to the High Line Canal in this area
· Quebec Street: Designate and sign as an on-street route with striped bicycle
lanes from High Line Canal to Yale Avenue.
·Newport Street: Designate and sign a bicycle route from the High Line Canal
access at the intersection of Newport Street and Bucknell Place to Girard
Avenue, then connect via Girard Avenue to Oneida Street.
·Oneida Street: Continue bicycle route on Oneida Way from Girard Avenue
to Poplar Street. From Poplar Street connect to Oneida Street. to Princeton
Avenue (both east and west), then to Eastmoor Drive to Quebec Street.
· Quincy Avenue: Continue bicycle route designation from Olive Street to
Eastmoor Drive.
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· Quebec Street/So Ulster Parkway: Designate and sign bicycle route on Quebec
Street from Quincy Avenue, under 1-225, then on S. Ulster Parkway into the Denver
Tech Center to Belleview Avenue.
· Union Avenue: Install a signed bicycle route connection from S. Ulster Parkway to
Yosemite Street.
· Tamarac Street at Hampden Avenue: Improve signage and bicycle lane striping on
Tamarac Street through this intersection. Create a signed bypass route of the
Tamarac/Hampden intersection using the Poplar Street signalized intersection at
Hampden Avenue. Route cyclists along Spruce Street and Rosemary Way/Quince
Street to Kenyon Avenue from the south, and along Dartmouth Avenue, Cornell
Avenue, Pontiac Street. Girard Avenue, and Hamilton Place from the north to
provide an on-street connection from Rosamond Park to Bible Park. Provide for
bicyclists actuation of the Tamarac/Hampden and Poplar/Hampden traffic signals.
Ensure adaquate traffic signal timing for bicycles and pedestrians across Hampden
Avenue. Opportunities for grade-separated bicycle crossings ofHampden Avenue
should be pursued in the future.
· Dayton Street: IfGreenwood Village constructs bicycle path connection to Cherry
Creek Reservoir, post an on-street route from Eastman Avenue across Hampden
Avenue. (See Project #74.) Ensure adaquate traffic signal timing across Hampden.
· Yale Avenue: Designate and sign as an on·street route between the proposed
"Cherry CreeklYale Avenue ConnectionH and Havana Street to facilitate the use of
Yale Avenue as a route to and from Aurora
Stapleton, Lowty, Montbe1lo and Eastern areas
· Syracuse Street: Designate, sign, and stripe between the Stapleton and Lowry
redevelopments. Provide route signage, bike lanes, and pavement markings.
· Yosemite Street: Designate as a bicycle route from Montview Boulevard to 11 th
Avenue between the Stapleton and Lowry redevelopments. Install bike route
signage and pavement markings as needed. As traffic Increases on Yosemite Street,
maintain adequate width and priority for bicyclists. Coordinate with Aurora on the
possibility of additional access to Stapleton via 19th Avenue and the Westerly
Gulch/Chester Street park.
· Smith Road: Designate and sign from Jackson Street, under Colorado Boulevard to
Quebec Street. This route will be extended to the new Sand Creek Bikeway under
Stapleton runways to Havana ~treet. (See Project #70.)
· 56th Avenue: Designate and sign as a bicycle route from Quebec Street to Peoria
Street, as part of the construction and reconstruction of 56th Avenue.
·47th Avenue: Enhance Montbello access from Havana Street to Albrook Drive with
signage and pavement markings along 47th Avenue. (See Project #72.)
· Montbello Routes: Establish a network of on-street routes along Albrook Drive,
Andrews Drive, 49th Avenue, Crown Boulevard. Uvalda Street, ome Street,
Bolling Drive, Maxwell Place, and Tulsa Court When 51st Avenue is extended,
provide a bicyde route to connect with 48th Avenue at Chambers Road. Identify
a connection through Montbello High School grounds to directly link 50th Avenue
to Bolling Drive.
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Capital Improvement Projects
Issue
Denver's comprehensive system ofon4 and off-street bicycle facilities provides
good access to most areas of Denver. In certain locations, a lack of facilities
makesgetting from one place to anotherdifficult. These gaps in the system leave
bicyclists without a convenient way to get across a highway, railroad tracks, or
other barriers. Minor problems include poor connections between bicycle
routes, intersections where bicycle access is difficult, and the substandard
condition of some facilities, like the absence of curb cuts or lack of adequate
road width for bicycles.
Theopportunities for newoff-street bicycle paths are limited in Denver because
of the scardty ofundeveloped land. The off-street bicycle system in Denver is
heavily used for both recreational and utilitarian bicycling. Some of the trails
were created several years ago when the demands on them were less than they
are today. Some of these trails are narrow and of poor quality paving materials.
Analysis
A safe network of routes and paths suitable for novice and family riders is a goal
of the Master Plan. Some people are not comfortable riding on streets with
automobile traffic. Designated bicycle routes can introduce novice riders to
ridi ng on streets where traffic moves at slower speeds at lowervolumes. Bicycle
routes should encourage more bicycling by providing a safe network for new
and inexperienced bicyclists, allowing access to all parts of the City by bicycle.
As cyclists gain experience, they may feel more secure venturing from the
designated routes.
For pedestrian and bicyclist safety reasons, this Plan does not recommend the
use of sidewalks for adult bicycle riding. Opportunities to cost-effectively
replace sidepaths and sidewalk bikeways should be pursued. Some existing
bicycle facilities, however, use sidewalks as two-way bicycle sidepaths. Prevj.
ously designed improvements such as the 20th Street Viaduct also will have
these provisions. Some of these sidepath designs are retained as Master Plan
bicycfe facilities as a necessity for practical, physical, and cost reasons. The
Master Plan also proposes some sidepaths in unique situations where they will
improve rather than decrease safety. However this class of design is not
preferred for future projects.
Recommendations
· Clear Creek Trail to Northwest Neighborhood Connection: (#2) Install a 1a-
foot wide concrete bicycle path from Sheridan Boulevard to Tennyson
Street along the south side ofWillis Case GolfCourse. Include comprehen-
sive directional signage. (See also Minor Capital Improvement Project # 1.)
· Railroad Overpass Modifications at W. 43rd Avenue -Inca Street to Fox
Street: (#3) Work with the railroad companies to modify the existing
pedestrian overpass for bicycle and handicapped access between the
northwest neighborhoods and the Platte River Greenway. Construct ramps
at both ends. Install signage on 43rd, 44th, and 45th Avenues.
·PlatteRiverGreenwayReconstruction -50th Avenue toFranklin Street: (#5)
A plan to close this portion of Platte River Drive to motor vehicle traffic is
1993
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All improvement
projects are subject to
review prior to imple-
mentation. This includes
public review to ensure
that the project is
consistent with neigh~
borhood goals. As
projects near construc-
tion, adjustments may be
made as
necessary.
Major Capital
Improvements
These projects are
capital improvements
that require
investments of more
than $100,000.
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now being negotiated. When the street is closed, convert the on-street route
to an off-street concrete path consistent with the rest of the corridor. As a
low-cost alternative, instead of constructing a new concrete path, sawcut
the existing asphalt street to the proper width and alignment.
· 35th Street Connection to Northeast Neighborhoods: (#12) Create a con·
nection from the Platte River Greenway to the northeast neighborhoods via
anewbicycle and pedestrian bridge over the railroad tracks atapproximately
35th Street. Add new signage from the Greenway to 35th Street. Install an
access ramp to the Greenway from 35th Street.
As an alternative to the 35th Street bridge, 38th Street could be designated
as a bicycle route if major safety improvements were made to it. Improve-
ments must include bicycle-safe reconstruction or redesign of the Downing
Street/38th Street intersection, the railroad underpass, and curb cuts to
properties northwest of th e underpass.
•Cherry Creek Path Reconstruction - Confluence Park to Market Street: (#19)
Widen the existing bicycle path to 10- or 12-foot wide concrete and repair
drainage problems. Consider installation of a five- to six-foot parallel soft-
surface pedestrian path to reduce bicycle and pedestrian conflicts.
· Wynkoop Street Ramp to Cherry CreekPath: (#20) Construct access ramp on
the south side of Cherry Creek to tie into the historical Wynkoop Street
railroad bridge after its recommission for bicycle and pedestrian use.
· Auraria Parkway Viaduct Connections to W.17thAvenue: (#22) To improve
connections to the W. 17th Avenue and Eliot Street routes, construct a
separated bikeway with barriers from the alley behind Federal Boulevard
along the east side of the northbound Federal exit ramp to the sidepath on
th eCol fax viaduct. Widen the exit ram p to the west ifnecessary. Coord inate
bus parking needs on the ramp with RTD. Use signage to direct bicyclists to
the Auraria Parkway viaduct sidepath for access to Auraria instead of the
Colfax viaduct, which has three dangerous intersections.
To provide an alternative to the Auraria viaduct route, install comprehensive
signage and pavement markings along W. 17th Avenue, across the Platte
River at the Bronco bridge, and over the mainline railroad tracks into Auraria
and the new Elitch's site. Install a striped bicycle climbing lane for cyclists
ascending the hill westbound on the north side ofW. 17th Avenue between
Federal Boulevard and Bryant Street. Repair and replace the path between
W. 17th Avenue and the Platte River bridge.
· Completion of Lakewood/Dry Gulch Reconstruction: (#23) Replace the
Lakewood Gulch asphalt trail from Knox Court to Federal Boulevard and
from 10th Avenue through Martinez Parkwith a 1D-footwide, non-circuitous
concrete path. Improve drainage and engineering. Provide connections to
neighborhoods. Work with Lakewood on a Dry Gulch trail extension across
Sheridan Boulevard to tie into Lakewood's routes. Install bicycle and
pedestrian traffic signals and actuation buttons atthe intersection ofSheridan
Boulevard and the Dry Gulch.
Designate an on-street route from the east end of Lakewood Gulch through
Rude Park to 13th Avenue and the Platte River Greenway as an alternative
to the underpassatDecaturStreet, which has securityan ddrainage problems.
DENVER BICYCLE MASTER PLAN 1993
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• Weir Gulch Reconstruction: (##29) Replace the asphalt with 1().foot wide
concrete. Bicycle path designation should end west ofBamum Park unless
the path is extended to include a separated crossing of 6th Avenue and an
extension through north Weir Gulch to the Platte River Greenway.
•Platte River Greenway Reamstruction: (#31> Widen the existing eight-foot
wide Platte River Greenway [Colorado Greenway Trail] to 10-foot wide
concrete, with an adjacent five- to six-foot wide soft-surface trail.
·PlatteRiverGreenway BridgeReplacement: (#32) Replace the six wood span
bridges over the Platte River along the Platte River Greenway that are
reaching their structural life expectancy. Improve bridge alignment simul-
taneously. Coordinate cost-sharing with Urban Drainage and Rood Control,
and The Platte River Valley Greenway Foundation.
·1stAvenue/SpeerBoulevard/DowningStreet Improvements: (#36) Reconfigure
this intersection, including curb cuts and sidewalks, to betteraccommodate
bicycle turning movements and create easier access to the Cherry Creek
Path. Provide directional signage to intersecting routes.
Phase I: To bypass the intersections on Downing Street at Speer Boulevard
and Bayaud Avenue, construct a wide sidepath along the east side of
Emerson/Clarkson Street from the Cherry Creek access ramps at Speer
Boulevard to 1st Avenue. This sidepath permits safe and direct two-way
bicycle access between the Cherry Creek Path and the 1st Avenue bicycle
route on the one-way Clarkson/Emerson Street This allows east-west traffic
to bypass the narrow sidewalk on the south sideofSpeer Boulevard between
Downing Street and Lafayette Street Post signs on both ends of the narrow
sidewalk encouraging bicyclists to dismount. Install directional signs on
Ogden Street from 1st Avenue to Cedar Avenue, then to Marion Street, for
access to Washington Park. Also show access on Ellsworth Avenue from
Ogden Street to Downing Street as an alternative route to Marion Street
Parkway and Washington Park.
Phase II: To elim inate turn ingconflicts and bypass Speer Sou levard, constru ct
a low-water crossing and ramp from the Cherry Creek path to the east side
of Downing Street, south of 1st Avenue. Connect to a two-way sidepath on
the east side of Downing Street to Marion Street Parkway. Retain existing
bicycle lanes On Downing Street as an on-street option.
· Sanderson Gulch Improvements: (#41) As a long-term goal, replace the
asphalt with 10-foot wide concrete, simultaneously improving trail align-
ment. Add curb cuts, and improve neighborhood connections where
needed.
· Platte River Greenway Reconstruction - Florida Avenue to Emns Avenue:
(#43) Replace the only remaining asphalt section of the Platte River
Greenway with 1().foot wide concrete from Florida Avenue to PasquinaYs
Landing Park, along the west side of Overland Golf Course. Construct a
fence to screen bicyclists from golf balls.
•Iliff Avenue/Platte River Greenway Connection: (#44) Construct a bicycle
and pedestrian bridge over the railroad tracks and Santa Fe Drive along the
DENVER BICYCLE MASTER PLAN 1993
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Neighborhoods should be
consulted to establish
priorities where trail
greenways are narrow and
widening of the paths
could significantly reduce
the landscape.
Iliff Avenue alignment to bypass heavy automobile traffic on Evans Avenue
and Dartmouth Avenue. A short bicycle path through the park would
complete the connection to the Greenway.
· West Haroard Gttlch/Pla1te Greenway Connection: (#45) (Programmed and
funded) Extend the existing West Harvard Gulch bike path to the Platte
River Greenway. To complement these improvements, Englewood intends
to upgrade West Harvard Gulch to Zuni Street
•Bear CreekTrail/Pierce Street Connection to Southwest Neighborhoods: (#46)
(Programmed and funded) Construct a bicyde path along the sewer
easement on the south side of Bear Creek to tie into a new bicycle and
pedestrian bridge from Bear Creek Park. Connect to Pierce Street for on-
street access to the southwest neighborhoods. Provide directional signage
to and from the bridge along the new path and Pierce Street
· Bear Creek Trail: (#47) Convert the Bear Creek Trail to a 12-foot wide
concrete path, or acombination of 1Q-foot wide concrete and adjacent five-
to six-foot wide soft-surface path. Improve trail alignment as needed.
· Quincy Avenue Access to Southwest Neighborhoods: (#48) Work with Lake-
wood to construct atwcrway concrete bicycle sidepath along the north side
of Quincy Avenue from Wadsworth Boulevard to Sheridan Boulevard.
Improve bicycle access on Quincy Avenue from Sheridan Boulevard to
Lowell Boulevard. (See UOther Projects - Lakewood, page 53.)
Phase I: Construct ~ separate two-way concrete bicycle sidepath along the
north sld~ of Quincy Avenue from Wadsworth Boulevard to Pierce Street.
NOTE: This is a City of Lakewood project
Phase II: Construct a separate twcrway concrete bicycle sidepath along the
north side of Quincy Avenue from Pierce Street to Sheridan Boulevard.
Construct a link along the west side of Wadsworth Boulevard for several
hundred feet north and south of Belleview Avenue to complete off-street
access to Southwest Plaza. This project will require coordination with
Lakewood and the Colorado Department ofTransportation.
Phase Ill: Widen Quincy Avenue from Sheridan Boulevard to Utica Street,
and install bicycle lanes or wide curb lanes. Pave the off-street gravel
connection along the south side of Fort Logan Health Center between Utica
Street and Lowell Boulevard as a twcrway bicycle sidepath.
· Buchtel Corridor Bikeway: (#53) Install a bikeway along Buchtel Boulevard
from 10waAvenue to Colorado Boulevard as part ofnew parkdevelopment.
Consider an extension to Dahlia Street across the existing railroad overpass
at 1-25. Work with RTD since this is a planned rapid transit corridor.
· Dahlia Street/Iliff Avenue Overpass at 1-25: (#54) Construct an overpass
across 1-25 to fill a north.south gap on Dahlia Street and an east-west gap on
IliffAvenue! and to bypass the EvansAvenue bridge at 1-25. As an alternative,
modify the existing railroad overpass north of Evans Avenue for use as a
bicyde crossing. Access to the bridge is hazardous due to 1-25 exit ramps!
and would require State approval of traffic signals on the ramps to be viable.
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· Cherry Creek Path Reconstruction - Holly Street to Oneida Street: (#56)
Phase t: Reconstruct the existing bicycle path from Monaco Parkway to the
pedestrian bridge at Place Middle School. Install a 1().foot wide concrete
path and landscaping consistent with the rest of the corridor. Modify
signalization, curb cuts, and the crosswalk across Monaco Parkway at N.
Cherry Creek Drive for safer, more convenient bicycle crossings.
Phase II: As curb and gutter placement continues along the Cherry Creek
corridor, provide a 1().foot wide concrete path, plus a five- to six.foot soft-
surface pedestrian path from Holly Street to Monaco Parkway at Garland
Park.
Long-term option: When the Monaco Parkway bridge over Cherry Creek is
reconstructed, investigate the possibility of creating a bicycle path under-
pass, including analysis of physical feasibility, cost, and security consider-
ations. Currently, the bridge clearance isvery lowand placement ofa bicyde
path under the bridge would require expensive engineering. If the Monaco
underpass is constructed, place an underpass at Holly Street and construct
a continuous recreational path separated from traffic.
· Cook Park Intersecting Routes at Florida Avenue, Oneida Stred, and Oterry
Creek: (#57) Upgrade directional signage at this hub where several routes
converge. Widen and replace the bike path through Cook Park from Rorida
Avenue at Monaco Parkway to the Cherry Creek bridge at Oneida Street
with a more direct easy-to-follow 1o-foot wide concrete path. Construct a
1().foot wide concrete trail to create a strong north-south connection on the
Oneida Street corridor from Florida Avenue, across the Cherry Creek
bridge, through CookPark to Mexico Avenue. Improve the Mexico Avenue/
Oneida Street intersection to facilitate bicycle and pedestrian crossing. (See
page 48.)
· High Line Canal Path Upgrade: (#59) Parallel to the existing path, develop
a five- to six-foot wide soft-surface path with crusher flnes, or other soft
material, to more safely and comfortably accommodate slower-speed foot
traffic. If analysis shows it is the most cost-effective solution, incrementally
replace the existing seven- to eight-foot wide asphalt path with a lO-foot
wide concrete path as funds permit. To avoid scattering gravel from the soft
path onto the concrete path, the two paths should be separated where
possible. Tint the concrete dark gray or earth tone to make the path less
intrusive.
Because of the diversity of trail users, and because this proposal may be
perceived as a substantial change to the existing facility, neighborhood
consensus should be sought before construdion.
•Cherry Creek Path/Yale Avenue Connection: (#64) Develop a bicycle path
connedion from Cherry Creek through Babi Yar Park to Yale Avenue to
provide a good connection to Aurora.
·CherryCreekPath Reconstruction: (#66) Repairand replace theCherryCteek
Path from the High Line Canal to 1-225. Install a 1().foot wide concrete path,
improve grades, and reconstruct the underpass at 1·225.
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. Near-term Montbello Access through Stapleton Airport Redevelopment: (#68)
Create direct access through Stapleton Airport to connect Montbello routes
with the Denver bicycle grid. Develop the Sand Creek corridor and adjacent
trails as part of the "Emerald Strands" recreation plan. Develop connections
with the Green Valley Ranch neighborhood. Install signage throughout
Montbello as specified in the list of "New Routes:'
Early action: Until a new street system traversing Stapleton is available,
improve access to Montbello with the following projects:
-(##69) When 56th Avenue is reconstructed between Quebec Street and
Peoria Street, designate and sign as an on-street route, and provide 15-foot
wide curb lanes in each direction.
-(#70) Construct wide curb lanes or aseparated bicycle path along Smith Road from Quebec Street to Sand
Creek.
-(#71) Create an off-street trail along the Sand Creek corridor from Smith Road, under the runways, to
Havana Street.
-(#72) Install wide curb lanes or a separated bicycle path along the west side of Havana Street from 47th
Avenue to Smith Road.
-(#73) Construct four- to six-foot wide shoulders along Havana Way from Smith Road to the city limits at
Moline Street.
• Peoria Street: (#76) Replace the existing sidepath, which is narrow and circuitous, with a 1O-foot wide
concrete sidepath from 56th Street to Albrook Drive. Straighten the path alignment, relocate utility boxes,
and fix curb ramps.
· Green Valley Ranch: (#79) Pave a 1o-foot wide path along the High Line Canal between 40th Avenue and
Malaya Street in the developed area of Green Valley Ranch.
• Westwood Trail: (#80) Presently, a Master Plan is being developed to construct a trail and open space
corridor from Perry Street eastward to Zuni Street along an existing Public Service Company (PSCo)
easement. This portion of the corridor is funded for trail and open space landscape improvements to be
constructed in 1994. Agreements with PSCo, the Southwest community Center, and Kepner Middle School
will be needed.
Future improvements should include providing on-street linkages to Weir Gulch Trail, Huston Lake Park,
Sanderson Gulch Trail, Platte River Greenway, the Southwest Community Center, and Kepner Middle
School. Care should be exercised in providing street crossings at Kentucky, Lowell, Irving, and West
Mississippi. To uphold user safety, coordination will be needed to provide signalized street crossings at
Morrison Road and Federal Boulevard.
· Traffic Signal Actuation: Initiate a citywide bicycle traffic signal actuation plan targeting problem intersec-
tions. Adopt a policy for new construction to include appropriate signal actuation features at intersections
where bicyclists may be unduly delayed.
· Stonn Sewer Grates: Complete the citywide program to replace unsafe street drainage with bicycle-safe
drainage grates on bicycle routes. Use vaned grates where possible.
· Handrails: Provide specific annual funding for railing' installations along off-street trails. The needs are
numerous.
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· Trail Fixtures: Provide annual funding for installation of trail.related ameni·
ties along Greenway corridors. This includes portable toilet enclosures,
phones, drinking water, etc.
· Trees: A citywide tree planting program should be considered to help
reinforce the visibility and enjoyment of bicycle corridors.
. Inspiration Point Park Connection: (#1) Construct a wide sidewalk on the
east side ofSheridan Boulevard from W. 49th Avenue and Inspiration Point
Park to the proposed bicycle path on the south side of Willis Case Golf
Course. If feasible, add an on-demand traffic signal at W. 49th Avenue and
Sheridan Boulevard. If this is not feasible, exclude this sidewalk and signal
project and replace with a redesigned bicycle and pedestrian crossing of
Sheridan at the existing westbound 1-70 to northbound Sheridan ramp
intersection. This should include a refuge island, crosswalk, adequate signal
time, and a stop or yield sign for ramp traffic.
·W. 44th Avenue bridge: (#4) Widen and replace the shoulder approaches to
W. 44th Avenue bridge over 1-25.
· E. 46th Avenue Improvements: (#6) IfCDOT constructs a 1~foot sidepath
along the north side of 46th Avenue and a new ramp to the Platte River
Greenway, provide additional improvements to permit the safe designation
of 46th Avenue as a bicycle route. These improvements include widening
the sidewalks on the bridge over the Platte River for safe bicycle passage
(possibly bydecreasing the traffic lanes across from three to two), narrowing
the channelization of National Western Drive at 46th Avenue for safe
bicycle and pedestrian crossing, and signing the sidepath along the 46th
Avenue railroad underpass as a bicycle dismount zone.
· 47th Avenue and York Street Rnilroad Crossing Improvement: (#7) Install a
two-way concrete bicycle sidepath on the south side of47th Avenue from
Gaylord Street to York Street. The sidepath will include a southward
extension of the existing railroad crossing to provide a more direct, safer
route for bicycles across York Street and the railroad tracks along 47th
Avenue. Provide a 9O-degree bicycle crossing of the railroad tracks. De-
termine if an on-demand signalized crossing of York Street at 47th Avenue
is warranted. Include a comprehensive signage system.
· Curtis Street/Dawning Street/33rd Avenue: (#13) Modify the intersection to
facilitate safe bicycle access between Curtis Street and 33rd Avenue and to
avoid the heavy traffic on Downing Street Modifications include a wide
sidewalkon the west side of Downing Street between Curtis Street and 33rd
Avenue, curb cuts, crosswalks, and directional signage.
•31stStreet/Downing Street/29th AvenueConnection at RTD-MAC Light Rnil
Station: (1#14) Designate 31 st Street as a bicycle route from Curtis Park to
Downing Street. Construct a one-block bicycle path connection through
Curtis Park to complete the connection from Curtis Street to 29th Avenue.
Adjust the traffic signal for safe bicycle crossing from 31 st Street across
Downing Street to 29th Avenue. Consult with RTD about accommodation
ofbicycle facilities, including bicycle parking. Construct an off-street bicycle
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Minor Capital
Improvements
These projects are
capital improvements
that require
investments of less
than $100,000.
path to provide a direct connection along the south side of the new RTD-
M 4,C light rail station.
· E. 35th Avenue Improvements: (#15) Modify street intersection gutters and
their approaches to eliminate sharp pavement dips. Improve bicycle route
signage from York Street to Quebec Street. Determine if a bicycle and
pedestrian activated signal is warranted at 35th Avenue and York Street,
where currently there is no signal.
· Dahlia Street Connection: (#16) Construct a bicycle path connection on the
Dahlia Street alignment between 39th and 38th Avenues to eliminate the
on-street diversion to Eudora Street.
• Sloan lAke Loop and Intersecting Routes: (#17) Upgrade the park loop trail
to 10-or 12-footwide asphalt especiallyon the north side. Clearly define the
path with signs and pavement markings. Install directional signs at intersect-
ing routes. Rebuild or widen the existing path to connect the 20th Avenue
bicycle route in Edgewater, across Sheridan, along the southwest edge of
the lake, to W. 17th Avenue. Redesign the connector path that ties 23rd
Avenue into the main park loop and improve the directional signage, since
the current path does not make a strong connection. Install signage at the
intersections of the park loop with Perry Street on the north and south sides
of the lake.
· Cleveland Place Connection: (#25) Establish a connection along Cleveland
Place from Colfax, Bannock, and 14th Streets to 16th Avenue. A wide
sidewalk connection should connect Cleveland Place with Bannock Street
and 14th Street at Colfax. Minimize bicycle and pedestrian conflicts with
pavement markings and signage, possibly including dismount zones.
•W. 1Uh AvenueConnection: (#26) Provide dlrectthrough·aceess in tnt'lll th
Avenue right-of-way through the (jreenlee School parking lot between
Lipan and Kalamath Streets. Construct a curb cut on Lipan Street. Upgrade
directional signage on this corridor which links the Platte River Greenway to
the Cherry Creek Path.
· City Park Connecting Route Improvements: (#27) Add a discrete counter-
flow bicycle lane on one-way 21 st Avenue at the west side of the park, with
signage and pavement markings. Modify or replace traffic control gates in
the park to ensure better passage for bicycles. (Also see "Route Designa-·
tions," page 31.)
· 12th Avenue and Colorado Boulevard Intersection Improvements: (#28)
Rework the off-set intersection to provide improved bicycle crossing to
permit safe, legal crossing ofColorado Boulevard. Widen sidewalks, install
curb cuts, and create asidewalk refuge for cyclists waiting for signal change.
This improvement may require minor right-of-way acquisition to improve
path geometry on the west side of Colorado Boulevard to 12th Avenue.
· Weir Gulch Signal at Alameda Avenue: (#29) Evaluate the feasibility of a
bicycle and pedestrian activated signal. Install if it can be shown to meet
state and local warrants.
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. 1st Avenue and Federal Boulevard: (#30) To facilitate crossing Federal Bou-
levard at the signal at W. 1st Avenue, and to improve the connection to the
bicycle route on Irvington Place, widen the curb cuts and the sidewalkon the
east side of Federal Boulevard from 1stAvenue to Irvington Place. Provide
additional directional signage.
· W. Maple Avenue: (#33) Pave the existing gravel street from Pecos Street to
Navajo Street as partof the bicyde route realignment from Bayaud Avenue.
Since this is also a street improvement the cost should be split between the
bicycle program and the street improvements program budget Install a
short access ramp to the Platte River Greenway at Cedar Avenue.
· 7th Avenue Access to Cherry Creelc (#34) To provide safe two-way bicycle
access along one-way Lincoln Street replace the existing narrow sidewalk
at Zeckendorf Park along the west side of Lincoln Street from 7th Avenue to
Speer Boulevard with a new 1().foot wide concrete bicyde and pedestrian
sidepath. Install wide perpendicular curb ramps on both ends ofthis path.
Install bike waming signs for left-turning vehicles from Lincoln Street to
northbound Speer Boulevard. Also post signs to wam bicydists of tuming
conflicts. Shift and widen the curb ramp five feet to the west on the
southwest comer of the northbound Speer Boulevard/Uncoln Street inter-
section, and align with a new crosswalk to the sidepath in Zeckendorf Park.
Remove the end wall at the top of the existing Cherry Creek Path access
ramp between Lincoln Street and Broadway, and extend the ramp to the
corner of Speer and Lincoln, thus widening the sidewalk. During the 6th/
Lincoln/Speer Reconstruction, minimize construction impact to Cherry
Creek Path, and provide good surface connections to the path.
· Sanderson Gulch Spur: (#42) Pave a small connection on the Navajo Street
alignment between Louisiana Avenue and the north spur of Sanderson
Gulch. Post directional signage indicating this route to the Platte River
Greenway via Louisiana Avenue.
• Bayaud Avenue to Cherry Creek Connection: (#51> Remove the route de!r
ignation of the Alameda Avenue sidepath from Colorado Boulevard to
Monaco Parkway because of dangerous curb cuts, and lack of continuity
across Colorado Boulevard. As an replacement route, designate and sign
Bayaud Avenue from Steele Street to Kearney Street. At the northwest
corner of Steele Street and Bayaud Avenue, relocate the signal box out of
the travel path of cyclists and pedestrians. Improve bicycle accommoda-
tions to the Colorado Boulevard/Bayaud Avenue signalized intersection
including signage, pavement markings, reconstruction of the center island,
and curb cuts. Designate and sign the one-way alley from Leetsdale Drive
to Albion Street for two-way bicycle traffic. Widen the alley to the south if
necessary. At Kearney Street, designate a bicycle route on Cedar Avenue to
the traffic signal at Monaco Parkway. Widen the east sidewalk on Monaco
Parkway from CedarAvenueto AlamedaAvenue as asafe connection to the
Alameda sidepath east of Monaco Parkway.
· Steele Street: (#52) Widen the street or eliminate parking where needed,
especially between Louisiana and Rorida Avenues, to accommodate bicy-
clists with wide curb lanes from Mississippi Avenue to the 1-25 bridge.
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Citywide Minor
Improvements
NOTE: A policy to
routinely include these
improvements in all new
projects and retrofitting
projects should be
adopted.
· Vale Drive Connection: (1156) Pave the existing path from the Cherry Creek
Path south of Four Mile Historic Park to Vale Drive. Develop a signed route
connection to the Park Welcome Center. Provide bike racks.
· Leetsdale Drive at George Washington High School: (#55) Determine if a
demand-activated signal for automobiles and bicycles can be installed atthe
Jersey Street crossing of Leetsdale Drive, based on MUTCD warrant criteria
#4 or #10. If so, install a signal and signage, -and designate an on-street
bicycle route onVirginia Avenue to Jersey Street to Exposition Avenue to
bypass (and abandon) the current off·street path behind the George Wash-
ington High School. If a signal is not warranted, retain the existing path
alignment, and add a refuge island in the median of Leetsdale Drive in line
with the path.
· Mexico Avenue and Oneida Street Intersection Improvement: (#57) (Pro-
grammed and funded) Improve the bicycle and pedestrian crossing be·
tween Cook Park and Oneida Street across Mexico Avenue. Add a cross·
walk across Mexico in line with the west sidewalk of Oneida Street. Con·
struct a new 1o-foot sidewalk on the north side of Mexico Avenue between
the existing park path and the new crosswalk. Add warning signage.
•High Line Canal Rilmp at Oneida Street: (#58) Enhance north-south bicycle
access along the Oneida Street-High Line Canal-Tamarac Street corridor
with a 1o-foot concrete ramp with appropriate grades from Oneida Street
to the High line Canal one block north of the existing ramp at Iliff Avenue
which is narrow and steep. This may require right-of-way acquisition.
· High Line Canal Bridges: (#60) Replace existing four-foot wide High Line
CElnH15~gn bridg~s ~outh of IliffAvenue with 1o-foot span bridges for better
bicycle and maintenance vehicle access.
· Yosemite Street Connection to High Line Canal: (#62) (Programmed and
funded) Construct a separated off-street path from High Line Canal along
Yosemite Street to the existing bicycle path south of Hampden Avenue. If
the City extends the Yosemite Street path across Cherry Creek, include
bicycle facilities and a grade-separated crossing of the Cherry Creek Path.
· High Line Canal Path Bridge at Cherry Creek: (#63) (Programmed and
funded.) Replace the existing four-foot wide bridge on Cherry Creek south
ofthe High Line Canal with a 1o-foot wide span bridge for better bicycle and
maintenance vehicle access.
·Tamarac Street/DTC Boulevard Connection to the Denver Tech Center: (#67)
Install bicycle route enhancements, including bicycle lanes, pavement
markings, and signage, to connect the Tamarac Street bicycle lanes from
Quincy Avenue under 1·225 to DTe Boulevard. Widen and upgrade the off-
street path, including hazard warn ingat th ecrossin galong the east sidewalk
ofTamarac Street frorn Quincy Avenue, under 1-225, to DTC Boulevard, to
the George Wallace Park bicycle path at Goldsmith Gulch. Reconstruct
curb cuts, especially at Tufts Avenue, to improve the flow of bicycles.
Provide a signal activator.
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Development and RedevelopmentProjects
Issue
Currently, several major projects in the City of Denver offer opportunities to
upgrade and extend the bicycle system. Some of these projects are currently in
the construction phase, and the need to modify forbicycle facilities is immediate.
Other projects are in the initial phasesofdeveIopmentso that bicycleaccessand
fadlities can be adequately planned for and designed. The closure of lowry Air
Force Base and Stapleton Intemational Airport provide opportunities for new
bicycle access where it was previously not spedfically accommodated.
Analysis
Working with the planners and developerswhile these projects are in their initial
stages can fadlitate the creation of strategic links in the bicycle system.
Recommendations
·1-70 Viaduct Reconstrudion a146th Avenue:(#6) As part of this project, the
Colorado Department of Transportation should construct a 10-foot mini-
mum width two-way bicyclesidepath on the north sideof46th Avenue from
the railroad underpass to Humboldt Street. If the State provides the 1Q-foot
wide sidepath along with a new ramp to the Platte River Greenway, the City
should provide the minor improvements listed in Project #6.
· Rockmont Park Develapment:(#8) Include bicycle access to the new park,
which connects the northwestneighborhoods to the Platte RiverGreenway,
through the existing 1-25 underpass at 36th Avenue, and across new 20th
Street viaduct. (Also see Project #9.)
·20th Street Viaduct Replacement Project:(#9J The 20th Street viaduct project
will provide new access to the Platte River Greenway. A 10-to 12·footwide
sidewalk on the southwest side is programmed to accommodate bicyclists
and pedestrians. The bicycle route at the northwest end of the 20th Street
viaduct will traverse a small park and connect to the Pecos Street route at
32nd Avenue. The southeast end will provide access to the new baseball
stadium, and connect to the Wazee Street bicycle route, provided Wazee
Street is converted to two-way traffic. Along 20th Street, 15· to 20-foot wide
sidewalks (15 feet wide between Wazee and Blake) should continue to
Market Street with extra-wide perpendicular curb cuts. Special care should
be given to keep lighting standards and other street furniture outside the
travel path.
·23rd Street Viaduct Replacement Project:(t#lO) The new 23 rd Street viaduct
will have a bicycle and pedestrian sidewalk. This project will provide new
access to the Platte River Greenway. At the northwestend ofthe 22nd/23rd
Street viaduct, a short bicycle path connection and a new bicycle and
pedestrian bridge over the Platte Riverwill provide access to the Greenway.
Cyclists should be wamed of heavy traffic in the intersections with 1-25, Fox
Street, and the 38th Avenue underpass. At the southeast end, provide a
bicycle connection on Blake Street to the baseball stadium, and a new route
on 21 st Street
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• New Baseball Sfadium:(#l1) Provide high.quality low-volume acce'ss on
Wazee Street from anew ramp at Cherry Creek (see Project #20) to the new
stadium, and along 21 st Street, connecting with the Sherman Street and
Curtis Street routes. An extra-wide sidewalk on the new 20th Street viaduct
connects the Platte RiverGreenway to the baseball stadium. Provide secure
bicycle parking to accommodate up to 500 bicycles.
· Elitch's:(#18) The Elitch's project will provide amulti-use trail along the east
bank of the Platte River from 17th Avenue to Cherry Creek. The Bronco
bridge may need to be widened. Work with site planners for new Elitch's to
provide direct access from the Platte River Greenway, the Cherry Creek
Path, and the Auraria campus. Provide secure bicycle parking to accom-
modate up to 300 bicycles.
· 16th Street Mall Extension:(#21) Along the 16th Street Mall extension,
provide adequate wi dth for abicycle route in each di rection from the Wazee
Street bicycle route to Elitch's over the Little Raven bridge, and Cherry
Creek. Also integrate bicycle access into plans for historic 16th Street bridge
over the Platte River and 1-25 at new park.
-• RTD-MAC Light Rail Line:(#24) Develop safe bicycle access to, and
parking at light rail stations. Explore the possibility of accommodating
bicycles on trains. Provide lockers and racks for long-term parking at
intercept stations. At the transit stations, provide directional information,
including bicycle route information, to major civic attractions. In the
Downtown area, reduce bicycle hazards at non-perpendicular bicycle
crossings of light rai Itracks through useoftrack f1angeway fj lIersand warning
signs.
Exp 19r~ th~ pg!i~i pi Iityof IQ(;atinBbicycle trails adjacent to the railroad tracks.
With the current MAC alignment, RID does not have the right-of-way to
provide space for a bicycle trail. Future extensions of the MAC may provide
the opportunity for bicycle trail development. How to safely cross the tracks
will need to be addressed.
·MAC Station: 31st Street and Dawning Street (#14) Provide awide sidewalk
connection directly from the signal at 29th Avenue and Downing Street
along the south side of new RTD light rail station. High-quality bicycle
parking should be provided at the station.
· MAC Station: Alameda Avenue (#37) Provide improved bicycle access to
the station via Cherokee Street and Virginia Avenue. Provide a traffic signal
at the Cherokee Street!Alameda Avenue intersection to make bicycle and
automobile access safer to the station area.
·MAC Station: Burkhardt Steel (#39) Incorporate bicycle access with adirect
bicycle connection on Ohio Avenue to the station. If feasible, provide a
bicycle path adjacent to and along the eastside ofthe railroad tracks run ning
from the top of the Mississippi Avenue underpass to the MAC station.
•6th/Lincoln/Speer Reconstruction:(#35) Provide surface connections to the
existing Cherry Creek Path, and add alowwater crossing overCherry Creek.
Minimize construction impact to the bicycle path. (See also #34.)
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· Broadway Marketplace:(#38) Coordinate with the development team to
ensure bicycle access at this major new shopping center, including striped
bicycle lanes, and secure bicycle parking. Provide bicycle access to the
MACstation, Bannock StreetVirginiaAvenue, and thebicycleand pedestrian
underpass along Alameda Avenue.
•MontbeIlo Access/Stapleton Airport Redevelopment Connections:(#68) Cre-
ate direct access through the Stapleton Airport redevelopment to connect
routes in Montbello to the Denver bicyde grid. Included is a path along
Westerly Creek (Montview to Sand Creek) extending north along the
railroad ROW to 47th & 56th Avenues. Develop the Sand Creek corridor
and adjacent trailsas partofthe "'Emerald Strands'" recreation plan. Develop
connections with the Green Valley Ranch neighborhood.
· Lowry Redevelopment Connections:(#7S) Develop and sign anew east-west
bicycle route across LowryAir Force Base intoAurora Connect with bicycle
routes on existing streets where possible. Designate a new north-south
corridorto link the Stapleton redevelopment(from WesterlyCreek) through
Lowry to the Alameda Avenue and High line Canal path.
·Private DevelopmentProject-Montbe11o:(#77) As land is developed along
the 40th Avenue corridor east of Peoria Street, private interests should
provide a bicycle path along 40th Avenue.
· New Denver Airport/Gateway Redevelopment ConnectWns:(#78) The major
east-westaccessacross Pena Boulevard and into the GatewayDevelopment
will be from 48th and 56th Avenues. As part ofthese projects, to be paid for
by the CityofDenver, provide bicycle facilities on both streets. Construction
of 56th and 48th Avenues across Pena Boulevard should accommodate
bicycles with wide on-street curb lanes, as well as separated off-street
facilities. 48th Avenue will connect to Green Valley, which has been
isolated. A strong connection to Aurora needs to be developed along
Chambers Road to 38th Avenue, to Sable Boulevard. Ensure the E-470
project includes asafe grade-separated crossing for th is bicycle access. (See
"Related Projects" - page 50.)
The traditional urban street grid for Gateway should complement a network
of on-street neighborhood bicycle routes. A north-south collector street on
each side ofTower Road should provide on-street bicycle accommodations.
A recreation-oriented bicycle path is planned along the west side of Pena
Boulevard, crossing underPena Boulevard atSecond Creek, and connecting
to the 70th Avenue corridor into the new ai rport. To avoid conflicts, the Plan
recommends that the Air Train be located in the median of Pefia Boulevard,
instead of north and west of it RrstCreek and Second Creek run diagonally
through the Gateway per the "Emerald Strands" Plan recreational corridors.
Many visitors and tourists who are recreational cyclists arrive and depart at
the airport and will need special accommodations to access the regional
highway and bikeway network. Despite the remoteness of the airport,
commuter bicycling should be considered a viable option for employees
who live in Montbello or Gateway, and work at the airport or at airport-
related facilities along Cargo Road.
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To Be Implemented by
Entities Other than The
City of Denver
Related Projects
Issue
The City of Denver is the center of a large metropolitan area. Connections
between bicycle routes in Denverand adjacentareasare tacking insome places.
Analysis
The creation of a metropolitan bicycle network requires cooperation between
the municipalities that share boundaries. Related projects in adjacent cities
should be developed with cooperation between the two municipalities in-
volved.
Reconunendanons
Region and State
• Denver/Boulder Connection: Support and participate in planning the Den-
ver-ta-Boulder bicycle connection to be facilitated by DRCOG and possibly
CDOT.
•E-470 Project: Indude asafe, grade-separated crossing for bicycle access to
the Denver International Airport.
Adams County
•Tennyson Street: Work with Adams County to establish a connection to the
Clear Creek Path and Arvada. Use Tennyson Street as an alternative to the
Sheridan/I-70 interchange.
Arapahoe County
· Cherry Creek corridor: Work with Arapahoe County to determine the best
use for the last remaining gap along Cherry Creek from the current end at
Wabash Street to the High Line Canal. Suggested uses include a paved trail
or a soft-surface route for mountain bikes. Improvements should include
directional signage.
· E. Florida Avenue: Encourage Arapahoe County to designate E. Florida
Avenue as a bicycle route between the Denver and Aurora city limit.
Aurora
•Manthe/lo Access/Stapleton Airport Redevelopment Connections:(#68) Cre-
ate direct access through the Stapleton Airport redevelopment to connect
Montbello routes with the Denver bicycle grid. Coordinate with the City of
Aurora to develop the portions of the Sand Creek corridor and adjacent
trails that lie within its jurisdiction as part ofthe "Emerald Strands" recreation
plan. A strong connection to Aurora needs to be developed along Cham-
bers Road to 38th Avenue, to Sable Boulevard. These improvements will
connect with Denver's improvements on these corridors to provide a
complete system.
• Westerly Gulch: Coordinate with Aurora on the possibility of additional
access to Stapleton via 19th Avenue and the Westerly Gulch/ChesterStreet
park.
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•Lowry Rtdeuelopment connections:(#l75) Develop and sign a new east-west
route into Aurora.
·CookParkintersectingroultsat Florida Avmut',Ondda Stnd, and theChmy
Creek Ptlth.:(#l57) Create a stroog east-west Rorida Avenue connection from
the path behind Place Middle School into Aul"Q(a. Encourage Aurora to
designate E. Florida Avenue as a bicycle route.
· ClIaryCrtdamidor.<#64J Encourage Aurora to designate E. Yale Avenue
as an on-street bicycle route to improve access to the CherryCreek Path and
the Higll Uno Canal th",ugll Babi Yar Parte.
Commerce Uty
· 56th Avenut - DrlJdiR Street: Urge Commerce City to designate and sign
56th Avenue between Dahlia Street and Quebec Street as an on-street
route. Also encourage designation of DahrlCl Street from 56th Avenue to
52nd Avenue. (AJso see Protect 169.)
Englewood
·w. Dartmouth"'"",,",Conn<di<m to thePlatteRiverG""rrtOIl)FI'SOI Woo
with Englewood and Urban Drainage and Flood Controltoprov;dea bicycle
path through the new Uttle Dry Creek greenway k>cated along the south
side of Dartmouth between Huron Street and the Platte River Greenway.
Urge Englewood to designate E1ati Street and Eastman Avenue as on-street
bicyde routes for access between Dartmouth Avenue and the new path.
Urge Englewood to remove the bicyde route designation on Dartmouth
Avenue between Zuni Street and the Platte River Greenway because of
heavy traffic.
· W. U"ion Avenue: Work with Englewood to extend a new bicyde route on
W. Union Avenue from Federal Boulevard to the Platte Greenway.
• W. Girard Avenue: Urge Englewood to designate and sign W. Girard
Avenue between Knox Court and Irving Street as an on-street route for
access between Lowell Boulevard and Loretto Heights College.
Glendale
· Mississippi Avenue: Urge Glendale to designate and sign Mississippi
Avenue within its city limits as an oMtreet bicycle route.
· Chmy Street: Urge Glendale to designate and sign Cherry Street from
leetsdale Drive to Mississippi Avenue as an on-street bicycle route. The
connection from Cherry Street to Dahlia Street can be made using the
sidewalk along the north side of Leetsdale Drive.
Greenwood Village
· South",,! Neighborhood Connection to OIerry Crtd: R£sm/oid'651 If
Greenwood Village decides to construct an otktreet path adjacent to the
west edge ofKennedy GolfCourseover 1-2 25 to OlenyCreek Reservoir, the
Oty or Denver shouk:l designate a bicyde route on Dayton Street
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Lakewood
· Dry Gulch Improvements:(#23J Work with Lakewood on a trail extension
across Sheridan Boulevard to tie into Lakewood's routes. Install bicycle and
pedestrian button to permit activation of existing traffic signal at Sheridan
Boulevard.
• Sanderson Gulch Connection to wkewood: (#40) Work with Lakewood to
improve the connection between W. FloridaAvenueand Sanderson Gulch,
alink inthe "Greenway Loop"wh ich follows the Platte River, BearCreekand
Kipling Street bikeways, along with Florida Avenue and Sanderson Gulch.
W. Florida Avenue has good bicycle facilities in Lakewood, butisa four-lane
arterial in Denver with a busy intersection at Sheridan Boulevard.
•Pierce Street Connection to the Southwest Neighborhoods:(#46) Urge Lake-
wood to designate Pierce Street as an on-street route that connects with the
new bikepath connection along the south side of Bear Creek. This route
should include directional signage.
•Quincy Avenue Access to Southwest Neighborhoods:(#48J Urge the City of
lakewood to constructa separate two-way concrete bicycle sidepath along
the north side of Quincy Avenue from Wadsworth Boulevard to Pierce
Street to tie into the new on-street route on Pierce Street to the Bear Creek
Path connection. The new path will connect to an existing bicycle path
south of Quincy Avenue and west of Wadsworth Boulevard.
Coordinatewith lakewoodtoprovide bicycle facilities alongQuincyAvenue
and Wadsworth Boulevard to tie into proposed improvements within the
City of Denver. Urge lakewood to provide a safe bikeway connection
between Wadsworth Boulevard and Carr Street in the vicinity of Belleview
Avenue.
loretto Heights College (Private Institution)
· Connection between Knox Court and Dartmouth Avenue: Work with the
College to permit an on-streetconnection through the southeast part of the
campus loop road to allow bicyclists to ride between Knox Court and Irving
Street southwest of the campus to the east entrance of the College at
Dartmouth Avenue.
Denver Country Club (Private Institution)
• 1st Avenue: Work with the management and Board of Directors of the
Denver Country Club for an arrangement to shift the sidepath along the
north side of their property on 1st Avenue slightly southward to allow the
City to add a landscaped buffer between automobile traffic and the multi-
use path.
Auraria Higher Education Center
• Bicycle Parking Racks on the Auraria Campus: Encourage the AHEC to re-
placethe bicycle parking fixtures currently in placeon campus. Recommend
the installation of inverted 'U' style racks (like the Bike Rib Bike Rack or
equivalent). This style of rack allows bicyclists to lock their bicycles more
quickly and securely than with the existing fixtures. Q
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ENFORCEMENT
Rules of the Road
Issue
Bicyclists have areputation for notobeying traffic laws. Theyare frequently seen
running red lights and stop signs, going the wrong way down the street, and
switching unpredicatably from the sidewalk to the street. This behaviorputs the
bicydists at risk and increases conflicts with pedestrians and motorists. While
most bicyclists are conscientious, the behavior of those who are not leaves the
biggest impression on motorists. This behavior contributes to the antagonism
between bicyclists (even those Who do obey the law) and motorists.
Conversely, motorists often drive in a manner that is dangerous to bicyclists.
Cyclists report that cars sometimes seem to go out of their way to intimidate
them by driving too dose, blowing their horns, and generally harassing them.
Analysis
According to State law, bicycles are vehicles and are expected to operate
according to the rules ofthe road. In the surveyconducted among bicydistsand
non-bicyclists, enforcement ofrules ofthe road was one of the highest priorities.
This was true of enforcing rules for bicyclists as well as motorists. The survey
indicated that increasing enforcement efforts and associated training would
improve the bicycling experience. There was no significant difference among
responses of those who frequently ride, occasionally ride, or never ride.
The Denver Police indicated that their priorities for enforcement focus on the
more serious crimes against persons and properties, but indicated a willingness
to work with the Bicycle Committee to improve enforcement of bicycle laws.
Enforcing rules for motorists is easier than for bicyclists. The bicyclists can
escape from the police officers who are generally in cars. However, enforcing
all laws is part of their job and an effort should be made to focus more on
violations that could lead to serious accidents.
Recommendations
. Work with the Chief of Police to increase enforcement on the following
offenses:
- rurrning stop lights and stop signs
- riding the wrong way down the street
- riding at night without lights
Enforcement should be concentrated on streets that carryhighervolumes of
traffic where accidents are most likely to occur. The Chief could instruct all
Districts to increase enforcement after a review of the rules of the road as
theyapply to bicyclists, motoristsnearbicyclists, and the interaction between
them.
. Increase police patrols ofthe off-street trail system, preferably with police on
bicydes.
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• Work with the Police Department to explore the use of Bicycle Volunteers
to supplement Police efforts. Their duties could include providing "eyes on
the road" to discourage illegal or dangerous behavior both on-street and on
off-street paths, informing police oftroublesome situations, and summoning
police when necessary. They could also disperse information, give directions,
and report on dangerous conditions or maintenance problems. Bicycle
Volunteers should be seen as "ambassadors" for bicycling rather than
monitors.
• Strengthen the volunteer bicycle registration program by increasing efforts
to get bicycles registered. This could be done through bicycle shops, a
media campaign, special registration weeks, and other promotional tech-
niques. When a bicycle is registered, the owner should receive a packet of
materials tha~ covers safety and security issues, bicycle parking, secure
locking techniques, and a map of the bicycle routes in Denver. This effort
may need to be subsidized by a grant or other type of sponsorship.
Bicycle Messengers
~-,""'-.c1 Issue .
~ Bicycle messengers provide a valuable service to Downtown businesses. They
~ are couriers for parcels, plans, and original documents necessary for the smooth
~ day-to-day operation of many offices. Messengers also replace the need for
- using vehicles for this service thus reducing air pollution and congestion.
Downtowners are heard to complain about some bicycle messengers riding on
the-sidewalk, frightening or actually hitting pedestrians, and disregarding rules.
____=- Although many messengers ride safely, a few !ire see" as dangerous to both
ped~strian~and lTlotorists.
Analysis
Evaluation of the current situation for bicycle messenger services shows the
following:
-There aremany fewer bicycle messengers today than five years ago because
of local business changes and the increased use of fax machines.
• Relations between messengers, police, and the public have improved over
the last two years.
-Complaints received at the Downtown Denver Partnership have decreased
over the past three years, although they still receive 7 or 8 per year.
- There is a wide range of management styles among the messenger compa-
nies ranging from no program to some regulation of employees. Most
companies do not have regulations to ensure public and personal safety.
-There is only one program, in Vancouver, that regulates bicycle messengers
with a licensing program. The effect of this program on bicycle messenger
behavior is deemed to be negligible. However, it is a good public relations
device because it gives a clear avenue for directing citizen's concerns.
- The current situation does not warrant the effort necessary to license
messengers. The numberofbicycle messengers has decreased, the number
of complaints has decreased, and some messengers are making efforts to
regulate themselves. However, there is room for improvement by reinforc-
ing aself-regulating program. Ifthe situation deteriorates, a license program
could be initiated.
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Recommendations
. Create a set ofCity Guidelines for bicycle messengers. Contact companies
using bicycle messengers (including those who employ messengers only to
deliver the company's product or service) to explain that there are new
Guidelines and that they should use them in their messenger operations.
Outline the reasons for complying with the guidelines as follows:
• improve bicyde safety among messengers;
• decrease dangerous (or frightening) incidents between messengers ,
motor traffic, and pedestrians
- decrease antagonism between messengers and police;
- possibly decrease company insurance costs;
- clarify the rules effecting bicycles in Downtown;
- establish clear operating procedures for messenger services; and
- create a positive image for messengers in Downtown.
The intent is to encourage messenger services to regulate themselves,
reduce illegal bicycling activity, minimize confrontations with pedestrians
and motor traffic, and increase safety.
The Guidelines should include the following:
• dasses or discussions on llrules of the road" including safety, courtesy,
and other standard operating procedures for Downtown messenger
services. These classes should be required for all messengers;
• written and road test for all potential employees;
- recommended helmet-usage and provision of helmet if necessary;
• company identification system for all messengers;
- reprimand or employment release procedure for messengers with
repeated violations or a demonstrated lack of compliance, based on
employer review.
An assessment of the current situation should be explicitly written that
evaluates safety, pedestrian comfort, tickets issued, and complaints called
into the messenger service businesses, the police department, and the
Denver Partnership Mall Management office. This information should be
supplemented by annual interviews with the police, the Partnership staff,
themessenger service bu si nesses, or other groups as determined when the
program is set into place.
The resultant assessment will serve as a basis for evaluating the effectiveness
of self-regulating messenger services. Should the guidelines and self·
regulating techniques be ineffective as judged by the groups described
above, a licensing program similar to the one in Vancouver could be
instituted. This may need to be further evaluated if additional regulation is
desired. This could include:
- city licensing ofall messengers upon successful completion ofa written
and road test;
- issuance of license plates and messenger license for a fee to cover costs;
- company identification displayed on the bicycle induding an individual
number;
-an equitable system for revoking licenses and possibly adding points to
the driver's auto license; and
-a hot line (or complaints that results in letters of reprimand and, if many
complaints are filed, revocation of the license. 0
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. Using the materials described above, develop a program for institutions and
health clubs to teach people how to make bicycling an easy commuting
choice. Create and supply the necessary materials and train volunteers to
A person who knows how to ride a bicycle does not necessarily know how to
ride in traffic. There is no general perception ofthe need fortraining, especially
among those who ride frequently or those who do not plan to ride in traffic.
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ANDEDUCAnON
TRAINING
The computerized survey indicated that Denver citizens did not think that
bicycle training would make commuting by bicycle easier. At the workshop,
local bicycle experts indicated that they did not think formal training would
attract many people, nor were they likely to take a training course if offered.
Therefore, the most likely way to reach a wide audience is through an informal
program that offers "bite-sized and enjoyable" bits of bicycling information.
Training
Issue
Most bicycle experts agree that bicycle training reduces accidents, encourages
greater ridership, and makes bicycfing safer for bicyclists, pedestrians, and
motorists. People who frequently bicycle often have differing opinions about
the proper way to ride, merge with traffic, make left turns at intersections, and
otheraspects ofbicyding. In addition, theydo not consistently obey traffic laws,
and thus put themselves and others in danger.
Analysis
Currently, the League of American Wheelman (lAW) has a 3Q.hour training
course for adults called "'Effective Cycling'" with classroom and on-road training.
The American Automobile Association (AM) has a bicycle-training bookletthat
shows how to conduct a bicycle rodeo to test skills, but has little practical
application. Othercourses taught through bicycle clubs and schools seem to be
sporadic and not comprehensive. To compound the problem, some of the
information about safe riding is contradictory.
Reconunendations
. Develop consistent comprehensive materials for three types of groups:
-those who have an interest and would take a three- to five·hour course
from institutions such as the YMCA or health clubs;
-bicycle clubs or other groups that want to train adults with a serious
interest in bicycling (1 (). to 2Q.hour course);
-parents who could use a booklet to help them train their children. This
would have the added benefit of giving correct information to adults who
probably would not otherwise review training material.
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conductthese programs. Explore the financial feasibility of this and perhaps
get a sponsOf' or charge a small fee.
• Develop a promotional program of "Riding TIps'" that can be placed as
signs on buses, or publicly disseminated through television faetoids and
newspapers. Focus on safe, efficient, and effective bicycle habits.
. Establish a ·Street Wise" program similar to "Bicycle Buddies" programs in
other cities to educate potential bicycle commuters. Utilize the skills and
knowledge of regular bicycle commuters to train and encourage their
neighbors to commute by bicycle.
Schools
Issue
Beyond their normal academic curriculum, schools provide an avenue for
teaching basic life skills. Teachers regularly present information on health issues,
substance abuse, and personal safety. Sometimes, bicycle safety is discussed
and occasionally a training session is held if there is an interested teacher.
However, a basic bicycling skills course is not a standard component of the
education process.
Analysis
The schoolsare anatural place to teach children bicyclingskills and safety. Many
students ride bicycles and even those who don't could later become safer
motorists because they know what to expect from bicyclists. Schools are an
ideal place to implement general bicycle safety and skills courses because a
large segment of the population has regular contact with the public school
system.
The Denver Public Schools are keenly interested in including a bicycle program
as part of their overall curriculum. They would like to include a program at each
grade level that isappropriate to the students' age and study areas. For example,
teachers could teach bicycle safety along with the existing pedestrian safety
lesson offered in the fourth grade, bicycle written tests could be part of
Bicycling to sdrool
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Training af QlI artlyage
computer classes offered in Middle School, and lessons on the public good
achieved by using bicycles instead ofcarscould be included in ascience section
on the effects of pollution. Physical education courses can be particularly
beneficial byproviding an avenue forpraetical bicyclingexperience. In this way,
bicycle programs are integrated into the existing curriculum thus making its
introduction quite easy to accomplish.
Road training is also of interest to the Denver Public Schools. Students cou ld go
to aspecial training course and be given simulated on-road experience. liability
issues could be handled through parental permission slips, as it is for other
school field trips.
The School District was interested in accommodating acomprehensive bicycle
program, training teachers, and having specialists come to the schools to
conduct classes. While funding for additional programs is currently difficult to
obtain, a bicycle program could be created to fit within the existing school
curriculum and budget One impediment to introdudng bicycle education in
the schools is the lack of materials for bicycle courses that deliver a consistent
message about safe bicycling habits.
Recommendations
· Working with curriculum specialists, teachers, and administrators from the
Denver Public Schools, develop a bicycle program appropriate for each
grade. Explore resources within the school and community to support this
program.
• Develop materials and messages that are consistent for all twelve grades.
Explore options for on-road training and a training course as part of the
overall program. look for existing materials that comply to the best stan-
dards of bicycling, such as films, computer programs, and booklets. Mate-
rials and course work shouldcoversecureparking, locks, preparedness, and
simple bicycle repair.
•Analyze the potential for funding at~ain ingcourse or~Safety Town~ to include
streets, an intersection, stopsignsand lights, buildings, bicycles, and perhaps
even pedal cars. When assembled, the course should simulate typical
situations found when riding abicycle on the street If funding is available,
pursuedesign and use ofthecourse in accordance with the grade levelsthat
would find it most useful.
· Identify sources for volunteer bicycle specialists to work with teachers and
the schools, and set up a program for including them in the curriculum.
These sources could include bicycle clubs, teacher training programs, and
Bicycle Advisory Committee members.
•Developatrainingprogram andmaterials for teachersandvolunteerspeciallsts.
The Bicycle Planner for the Oty of Denver should establish the elements to
be taughtand determinethecontent for bicyclecoursesconsistentwith City
enforcement policy.
• Work with the schools to provide adequate and secure bicycle parking for
students who ride to school. 0
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PROMOTION, ENCOURAGEMENT,
AND INFORMATION
Signs and Maps
Issue
Denver's existing system of bicycle route signage consists primarily of green
bicycle route signs that indicate several of the best streets for bicycling. These
streets were selected as bicycle routes because of lower traffic volumes and
adequate width. These bicycle route signs indicate only that a particular street
has been designated as a bicycle route but do not point out important nearby
destinations or provide other useful information.
The City does not have a comprehensive street sign ordirectorysystem to guide
bicyclists around the City. Directional signs and street routes are generally
oriented toward motorists. Because little signage is geared to bicyclists, finding
the nearest or best bicycle route to a destination can be difficult.
Bicyclists, particularly novice bicyclists, are often discouraged from riding in
areas that are unfamiliar. The layout of the bicycle system is not clear except on
maps. The problemis further complicated by the numberoftimes bicycle routes
change streets, making bicycle navigation difficult.
Most maps are designed for motorists. The bicycle route maps that are available
tend to be oriented to recreational bicycling. Many people complain that they
are unfamiliar with bicycle routes and do not know where to get good bicycle
system maps. Survey analysis said people in Denver are generally unaware of
the existing route system and that an easy-to-read, easy-to-obtain, widely
ditributed map of Denver's bicycle routes would be very helpful.
The Denver Bicycle Touring Club produces and sells a cOl1)prehensive map for
the Metro-Denver region. This map has been produced since the early 1980s
and updated several times. It has been popular and helpful to bicyclists
throughout the Metro region. Even though the DBTC map includes Denver's
routes, it is difficult to read the details necessary to successfully navigate in the
dense urban parts of the City.
Analysis
Agrid ofnorth-south and east-west streets suitable for bicycling traverse the City.
The Bicycle Master Plan uses this system of streets to create a network of
convenient bikeways. This bikeway grid could easily be molded into awayfinding
system that prpvides a basis for bicycle navigation. A clearly distinguishable grid
of bicycle routes would have the additional advantage of making drivers aware
of the bicycle routes and the likelihood of sharing the road with bicyclists, and
might encourage some motorists to ride their bikes.
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Currently, none of the maps of Denver's bicycle system are easy-to-read, of a
manageable size, and readily available. Distribution of a map specifically of the .
bicycle routes in Denver would be helpful in the goal of encouraging higher
levels of commuting and utilitarian bicycling.
Recommendations
• Implement a comprehensive citywide signage system to clearly indicate
bicycle routes and trails. Create a signage "kit of parts." Include safety
precaution signs and directional signs to bicycle parking. Place directional
signs at intersections indicating popular destinations. Supplement the
system with outdoor directories of the City bicycle routes. This master
signage project should be developed as comprehensive system based on
the routes in the Master Plan. Plan the installation in phases if necessary for
funding reasons.
. Implement a "bike-wayfinding" system to designate routes and assign
numbers or letters to specific routes. The Plan includes a suggested
numbering and route system. The bike-wayfinding system utilizes the one-
mile grid of bicycle routes proposed in this document to facilitate bicycle
access to all parts of the City.
The purpose of the system is to distill the complex system of City routes and
simplify them into a basic system of north-south and east-west routes. To
make this system easy to expand into surrounding municipalities, the num-
bering system is designed to be applied to routes throughout the region. If
during the course ofthe mastersignage project, abettersystem is discovered,
Bike-wayfinding system designatwn for Denver and surrounding areas.
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or this system needs modification to comply with Federal, State, or City
requirements, those changes should be made while preserving the following
characteristics:
-ability to expand into the surrounding areas·
-clarity of .the system as distinct from the street numbering system
-uniformity of the network reaching all parts of the City
•Place pressure-sensitive bike-wayfinding route designation stickers on street-
name signs to indicate bicycle routes.
. Provide Denver residents and visitors with the "Existing Conditions" map
developed for this Master Plan as a clear, easily read guide to the City's
bicycle system. Periodically update the map as necessary. Ensure wide
distribution of the maps at little or no cost to Denver bicyclists. (Distibution
outlets for could include grocery stores, drugstores, RTD stations, City
offices, bicycle shops, sporting goods stores, civic organizations, State
offices, and Denver convention bureaus, among others.) Coordinate the
format of this map with the Denver Bicycle Touring Club's Metro-area map
so that use of both is maximized. Provide maps for promotional packages
places.
Bike-wayfinding system sign
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Promotional Elements
Issue
Many Denver residents use their bicycles frequently for recreation purposes,
using familiar multi-use trails. But when it ccomes to short-distance commuting
and errand trips, most Denverites choose 1Jo drive their cars without considering
the option of riding a bicycle.
Many Denverites are unaware of the qUlality of the existing bicycle system.
Potential bicycle commuters are sometinnes discouraged from bicycling be-
cause of a lack offacilities near their place cofwork. Adequate and safe parking,
lockers, and shower facilities are not comrmonly available, and this deters those
who might otherwise commute.
Motorists and bicyclistsoften do notknow Chow to share the road. Most conflicts .
among bicyclistsand motorvehicles occur cat intersectionswhen turningvehicles
cross the path of oncoming traffic. Mid-bJJocks conflicts occur less frequently.
Analysis
Educating emgloyers and f>0tentlal bicycliists easy commuting methods could
increase the pe.rc~nta8~pfblcycl~ (:omlTl~ters. Replacing trips usually made by
car with bicy(:lc trip$ for commuting, errarnds, and other trips has both personal
and civj~ advpnt~ges: -
~educed air pollution and fuel consumption
~educed roadway congestion
~xercise
-cost savings
Nationally, 54%ofthe population liveswitlhin five miles oftheirwork-place. Five
miles is considered acomfortable distanc.e for bicycling and yet, many people
think of five miles as "too far" to ride. fA five-mile bicycle commute, taken
leisurely, does not have to be an athletic event requiring showers and locker-
room facilities. Helping people who actutally need these facilities to find them
is also an important part of effective bicycle encouragement. .
Bicyclists need adequate and secure parkimg. Some people prefer to store their
bicycles in~oors, protected from the weather and out of sight of potential
vandals. Many buildings have basements" or other unused areas suitable, with
minimal retro-fitting, for bicycle parking. These spaces could provide parking,
and remove parking concerns as an impediment to bicycle commuting. Pub-
licizing to prospective bicyclists that their ovehicles are less likely to be stolen if
they are locked properly to a secured ffixture is a simple way to increase
bicycling.
Bicycle and motor vehicle conflict could be reduced through apromotional and
informational campaign. Since no Iicenswre is required for bicyclists, and safe
bicycling is seldom taught in any organizecfl way, opinions about how to mix the
two modes vary. Information disseminati<Dn, education, and other methods to
create a common understanding about biicycle and motor vehicle interaction
could reduce conflicts and accidents.
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Recommendations
• Develop a comprehensive promotional and media campaign to focus
attention on bicycling as an alternative form of tran,sportation. Work with
print and broadcast media to develop a campaign that will encourage
bicycling, such as television and radio bicycle traffic reports (the condition
of bicycle paths and trails), and factoids (bits of information presented in a
question &answer format around commercial breaks). Include information
for safe bicycling.
• Promote the use of bicycling and public transit in tandem as away ofgetting
to and from various destinations. Transit can extend the effective range of
bicycle trips, and bicycles can be effective distributors at either end of a
transit trip. Encourage RTD to allow bicycles on transit vehicles to increase
the range of bicycle commuting. Implement a bicycle/transit system to
provide options for bicycle commuters during inclement weather.
• Increase the supply and availability of bicycle parking by encouraging
employers to provide parking foremployees, and businessand store owners
to provide parking for their customers and employees. Provide information
to bicyclists about how to properly lock and secure a bicycle to the parking
fixture to reduce the chance oftheft. Create asignage or information system
to direct bicyclists to bicycle parking.
• Enlist corporate sponsors to encourage commuter bicycling. Encourage-
ment could consist of sponsoring bicycling programs such as Bike-to-Work
Day, or providing bicycle parking and clothes lockers for employees who
bicycle commute. Develop a bicycling information booklet for employers.
A designated employee could serve as a transportation coordinator to
facilitate the company's efforts. Companies could encourage employees to
use a "company bicycle" for running errands close to the workplace.
Employerscould offer bonuses to employees who bicycle regularly. Examples
include 15 minutes vacation time for each day the employee bicycles to
work, or awards for cumulative days of bicycle commuting.
\IY OTHER CAR
ISABICYCLE
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. Generate a short tag line, logo, or slogan to identify the bicycling efforts in
Denver. Examples that could be used include:
· Bike Denver - It's Wheely Fun
· Join the Bicycle Revolution
· Bike to Work - Personal Power
· Bike Denver - No Sweat
. Create information specifically geared for bicyclists and other road users to
encourage a common understanding of how to "Share the Road" and
reduce conflicts between motor vehicles and bicycles. This can be
strengthened by including this type of information in the motor vehicle
licensing program and at motor vehicle registration facilities. Coordinate
with education and training efforts.
Advocacy
Issue
Well-organized promotional and public relations efforts have greatly benefitted
groups concerned with environmental issues, recycling, and accommodations
for people with disabilities. Their methods of disseminating information and
encouragement is carefully conceived to reach a wide audience, from school
children to special interest groups to employers and businesses. The messages
are carried by many media forms: television, newspapers, signs, brochures, and
informational enclosures.
To date, efforts to promote bicycling as a legitimate form of transportation have
notbeen able to achieve similar levels ofawareness. Promotion and information
on bicycling requires a plan and implementation strategy to highlight it as an
important publiC issue. Programs to encourage people to bicycle are only
effective if they respond directly to the concerns people have about bicycling
and their disposition to try it.
Analysis
There is no organized entity that serves as the voice of the bicycle community
in Denver. A group that works to advance bicycling in the political arena, that
monitors legistation that effects bicycling, and that lobbies for improved bicy-
cling conditions is non-existent.
The Denver Bicycle Advisory Committee has begun to fulfill this role. While the
DBAC is the coordinating body, much of the actual advocacy work is done by
the public who have experience on the roads and trails in the City and know the
conditions.
Reconunendation
. Strengthen the role of the Denver Bicycle Advisory Committee. With the
Denver Bicycle Planner as a leader, the DBAC can review bicycle-related
projects undertaken by the City. The DBAC should encourage more public
inclusion in their process, holding quarterly or semiannual public meetings
to receive public comments and direction. A DBAC newsletter could be
useful to let the citizens of Denver know about issues of bicycling interest
and their relation to Denver City programs and projects. 0
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INSTITUTIONAL POLICY
Documents and Standards
Issue
Many physical improvement projects are completed each year in Denver. New
buildings, parks, bus shelters, roadways, ~chools, and recreational facilities are
designed and constructed by a variety of private companies, as well as gov-
ernmental departments, agencies, and districts having jurisdiction within the
City boundaries. Responsibility for public projects is assumed by the City of
Denver, the Denver Public School District, the Regional Transportation District,
the Denver Water Board, the State of Colorado, the Federal Government, and
their various agencies.
Each set ofconstruction documents is held to specific standards. Some ofthese
standards are unique to the particular authority involved. Other standards,
handicapped access for example, are applied to all projects by Federal regula-
tion. Added to the inherent complication of design documents, consideration
of bicycle provisions as a routine part of the procedure for producing plans and.
construction documents is difficult to ensure. A result is that existing bicycle
facilities do not comply consistently with established standards.
Analysis
In most planning and construction efforts, bicyclists needs are not adequately
considered. Bicycle facilities, parks, and roadways are often built without the
simple considerations that would allow bicycle access and parking, causing
bicycles to be either excluded or hindered. To accommodate bicycles after
construction often requires costly retro-fitting, sometimes resulting in a clumsy
design solution.
Lack of review ofbicycle facilities as they are planned can result in building paths
and other facilities that are inadequate, difficult to maintain, or do not age well.
Designing the facilities in coordination with those who maintain them can avoid
expensive maintenance or lack of maintenance problems.
Reasons for a lack of"bicycle thinking" in the planning and construction process
are mostly due to the following:
-no single set of design standards and a general lack of knowledge
about bicyclists needs .
-no "check-off for bikes" as part of the list of design considerations
-a lack of coordination among the authorities involved
-no single source to review plans prior to construction
-no monitoring system during construction
Generally, accommodating bicycles does not significantly add to the cost of a
project. Optimizing designs to be "bicycle friendly" is easier in the early stages
of planning and design, and results in a more cohesive bicycle system.
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Recommendations
• Institute design standards compatible with recognized standards for bicycle
facilities. Establish typical street cross-sections, including lane width.
• Integrate bicycle considerations into all new street and highway projects.
Require a "check-off for bikes" as a step in the processing of all construction
projects within the City limits, whether initiated by the public or private
sector, to verify that projects comply with the Design Guidelines contained
· in the Technical Supplement. With private projects, work with the developer
to accommodate bicycles in the ways suggested throughout the Master
Plan. Curb cuts, parking, and access are all part of these considerations.
Provide for early design review, and improve coordination among govern-
ment agencies. Establish a standard of access within the public easements
and encourage other amenities such as bicycle parking. Through the City
Bicycle Planner, coordinate the efforts of departments that construct, main-
tain, Of otherwise provide on- or off-street bicycle facilities. Encourage a
review of all plans by the City Bicycle Planner, and members of the appro-
priate departments from the City staff.
, Include a maintenance review of bicycle facilities as part of the process.
Coordinate with departments that maintain bicycle paths and routes in
Public Work~, Pilrks and Recreation, or any other City Department with
rnaintenan(:@ re~pQnsibilities.
· Assign responsibility for ongoing maintenance prior to the construction of
new bicycle fa(:illti~li.
• Rather than maintilining a separate section on bicycle facilities, integrate
bicycle standard!! for on-street routes into street engineering standards.
Planning
Issue
Creating and maintaining a City-wide bicycle system that is effective, safe, and
convenient requires constant monitoring. in past and recent City and private
projects, there has been no clear policy for including bicycle accommodations
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or deciding what standards should apply. In some cases, decisions have been
made with the best of intentions to enhance bicycling. However, often the
actual facility has been marginal or detrimental to bicycling.
Correcting these mistakes is almost always more costly and less satisfactory than
building them properly from the start Therefore, planning for bicycle facilities,
an integral element, to funding and construction opportunities, is vital to the
implementation of the Bicycle Master Plan. Without proper planning and
predictable funding, many opportunities to use routine construction projects to
cost-effectively improve the bicycle system will be lost.
Without a policy to create a budgeting process and staff to carry out the Plan,
the bicycle system and its promotional, educational, and informational efforts
will always be an afterthought.
Analysis
A single recognized, designated source for decision-making is necessary to
avoid this recurring problem and to answer questions which we cannot now
anticipate. While to some this may seem like a luxury, it is necessary to have a
consistent and coordinated effort. Good bicycle facilities require a thorough
knowledge of the unique requirements for bicycling. The requirements of a
motor vehicle or pedestrian system are quite different from and often in conflict
with the needs of a bicycling system. All three systems - motor vehicle,
pedestrian, and bicycle - can work together, but will not automatically do so. If
a bicycling perspective is not provided in the overall planning and engineering
work of the City, well-intentioned efforts to improve bicycle facilities often lead
to inadequate or dangerous solutions.
Recommendations
· Designate apermanent, full-time Bicycle Planner staffposition in the Denver
Public Works Department. The Planner should be given responsibility for
implementing the Master Plan, including the promotional, educational, and
informational portions. Other duties would include:
-evaluating existing and new facilities and programs;
-reviewing new plans, redevelopments, and other construction
efforts;
-coordinating all bicycle projects; and
-securing funding from State, Federal, and privafe sources for bicycle
facilities and promotion.
· Set a policy to ensure that the Bicycle Planner is included in all public
construction and reconstruction review processes.
· When the Bicycle Master Plan is approved as an amendment to the City
Comprehensive Plan, adopt a City goal of increasing bicycle commuting
from its current 1% to 2% by 1996 and 3% by 2000.
· Implement an evaluation system to test the effect of specific improvements
to the bicycle network on ridership levels.
· Maintain the City's Bicycle Hot-Line (640-BIKE) for bicyclists to call for route
information and to report conditions of the bicycle trails and on-street paths.
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Funding
Although funds for infrastructure improvements are limited at this time, signifi-
cant upgrades to Denver's bicycle program are possible. The emphasis of the
Bicycle Advisory Committee and the Bicycle Plannershould be on working with
public and private interests to ensure all projects consider bicycle needs. In this
way, bicycle projects can be implemented in the course of regular development
and redevelopment and funds can be used more effectively. This can be
accom plished by including bicycle needs in PublicWorks standards and through
a development-review process.
The City of Denver has adopted goals in support of alternative transportation
and specifically the bicycle mode. Therefore, predictable bicycle funding
should be included as a regular component of the General and Capital Funds.
This should include provisions for programmed physical and program improve-
ments. The operating budget, drawn from federal, state, and local sources,
should include funding for:
-proper maintenance of existing facilities;
-repair where unexpected damage has occurred or in areas that are
deteriorated;
-promotion, education, enforcement, and information distribution;
-constructing new facilities to complete the system as outlined in the
Master Plan;
-the staff position of a full-time Bicycle Planner; and
-facility maintenance and planning functions.
The new federallntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (lSTEA) pro-
vides a major opportunity for Denver to fund strategic parts of its proposed
bicycle system. Many physical improvements adopted by the City in the Bicycle
Master Plan, as an amendment to the Denver Comprehensive Plan, can be
submitted for ISTEA funding through the Denver Regional Council of Govern-
ments.
Significant improvements to the bicycle system in Denver are possible through
a combination of policies designed to tap both public and private development
opportunities. A range of traditional funding sources can be utilized to make
improvements to the pedestrian and bicycle systems. They include:
Potential Funding Sources for Bicycle Projects
Federal Sources: ISTEA funds through DRCOG and CDOT (TIP)
Joint development with highway and transit projects
State Sources: State Department ofTransportation - Highway Department
funds
Bicycle and pedestrian improvements in conjunction with
road projects
RTD: Joint development to provide access to stations and
Park & Ride facilities
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Lottery Funds:
City Sources:
Denver Public
Schools:
Bicycle facilities within recreation corridors and
associated amentities
General revenues
Special district funds as appropriate
General transportation funds
Line item Capital Improvement Projects budget requests
for bikeways - Public Works and Parks &
Recreation Dept.
Developer contributions
Annual street and highway improvements
Parks and Recreation Dept. annual budget
Designated bond funds
Administration of safety and training programs in the
general curriculum
Regional Level: Federal Transit Administration funds
Transit agency development funds
Private Funds: Corporate and individual grants
Volunteer contributions
Developer contributions
Bicycle facilities integrated in development projects
For a further discussion offunding, please see the section titled "Use of the Plan,"
pages 6-7. 0
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IMPLEMENTATION
STRATEGY
Priorities
The Bicycle Master Plan was designed to be implemented. All of the recommen-
dations are achievable, both fiscally and politically, within the next 10-15 years.
The projects identified below are selected for immediate action. They are the
most cost-effective projects, and will result in the greatest benefit immediately.
They are the primary objectives to achieve the goals ofthe Master Plan set forth
in the introduction to this document.
The responsibility for implementation of this Plan belongs to all the people of
'Denver. The Bicycle Planner will guide the implementation. The public sector
will be accountable for portions of the Plan, as will private entities, bicycle
groups, and interested citizens.
Facilities
· Designate the bicycle routes listed in the "New Route Designation" section.
Install the correct "Bike Route" signage.
· Use existing staff and equipment to institute policies and standards for
improved bicycle facility maintenance. Explore options to increase staff
levels and upgrade equipment to maintain streets and trails to the level
commensurate with the goals of this Plan.
· Implement the "Immediate Action" capital improvement projects listed
below.
· Fine-tune the bicycle stencil street painting system by testing its perfor-
mance on selected bicycle routes. Paint stencils throughout the City
according to the standards in this document.
Enforcement
The priority of this category is partially addressed by education and training,
specifically encouraging riding according to the rules of the road.
•Work with the Denver Police Department to enforce rules that can prevent
serious accidents for both bicyclists and motorists.
Education and Training
· Work with the Bicycle Advisory Committee, the Auraria colleges of Educa-
tion, Denver Public Schools, and other youth programs to establish a
program of bicycle education. This could include development ofaproposal
for "Safety Town."
Promotion, Encouragement, and Information
· Print and distribute a full color, easily read Denver bicycle route map.
Provide bicycling information applicable to all levels of bicycling ability.
Determine distribution methods, sites, and cost, to ensure availability.
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• Develop a promotional campaign to encourage bicycle commuting. Work
with corporations on sponsorship and encouragement. Put together infor-
mation packages which include Denver bicycle route maps. Implement a
"Street Wise" commuting program, pairing experienced bicyclists with new
commuters.
• Create a signage "kit of parts" to replace existing signage standards, which
otherwise will be used on new route designations. Determine locations for
signs, budget, and installation schedule.
•Create a "bike-wayfinder" system to provide clearer navigation of the City by
bicycle. Install directories and signage with route maps. Provide bike-
wayfinder information on the Denver bicycle route map.
Institutional Policy
• Retain the services of a full-time Bicycle Planner as a staff position in the
Department of Public Works.
· Develop a task force made up of staff of City Departments that deal with
bicycle issues. Work toward asystem ofgreater cooperation and information
sharing among Departments.
• Develop an evaluation system to establish baseline ridership data and then
test the effect of improvements as the Plan is implemented. 0
Priority list of Capital Improvement Projects
Major Capital Improvements Minor Capital Improvements
Funded/Programmed
West Harvard Gulch/Platte
Greenway Connection (#45)
Bear Creek Trail/Pierce Street Con-
nection to Southwest Neighbor-
hoods (#46)
Westwood Trail (#80)
Immediate Action
1st Avenue/Speer Boulevard/
Downing Street Improvements -
Phase I (#36)
Auraria Parkway Viaduct Connec-
tions to W. 17th Avenue (#22)
Completion of the Lakewood/Dry
Gulch Reconstruction (#23)
Dahlia Street/Iliff Avenue Overpass
at 1-25 (#54)
Cook Park Intersecting Routes at
FloridaAvenue, Oneida Street, and
Cherry Creek (#57)
Cherry Creek Path Improvements-
Phase I (Monaco to Oneida) (#56)
Wynkoop Street Ramp to Cherry
Creek (#20)
Incremental Trail Reconstruction
Bear Creek Trail (#47)
High Line Canal Path (#59)
Funded/Programmed
City Park Connecting Routes (#27)
Improvements to E. 35th Avenue
(#15)
Mexico Avenue and Oneida Street
Intersection Improvement (#57)
Immediate Action
1st Avenue at Federal Boulevard
(#30)
W. 11 th Avenue Connection (#26)
Cleveland Place Connection (#25)
Curtis Street/Downing Street/33rd
Avenue (#13)
31 stStreet to 29th Avenue Connec-
tion at RTD Light Rail Station (# 14)
47th Avenue and York Street Rai~
road Crossing Improvement (#7)
E. 46th Avenue Improvements (#6)
7th Avenue Access to Cherry Creek
(#34)
Bayaud Avenue to Cherry Creek
Connection (#51 )
High Line Canal Ramp at Oneida
Street (#58)
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MAJOR &MINOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
DENVER BICYCLE MASTER PLAN
March 1993
City and County of Denver
Public Works Department

Project Number: 1
Project Umits: Inspiration Point Parl<
Project Description: Path (101 on E side Sheridan B1'Jd.
with actuated signal at or near 49th Ave.
I8n Quantity Unit lklitCost /ilrn Cost
Concnltll Path 7!Xl 9i $20 $15,000
Excavation 1!Xl Ci $9 $1,350
1..anc:lscaP~ 1;200 sf $3 $3,600
RernoY9 curb 20 I $9 $180
Concnllllwrb 20 f $12 ~
Pedtke signal 1 Is $12.000 $12.000
Subilti $32,370.00
Contingencies (15%) $4,855.!Xl
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $6,474.00
Total Project Coat $43,699.50
Project Number: 1-A1ilmaliYe
Project Umits: Inspila~on Point Parl<
Project Description: Path (10') on N side 48th Ave III Ames St
(plus park connection atAmes)
I8n Quantity Unit llitCost I8n Cost
Concnltll Path 4!Xl 9i $20 $9,000
Excavation 100 Ci $9 $900
I...andscaPng 500 sf $3 $1,500
Remowcurb 12) K $9 $l,ca>
Concnltllwrb 12) K $12 $1.440
FWI acqJisition ~ sf $25 $750
Remove cone. walk 200 9i $12 $2.400
Subtllal $17,070.00
Contingencies (15%) $2,560.!Xl
Engineeering/Mgt (20%) $3,414.00
Total Project Coat $23,044.50
Project Number: 2 (Clear Creek to Northwest Neighborhood)
Project Umits: WilUs Case Golf Course, Tennyson III Sheridan
Project Description: Construct lo-foot-wide bike path
I8n Quantity Un~ UnitCost 1m Cost
Concnltll path 3,000 9i $20 $60.000
Excavation 1.000 Ci $9 $9,000
Sigls 10 ea $100 $1,000
lanscapi1g 5.400 sf $3 $16,200
$l
$l
$l
Subtlti $86,200.00
Contingencies(15o/~ $12,93>.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $17.240.00
Total Proiect eoat $116370.00

Projllct Number: 3-AIilmalMl
Project Umils: 43rd AlIllfluQ, Inca St 10 Fox St
Project Desaiption: 1m Inslal' ramp s1nJdures
IBn Quantity Un~ li1rtCost tErn Cost
Bikslped ramp s1JUctIJre 600 K $600 $36O.lXXl
Su~ $360,000.00
Contingencies (15%) S54,lXXl.OO
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $72,lXXl.OO
Total Project Coat $488,000.00
Project Number. 4
Project Umits: 44th Awnue Bridge over '·25
Project Description: Bike lane construction on approeches
II&m auan_ty Unit li1itCost tErn Cost
AspheJt p9Y9lll9I1t 600 fi1f $13 $10,400
EJaMIlion 300 cy S9 $2,700
$l
$l
Subt>ilI $13,100.00
Contingencies (15%) $1.965.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $2.620.00
Total Proiect Coat $17,885.00
Project Number: 5
Project Umits: PIall8 Greenway, 50th Aw. 10 Franklin St
Project Description: Path construction by sawculting street
D 12' oath
II&m Quantity lJn~ li1itCost tErn Cost
SlMaJl 4,lXXl J $1 $4,lXXl
Rem. asph. plMllTlt 2,500 sy $7 $17,500
L.anscapi'lg 25,lXXl III $3 $75,lXXl
Subtlla/ $96,500.00
Contingencies (15%) $14,475.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $19.300.00
Total Proiect Coat $130275.00
Project Number: 6
Project Limits: 46th Ave.-NaU. Weslilm Dr. to Plal1ll Greenway
Project Description: Intersection channelization and bridge
sidewalk widening (connection to Greenway by others)
IlBm Quantity Un~ LMCoot IBn Coot
Asphalt pavement 50 sy $13 $650
Conaelilcurb 150 • $20 $3,000
El«:avatbn 50 cy $9 $450
RemOYB striping 150 sf $2 $3Xl
New striping 600 • $1 $EO)TraffK; control 1 Is $4,exxl $4,000
Bridge sidewalk ""';dening 00 sy $50 $3,000
Conaelilpath 100 sy $20 $2,exxl
Slgls 6 sa $75 $450
SubtllBl $14,450.00
Contingencies (15%) $2,167.50
EngineeringiMgt (20%) $2,890.00
Total Project Cost $19,507.50
Project Number. 7
Project limits: 47th Ave., Gaylord 5t il YorI< St
Project Description: ConslnJct sidepath ""';th improYBd RR
aossing
IEm Quan~ty Unit lklitCoot IBn Coot
Concnlle pefl 600 sy $20 $13,200
Extend grade aossing 3 sa $5,000 $15,000
Traflic signal modification 1 Is $2,000 $2,exxl
TraffK; control 1 Is $2,500 $2,500
ElaMllion 200 cy $12 $2,400
Slgls 10 sa $75 $7SO
Nolll: GaIB protsclion of sidepath
is not a.I/Tentty provided and is SubillBI $35,850.00
not included in estima19. Contingencies (15%) $5,377.50
EngineeringiMgt (20%) $7,170.00
Total Project eoat $48,397.50
Project Number. 8
Project Descrip~on: Rockmont Park Redevelopment
Redevelopment Project--see Maslllr Plan.
Programmed and funded.
Project Number. 9
Project Description: 20th St YlaciJct Replacement
Redevelopment Project-see Master Plan
Project Number:10
Project Description: 23rd Sl. YIlIduct Peplacement
Redevelopment Project-see Master Plan
Project Number: 11
Project Description: New Baseball Stadium
Redevelopment Project-see Master Plan
Project Number: 12
Project Limits: 35th St, Blake St tl Brightln Blvd.
Project Description: Bik9lped bridge, plus ramp to Greenway
lIem Quantity Un~ Unit Cost Iilm Cost
Bik9lpad overpass & ramp 900 f sax> $54O,CXXl
Cona8tD pat! 100 r;; $20 $2.CXXl
EJa::avalion 40 OJ $9 $:Bl
SO
SO
Subtltll $542.360.00
Contingencies (15%) $81,354.00
EngineeringlMgl (20%) $108,472.00
Total Proj.et Coet $732,188.00
Project Number: 13
Project LJrnits: CIJIlis SVDowning StJ33rd Ave.
Project Deecriplon: Connector bike path 10' width
IlBm Quan~ty Unit lhtCosl Iilm Cosl
ConalltD plMlment 120 r;; $20 $2.400
Remove exist cone. walk 60 r;; $9 $540
Removellxist. asph. pvmt 60 9f $7 $420
AsmoItBcub 40 f $9 $:Bl
ConcretD C1Irtl 40 r $12 $400
Traffic oontrol 1 Is $1,500 $1,500
S9ls 4 ea $100 $400
&Jbt>tBI SS.l00.oo
Contingendes(15o/~ $915.00
EngineeringIMgl (20%) $1.220.00
Total Prol.et Coet $8,235.00
Project Number: 14A
Project Umits: 31st StlDowning SlI29th Ave. Connection
Project Description: IntDrsection modifications
IlBm Quan~ty Unit lhtCosl Iilm Cost
ConalltD pavement 100 9f $20 $2.CXXl
EJa::avalion 20 OJ $9 $100
Removellxist conc.walk 50 9f $9 $450
AsmoItB curb 40 r $9 $:Bl
ConcretD C1Irtl 40 W $12 $400
TraIIc oontrol 1 Is $2.CXXl $2.CXXl
?1Mll1l8I1l1llllllqs 160 sf $2 $320
S9ls 4 ea $120 $400
SubtltII SS,270.oo
Contingencies(15o/~ $940.50
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $1.254.00
Total Proi.et Coet $8 464.50
Project Number: 14B
Project Umits: 31 st StlDowning Stl29lh Ave. Connection
Project Description: Curtis Park path construction
IBn Quantity Un~ LnrtCost IBn Cost
Concrete pavement 400 r>; $20 $8,CXXl
EJa::avation 40 Of $9 $:Bl
Remove exist asphalt walk 100 r>; $7 $1,260
RemOll9 rorb 40 f $9 $:Bl
Concreterorb 40 f $12 $400
TraffK: oontroI 1 Is $2,CXXl $2,CXXl
Subbl8l $12.460.00
Contingencies (15%) $1.969.00
EngineeringlMgt (20"10) $2.492.00
Total Project eoat $16,821.00
Project Number: 15
Project Umits: 35th AlI9nue. Downing St to Syracuse St
Project Description: 0 Inslall ramp structures
IBn Quantity Unit U1itCost IBn Cost
Mllinglresurf@ crosspan 10 llB $1,200 $12,CXXl
Sgls 9J llB $100 $6.CXXl
Manhole adjus1ment 5 llB $1.500 $7.soo
Inletaqum,ent 3 llB $3.CXXl $9.CXXl
SubbI8l $34.500.00
Contingencies(15o/~ $5.175.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $6.900.00
Total Project Coat $46,575.00
Project Number: 16
Project Umits: Dahlia Street connection. 38th to 39th AlI9nue
Project Description: Construct bike path
IBn Quantity UM U1itCost IBn Cost
Concrete path 800 r>; $20 $17,600
EJa::avation :n> Of $9 $2,700
landscaping 3,200 sf $3 $9.600
$0
$0
$0
$0
Subbl8l $29.900.00
Contingencies (15%) $4.485.00
EngineeringlMgt (20"/0) $5,960.00
Total Proiect eoat $40365.00
Project Number: 17A
Project Umi1s: Sloan Lake, Nor1t1 Side
Project Description: Replacement of path on north side,
plus signing and pavement mar1lings for adjacent bikeway sections
IIBm Quantity Un~ lXlitCost IIBm Cost
Remove existing asphalt 1.200 r;y $7 $8,400
Elalvatiln 250 Of S9 $2,250
Landscaping 2AOO sf $3 ,$7,200
New aspha/l palh 1,1m r;y $13 $23,400
Sgls 10 ea $120 $1,200
Pavement markings 500 sf $2 $l.lXXJ
*'
Subtltal $43.450.00
Contingencies (15%) $6,517.50
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $8,690.00
Total Project Coat $58,657.50
Project Number: 178
Project Limits: Sloan Laks, Northeast Side
Prcject Description: Reconstruction of connec1Dr path
tl23rd A\9lUEI
IIBm Quantity Un~ lkitCost IIBmCost
Remove existing concre1e 200 r;y $7 $1,400
EliaIvabl ~ Of S9 $720
I.Jnilca;ing 4W sf $3 $1,200
ConcrelB patl 350 r;y S20 $7,lXXJ
Sgls 4 ea $120 ~
*'
*'
SubtltaI $10.800.00
Contingencies (15%) $1.620.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $2,160.00
Tot.1 Project Coat $14,580.00
Project Numbar: 17C
Project limi1s: Sloan Laks, South_sl Side
Project Description: Improvements to 17th Avenue-20th Avenue
connector lath
IIEm OueJitity Un~ lkitCost IIBm Cost
Remove existing concre1e :nl r;y $7 $2.100
8alvation 120 Of S9 $l.cm
Landscaping 600 sf $3 $1,lm
Conall1e patl 500 r;y S20 $10,lXXJ
Sgls 4 ea $120 $48J
*'
*'
Subtltal $15.460.00
Contingencies (15%) $2,319.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $3,092.00
Tot.1 Proiect Coal $20871.00
Project Number: 18
Project Description: Eliteh's Development
Rede\llliopment Proj9C1-S99 Mastsr Plan
Project Number: 19
Project Umits: Cherry Creek-eonftuence PlII1IlD MlII1Iet St
Project Description: Path replacemenl-10+41ee1
IBn Quantity Unit LnitCo6l IBn Co6l
Conavls palh 3,100 f1I $20 $62,000
Remove existing path 2,500 f1I $12 ~#CnJsher Ines 1,250 f1I $9
:.' $J
$J
$J
$J
SubtliII $103,250.00
Contingendes(15o/~ $15,487.50
Engineeringn.lgt (20"10) $20.650.00
Total Proi-et Cost $139,387.50
Project Number: 20
Project Limits: Cherry Cleek at Wynkoop SVeet
Project Description: Cons1lUclion 01 conll9C1Dr ramp
IlEm Quantity Unit U1itCo6l IBn Co6l
Concrets palh 160 f1I $20 $3,200
ReB1ing 'MIll 240 • $ZXl $48.000
Handrail walknounl9d 120 • $25 $3,000
Ellt:awtion 400 r:; $9 $3,600
Removal of existing wall 1 Is $4.000 $4.000
Fenoenil 120 • $50 $6.000$J
Subtllal $67.800.00
Contingencies (15"10) $10.170.00
Engineeringn.lgt (20"10) $13,560.00
Total Proiect eo.t $91530.00
Project Number: 21
Project Description: 16th Street Mall Extension
Redevelopment Project-see Master Plan
Project Number: 22
Project Umits: Auraria Parkwayl17th A'I9nue
Project Deecription: ColfaxlFederai ramp modilicaions
IlBrn Ouanity Unit U'litCo6t IBn Co6t
Asphalt pll'I9ment 350 I9f $13 ' $4,550
Jersey banier or sim iIar 500 • $40 $20,000Excawtion 150 C'f $9 $1,350
RemoYe stripirg 250 sf $2 $SXl
Newsllilli"Cl 1,000 • $1 $1,000Traficoontrol 1 Is $4,000 $4,000
Drainage modification 1 Is $5,000 $5,000
Reloc. wood street lighis 4 ea $SXl $2,000
Subtlill $38,400.00
Contingencies (15%) $5,760.00
Engineeringhv1gt (20%) $7,680.00
Tota. Project Coat $51,840.()0
Project Number: 23A
Projed Umils: Lakswood Gulch, FedarailD Knox
Project Description: Trail Repeving and Reaftgnment
IlBrn Quantity ~ U1itCo6t IBn Co6t
Concret9 PaIh 2.200 I9f $20 $44,000
Excawtion 1,000 C'f $9 $9,000
I..andscaPng 12,000 sf $3 $36,000
ReITlOllll exist pet! 2.200 I9f $7 $15,400
Subtlill $104,400.00
Contingencies (15%) $15,660.00
EngineeeringlMgt (20%) $20,800.00
Total Project eo.t $140940.00
Project Number: 23B
Project Umits: Dry Gulch at Sheridan BllId.
Project Description: Signal Modfication
Iilm Quantity Un~ lklitCost Ion Cost
Signal Mod. 1 Is $6,CXXl.oo $6.CXXl.oo
Sigrnge 1 Is $500.00 $500.00
Subtltal $6.500.00
Contingencies (15%) $975.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $1.:m.00
Total Project Cost $8,775.00
Project Number: 24
Project Description: RTD-MAC Ught Rail Une
Redevelopment Project-see Master Plan
Project Number: 25
Project Description: Cleveland Place Connection
Programmed and Funded
Project Number: 26
Project Limits: 11th AWl1Ue - Kalamath" Lipan
Project Description: Curb ramps to accommoda19 westbound
bicyde traffic on nor1h sidewalk
IBn Quantity Un~ UnitCosl tilm Cost
Concre19 path 50 Sf $20 $1,CXXl
RemOYll existing walk 2i Sf $12 $:m
RemoYll existing curb 40 r $9 $360
Signs, ground mountsd 4 ea $120 $400
l..andscaIing SO sf $3 $100
El«:ava1ion 10 r:f $9 $00
Concre19 curb @ ramps 48 r $12 $576
Su~ $2,986.00
Contingencies (15%) $447.90
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $597.20
Total Project eo.1 $4,031.10
Project Number: 27
Project Description: City Pm Connecting RoullllmproYllments
Programmed and unded
Project Number: 28
Project Umits: 12th Avenue at Colorado Blvd.
Project Description: Bike path construction (10'or12' allached)
IlBrn Quantity Unit UnitCosl tilm Cosl
Concre19 path 105 Sf $20 $2,100
RemOYll existing walk 50 Sf $12 $SOD
Remove existing curb :J) r $8 $340
Property acquisition 450 sf $20 $9,CXXl
TralIc ccn1rol 1 Is $3,CXXl $3,CXXl
ElIClMItion 10 r:f $9 $00
Conae18 curb @ ramps :J) f $12 $360
Su~ $15,390.00
Contingencies (15%) $2,:Jl8.50
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $3,078.00
Total Proiect eo.1 $20 n6.50
Project Number: 29A
Project Umits: Weir Gulch-limits of existing pa1l1
Project Description: Replace asphalt wi1h 10' pa1l1
m Quantity Un« LnitCost Im1 Cost
Coocre1B palh 5,CXXl Sf $20 $1oo,CXXl
RemOl/9 asphaJ1 palh 4,CXXl Sf $7 $28,CXXl
Exmwtion 350 OJ $9 $3,150
I.andsl:aPng 9,CXXl sf $3 $27,CXXl
$l
$l
$l
Subtllal $158,150.00
Contingencies (15%) $23,722.50
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $31,63).00
Total Project Coat $213,502.50
Project Number: 298
Project Limits: Weir Gulch atAlameda Ave
Project Descrip6on: InsBJlation 01 ActJated Signal
IBn Quantity lk1it li1itCost IBn Cost
TraIIc sigmI 1 16 $15,CXXl $15,CXXl
Subblal $15,CXXl.00
Contingencies (15%) $2,250.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $3,CXXl.oo
Total Profect eoat $20,250.00
Project Number: 30
Project Limits: 1stAve. @ Federal Blvd.
Project Desaiption: Construct 8' path on east side and ramps
(8' is areatest crac1icaI v.idthl
m Quantity Un~ UnitCost IBn Cost
Cona9tB path 70 Sf $20 $1,400
Remove existing sidewalk 42 9f $15 $EOO
Remove existing curb 00 r $10 $000
Tralfcoontrol 1 16 $2.500 $2.500
Exl:awtion 10 OJ $12 $121
Cona9l1lcurb ~ r $13 $312
$l
Subblal $5,762.00
Contingencies (15%) $864.30
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $1,152.40
Total Proiect Coal $7nS.70
Project Number: 31 (PIalt9 River Greenway Reconstruction)
Project Umits: All segments not widened under other projects
Project Description: Reconstruction 10+6 feet wide
(Approximate Ieng1h 5 mles)
Iilrn Quantity Urit UritCost tml Cost
Conae19 path :ll,OOO Sf $ZJ $600,000
Remove concrete paveme 24,000 Sf $7 $168,000
01Jsher fines path 15.000 Sf $I $135,000
I..anscapi"g 50,000 sf $3 $150,000
EmIvalion 2,000 Of $I $18,000
Subtltal $1.071.000.00
Contingencies (15%) $160.650.00
Engineering/Mgt (20%) $214,200.00
Total Project Coat $1,445,850.00
Project Number: 32
Project Umits: P1alt9 Greenway (entire)
Project Description: Wood span bridge replacement
wit1 wider AIel stuctlres
IlBm Quan~ty Uri! UritCost hem Cost
Bike/pad bridge (typ.) 6 lB:h $120,000 $720.000
Remove old bridge 6 lB:h $5,(0) $:ll,(0)
Abubnenls all locations 12 each $12,(0) $144,000
Subtltal $894.000.00
Contingencies (15%) $134.100.00
Engineering/Mgt (20%) $178,800.00
Total Proiect Coat $1,208,900.00
Project Nunber. 33A
Project Umils: Maple Avenue, Navajo tl Pecos
Project Description: Bike pa1h construction. 12' (throretical)
Iilrn Quantity Urit UritCost hem Cost
Conaa19 pavement 400 Sf $ZJ $8,000
EmIvalion 150 Of $I $1,350
I..andscaPng 1,200 sf $3 $3,600
Traffic oontroI 1 Is $1.000 $1,000
$0
$0
$0
Subtltal $13,950.00
Contingencies (15%) $2.002.50
Engineering/Mgt (20%) $2.700.00
Total Proiect Coat $18832.50
Project Number: 33B
Project Umits: Maple Avenue, Navajo to Pecos
Project Description: Street construction, 36' curb section
IBn Quantity Unit LhitCost 1ml Cost
Asp'laIt pavement 1,067 &j $13 $13,871
EJaMIlicn Em Of $9 $5,400
I.JIndscaPng 1,200 sf $3 $3,Em
Traftic oontrol 1 Is $3,lXXl $3,lXXl
Concllllll curb &gutler 650 • $9 $5,850Drainage improvements 1 Is $10,lXXl $10,lXXl
Crushed slone subgrade :xx) Of $5 $1.500
SubDlElI $43,221.00
ContingenCies (15%) $6,483.15
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $8,644.20
Total Project Coat $58,348.35
Project Number: 34 (7th Avenue-Cherry Creek Connection)
Project Um~: Zsdtsncbrf Perk
Project Description: Bike path construction (10)
IBn Quantity Unit U1itCost 1ml Cost
CcocreIll path 200 I1j $20 $4,lXXl
RemOl/9 existing walk 100 I1j $12 $1,200
Remove existing curb 40 • $8 $320
Signs, ground mounled 4 eEl $120 $400
I.JIndscaPng 9f:D sf $3 $2.B5O
EJaMIlicn 35 Of $9 $315
Concrelll curb @ ramps 40 • $12 $400
SubDlElI $9,645.00
Contingencies (15%) $1,446.75
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $1,929.00
Total Project Coat $13,020.75
Project Number: 35
Project Description: 6thlUncolrv'Speer Reconstruction
Redevelopment Projecl-seo Master Plan
Project Number: 36A
Project Limits: FirstlSpeerlOowning Improll8ments Phase 1
Project Description: Path on Emerson.clarkson from
FrrstAwnue 10 Speer BMi
IBn Quantity U1it U'litCost Ilem Cost
Corae1B p6tl 500 F1f $20 $10,000
ElaMIbl 170 r;:y $9 $l,5.'D
L.and6caPng 900 f $3 $2.7'00
Bridge sidewalk widening ro F1f $100 $6.000
OJrbllllTlowi ro f $9 $540
Corae1B QJrb ro w $12 $720
Traffcall'ltrol 1 Is $3,000 $3,000
Stiping lllITlowi ro sf $1 $ro
Striping I'8p1acement 250 • $2 $500
Subtlt!i $25,070.00
Contingendes (15%) $3,760.50
Engineenngh.1gt (20%) $5,014.00
Tollil Project eoat $33,844.50
Project Number: 368
Project Linils: RrsVSpeerlOowning Improllllments Phase 2
Project Description: Direct all'Inection from Downing Sl bike lanes
D 0l9nV CI'8ek Ilihewa'I
'-n Quanlty Unk U1itCost Ilem Cost
Conc:re18 patl 400 F1f $20 $8,000
Elcl:awlion 1,100 r;:y $9 $9,900
RelEliling Wall :m f $200 $ro,ooo
low-waler aoseing 1 Is $5,000 $5,000
I..andscaping 1m d $3 $2.400
Structure 10 carry Downing 1 Is $100,000 $100,000
SlllllSlemm06lIane r:N8I:
bI<.e paIh
SubtlleI $185,300.00
Contingencies (15%) $27,795.00
Englneenngh.1gt (20%) $37,000.00
Total Proiect Coal $250,155.00
Project Number: 37
Project D96Cription: MAC Slalion at Alameda AlI8I1ue
Redell8lopment Project-see Master Plan
Project Number: 38
Project Description: Broadway MBJ1(e1place
Redewlopment Project-see Master Plan
Project Number: 39
Project Description: MAC SllItion al Burkhart S1BeI
Redovelopment Project-see Master Plan
Project Number: 40
Project Description: Sanderson Gulch Connection to Lakewood
Adjacent city project (Lakswood) - see Mas1llr Plan
Project Number: 41
Project Limits: Sanderson Gulch-All (Florida to Colorado AI/e.)
Project Description: Replace asphalt path with .10' concrete
IBn Quantity Un~ U1itCost ~Cost
Conaelll path 13.000 9f $20 $260.000
Remove asphalt path 10.500 9f $7 $73.500
l..andscaPng 24,000 &1 $3 $72.000
SO
~
SO
SO
,
SubtllBl $405,500.00
Contingencies (15%) $60.825.00
EnQin9E!ringtMgt (20%) $81.100.00
Total Project eoet $547,425.00
Project Number: 42 (Sanderson Gulch Spur)
Project Umils: Nawjo Ave., Louisiana 10 existing trait
Project De6cription: path construction
111m Quan~ty Unit lJnilCo6t Il&m Co6t
CQncrelll pavement 150 tt; $20 $3,000
ElaMIIion 50 Cf $9 $450
Sigls 3 ea $75 $225
Remowculb 20 r $9 $llKl
ConcreIll aJrb 20 r $12 $:!40
Traffc contrcl 1 Is $1.000 $1.000
SubtllBl $5,005.00
Contingencies (15%) $764.25
EngineeeringlMgt (20%) .. $1.•019,00
Total Proi.ct Cae! $8,878.25
Project Number: 43
Project Umits: Plane Greenway. Rorida AII9. D Evans AII9.
Project Description: Replacement of asphalt with concrel9
IBn Quan~ty Un~ U1itCo6t Il&m Co6t
ConcreIll path 3,:m 9f $20 $66,000
Remove concrete pal/eme 3,:m 9f $7 $23,100
Qusher fines path 1,:m 9f $9 $11.700
~ 6,000 &1 $3 $18.000
.
SubtllBl $118,800.00
Contingencies (15%) $17.820.00
EngineeringtMgt (20%) $23.760.00
Total Proj.ct Cae! $160,380.00
Project Number: 44
Project Um~s: Iliff Avenue·Platte River Greenway Connection
Project Description: Bike/pod bridge over Santa Fe Dr. & Railroad
with approaches
Ilrn Quantity Un~ lk1~Cost IBn Cost
Bike/pod ramp structure 900 W $BXl $54O.(XXJ
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
Nota> Some repairs to Iliff Avenue
_st of Delaware Street would also Subb~ $54O.(XXJ.oo
be needed. Contingencies (15%) $81.(XXJ.00
EngineeeringlMgt (20%) $108,000.00
Total Project eoat $729,000.00
Project Number:45
Project D96aiplion: West HarvaJd GulcM'latte G-eenway
Comedion
Programmed and Funded
Project Number: 46
Project Desaiption: Bear CreeklPier09 Street Connection
b Southwest Neighbortloods
Programmed and Funded
Project Number: 47A
Project Umits: Bear Cr8ek-Sheridan to Wadsworth
Project Description: Replace asphalt path with 10+4
IlBm Quantity Un~ U1itCost ibn Cost
Cona'lIlllpath 10,000 &f $:10 $200,000
RemCMl asph&l path 8,000 Sf $7 $56,000
Crusher Illes 4,000 Sf $9 $36,000
l..ar1ck8Png 18,000 iii $3 $54,000
ElaMIbl 1,350 (:f $9 $12,150
~
~
~ $358,150.00
Contingencies (15%) $53,722.50
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $71,63).00
Total Project Coat $483,502.50
Project Number: 478
Project Umits: Bear Creek-Lowell to Sheridan
Project Description: Replace asphalt paIh with 10+4
IIBrn OuBntty lklit LntCost ibn Cost
Conc:ret9 palh 5,500 Sf $:10 $110,000
RemlMl asphalt patl 4,400 Sf $7 ~.ooo
Crusher Ines 2,200 Sf $9 $19.000
~ 10,000 sf $3 ~,OOO
ElaMIbl 7SO (:f SO $6,7S0
~
~
SUbtllal $197,350.00
Contingencies (15%) $29,602.50
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $39,470.00
Total Project Coat $266,422.50
Project Number: 48A
Project Linits: Quincy AII9l1Ue, Wads'Mlrth tl Pierce
Project Description: Concrelll path construction
IIBrn OuBnity lklit LntCost ibn Cost
Conc:ret9 pall 1,350 Sf $:10 $27,000
ElaMIbl 450 (:f SO $4,050
I..andllcaPng 4,10) iii $3 $14,400
5qls 4 llII $75 $3Xl
Nolll: Phase 1 is in the City of l...ak9wood
and would not be funded by Den'lllr. SubillBl $45,750.00
Contingencies (15%) $6,862.50
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $9,150.00
Total Project eo.t $61,762.50
Project Number: 488
Project Umits: Quincy Avenue, Piert:a1D Sheridan
Project Description: ConcrelB path construction
tErn Quantity Un~ Un~Cost Im1 Cost
ConcrelB pavement a,cm (;oj $20 $160.CXXJ
8lr:avali:ln 2.600 cy $9 $23.400
~ 2B.CXXJ sf $3 $84.CXXJ
Sigls 8 Illl $75 $aX)
SubtllBl $268,000.00
Contingencies (15%) $40.200.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $53.600.00
Total Project Cost $361,800.00
Project Number: 48C
Project Umits: Quincy Avenue Phase 3-Utica tl Lowell
Project Description: ConcrelB path construction
111m Quanity Unit U1itCost Im1 Cost
Conae19 plMIment 4.400 (;oj $20 $88.CXXJ
EJ«:awli:ln 1,500 cy $9 $13.soo
l.andscaplng 16,CXXJ sf $3 $48,000
Sigls 8 Illl $75 $600
SubtlIBI $150.100.00
Contingencies (15%) $22.515.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) ~.020.00
Total Project Cost $202,635.00
Project Number: 49
Project Description: Knox Court to Dartmouth Avenue Connection
hough LDrellD Heights College
See RelalBd Projects in the MaslBr Plan
Project Number: 50
Project Description: Dartmouth Conection to Fill East-West Gap
tl the Platil~~y
Aqacant city pioject (Englewood) - see Mastllr Plan
Project Number: 51A (Bayaud-Cherry Creek Connection)
Project Linits: Bayaud Ave. at S1ee1e St
Project Des:ription: Relocation oIlignal controller
IIBrn Quan~ty lht lhtCo6t Iilm Co6t
Rllloca18 control cabinet 1 Is $2.500 $2.500
Property acquisition 20 sf $60 $l.lXXl
lNodscaP~ 20 sf $10 $2Xl
Concrete patl 5 9f $20 $100
SO
SO
SO
~ $3.lm.oo
Contingend9S(15o/~ $570.00
Engineeringn,lgt (20"1.) $760.00
Total Project eo.t $5,130.00
Project Number: 51 B (Bayaud-Cherry Creek Connection)
Project Umits: Bayaud'ColoradoILeetsdaJe
Project Description: Intersection modifications
IIem Quan~ty Unit UlitCo6t Iilm Co6t
CancralB pavement 50 9f $20 $1.lXXl
EJc:melion 20 cy S9 $180
Remove existing asphalt 50 9f $7 $360
AlmOlolllcurb 60 I S9 $540
Conaete rorb 60 I $12 $720
AeIocats trallic pole 1 88 $2,lXXl $2.lXXl
SO
Subtltll $4,790.00
Contingencies (15%) $718.50
Engineeringh.1gt (20%) $958.00
Total Project eo.t $6,488.50
-Project Number. 51C (BayauC}Cherry Creek Connection)
Project umits: Monaco Pkwy., cedar to Alameda
Project Description: Conslruct 10' path on east side
IlEm Quantity Unit U1itCost Im1 Cost
Cona9l1lpath 670 Sol $2lJ $13,400
Remo\19 existing sidewalk 400 Sol $12 $4,!m
Remo\19 existing curb 24 J $8 $192
Signs, ground mounl9d 4 ee $120 $400
l.BndscaPng 1,200 sf $3 $3,600
ConcnllB rorb 24 f $9 $216
Excavation 00 Of $9 $810
Subtltll $23,400.00
Contingences(15o/~ $3,524.70
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $4,699.60
Total Project Co8t $31,722,30
Project Number: 52
Project Umits: SlIlele Slreell..ouisiana to Florida
Project Description: Widening Street 8 faet
IlEm Ouanity Unit U1ilCost Iilm Cost
Asphalt pall8ment 1,155 9f $13 $15,015
Excavation 600 Of $9 $5,400
l.BndscaPng 2,600 sf $3 $7,!m
TraffK: oontroI 1 Is $3,000 $3,000
Concrelll curb & gutter l,:lXl f $9 $11,700
Drainage Irnpro\l9ments 1 Is $8,000 $8,000
Crushed stone subgrade 200 Of $5 $1,000
RemO\l9 concrelll walk 900 Sol $7 $6.:lXl
Niew Cona9l1l 'MIlk 900 9f $12 $10.000
SubtltlI $69,015.00
Contingencies (15%) $10,352.25
EngineeringIMgt (20%) $13,803.00
TOlal Project Co8t $93,170.25
Project Number: 53
Project Umits: Bud1191 Blvd., Iowa Ave. 10 Colorado B1I1d,
Project Description: Con6lruct lo-loot"Nide bike path
IBn Quantity Unit U1ilCosl Iilm Cost
Cona9tB palh 9,000 9f $2lJ $100,000
Excavation 3,000 Of $9 $27,000
Sigls 10 ee $100 $1,000
l.anscapi1g 16,000 sf $3 $48,000
$)
$)
$)
Note: This estimalll includes on,y the direct
costs of the bike path. The Buch191 corridor Subtltll $256,000.00
indudes other improvements, not shown here. Contingences (15%) $38,400.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $51,200.00
Tolal Project eoat $345,600.00
Project Number: 54
Project Umits: Dahlia Stllliff Ave (Net 1-25
Project Description: Bikalplld bridge with approaches
IBn auantity Un~ U1~Cost tilm Cost
Bikalplld ramp structure 650 K $700 $455,CXXl
Main~nance of traffic 1 Is $10,CXXl $10,CXXl
.Coocrels path 200 9f $20 $4,CXXl
SO
Subtltll $469,CXXl.oo
Contingencies (15%) $70,350.00
Engin98ringh.1gt (20%) $93,800.00
Total Project Coat $633,150.00
Projllct Number: 55
Project Umits: t-tsdaJe Drive at Jersey S!nletlGeo. Wash. HS
Project Descriplon: Insilllation of AclJaDBd SIgnal
IBn Quanlty Unit U1itCost tilm Cost
Tralic &igrsI 1 Is $12,000 $12,CXXl
Subtl1i $12,CXXl.00
Contingencies(15o/~ $1,!m.00
Engin98ringh.1gt (20%) $2,400.00
Total Profect Coat $16,200.00
Project Number: 56A
Project Um~: Chetry CnIek-HolIy St. il Oneida St
Project Descilltion: Path oonst-12' wide Monaco to Oneida
IBn Quantity Unit U1itCost tilm Cost
ConaelB pe1h 2,700 9f $20 $54,000
ElCMIlion llOO cy S9 $8,100
lJIndscaIing 8,000 &I $3 $24,CXXl
SO
SO
SO
SO
Subiltll $86,100.00
Contingencies (15%) $12,915.00
Engin98ringh.1gt (20%) $17,220.00
Total Project Coat $116,235.00
Project Number: 56B
Project Umits: Cherry Crook East of Four Mile Historic PaI1<
Project Description: Connector path to Vale Drive-8' wide
IBn Quantity Un~ Un~Cost IEm Cost
Conaeta pe1h 160 Sf $20 $3.200
EJa::avatiln 60 Of $9 $540
L.andscaPng 360 sf $3 $l,cm
Drainage improvsnent 1 Is $1.000 $1.000
~
NOTE: Drainage improvem ntis minimu r to accom odate connection ~
between path and the dead end of Vale rive. ~
Nole: Drainage improvement estimatad is
minimum to accommodata the connection Subiltl/ $5.820.00
between path and the end of Vale Drive. Contingencies (15%) $873.00
More drainage 'NOf1( would be desirable. EngineeringIMgt (20%) $1,164.00
Total Project Coat $7,857.00
Project Number: 57A
Project lin~ Qlok Park
Project Description: Path on North side of Parking Lot
IBn Quantity Un~ UnitCost Item Cost
ConaelB Path 600 9f $20 $13,600
ElalvBlion 250 Of $9 $2.250
l..l!nclecaPng 4.lm sf $3 $14,400
~
~
SubillB $3).250.00
Contingencies (15%) $4.537.50
EnginaeringMgt (20%) $6.050.00
Tota. Proiect Coat $40,837.50
Project Number: 57B
Project lin~ Qlok Park
Project Description: Path from Cherry Ck Dr. North to intarsec1ion of
Oneida SITaet and the Ronda Avenue path
11Im Quantity Unit UnitCost IEm Cost
Concreta Path 360 Sf $20 $7.200
ElalvBlion 150 Of $9 $1,350
L.andscaPng 1.400 sf $3 $4.200
Subtltll $12.750.00
Contingencies (15%) $1.912.50
EnginaeringMgt (20%) $2.550.00
Tolal Project eoat $17,212.50
Project Number: 57C
Project Description: Mexico AvenuetOneida S1Teet
In~rsection Improwment
Programmed and Funded
Project Number: 58
Project Umils: HighUne Canal at Oneida St
Project Description: ConneclDr palh oons1nJction (101
Ilem Quantity Unit LnttCo6l /lam Co6l
Concr819 paJh 170 "f $20 $3.400
ConCfll19 curb @ ramp 22 W $12 $3;4
Remove exis1ing curb 22 W $8 $176
I..andoc'8Png Ei(X) f $3 $1.£0>
EJiI::aw.tion 100 ~ $9 $£ro
Low rulailng wall 75 • $60 $3.750
Subtlill $10.200.00
Contingencies (15%) $1.543.50
Engineering~gt (20%) $2.058.00
Total Prolect Coat $13,891.50
Project Number: 59
Prcjed liniV;: Highline Canal
Project DesallHln: Pafl reoonsVuction (per mile)
Ilem Quantity Un~ LnitCo6l /lam Co6l
Remove asphalt palh 4.200 "f $7 $29.400
Concrete palh (1 (}-foot) 5.870 "f $20 $117.400
EJiI::aw.tion 560 ~ $9 $5.040
SO
SO
SubtJ~ $151.840.00
Contingencies (15%) $22.776.00
Engineering~gt (20%) $3).368.00
Total Project Coat $204,984.00
Project Number: 60 (Highline canal Bridges)
Project Umits: S of Iliff Ave. ard at O1eny Creek
Project Description: Bridge replacement (4'10 101
IUn Quantity Un~ Unit Cost /Elm Cost
New br'qj9 @ liff 1 Is $15,000 $15,000
New bridge @ 01e<Ty Ck 1 Is $00,000 $00,000
Remove existing bridge 2 lIB $4,000 $8,000
Abutment modification 4 lIB $4,000 $16,000
SubDEI $129.000.00
Contingencies (15%) $19.350.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $25.800.00
Totlll Project eo.t $174,150.00
Project Number: 61
Project Description: CherT)' Creek Conidor in Arapahoe County
Aqaoent roooty project (Arapaho) - 689 Mas1er Plan
Project Number: 62
Project Description: Yosemilll Street Connection to Highline Canal
Progmmmed and Londad
Project Number: 63
Project Umils: Cherry Creek S of Highline CanaJ
Project Description: Bridge replacement (4' to 101
IBn Quantity Unit U1itCost Iilm Cost
Newbrictle 1 Is $50,000 $50,000
Remove existing bridge 1 Is $3.000 $3,000
Abutment modification 2 ea $2.000 $4,000
Subtl~ $57.000.00
Contingencies (15%) $8.550.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $11,400.00
Total Project Coal S76,950.00
Project Number: 64
Project Umi1S: OlerJY Creek-Yale Avenue connector
Project Description: Path constJuc1on - 10' wide
(BabiYar Pa1Q
IlBm Quantity lk1il lklilCost Illm Cost
Concn!lIl palh 2,000 9f $20 $40,000
I.BnlaIpi'lg 3,600 sf $3 $10,000
Exmvation 700 Ci $9 $6,:m
$0
$0
Subtl~ $57,100.00
Contingencies (15%) $8,565.00
EngineeringIMgt (20%) $11,420.00
Total Proiect eoal sn.085.00
Project Number: 65
Project Description: Southeast Neighborhood Connection
lD Cherry 08ek Reser.oir
Adjacent city project (Greenwood Village) -lil98 Mas1llr Plan
Project Number: 66 (Cherry Creek Path Reconstruction)
Project Limits: Highline Canallo 1-225
Project Description: Reconst. 10 feet wide with improved grades
IBn Quantity Un~ UnitCost IBn Cost
Concrete path 7,500 r;y $20 $15O,lXXl
Remove concrete paveme 6,lXXl r;yo $7 $42,lXXl
Excavation 5,lXXl r;y $9 $45,lXXl
I..anocapi1g 12,lXXl sf $3 $36,lXXl
Drainage improvements 1 Is $2O,lXXl $2O,lXXl
Subtllal $293,000.00
Contingendes (15%) $43,950.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $58,600.00
Total Project Cost $395,550.00
Project Number: 67
Project Limits: TamaraclDTC, Quincy to Tufts
Project Description: Gonsruct 10' path on east side
IBn Quan~ty l.Jnil U1itCost IBn Cost
Concrete palh 1,900 r;y $20 $38,000
Remove existing sidewalk 1,150 r;y $12 $13,000
Remove existing curb 40 • $8 $320Signs, ground mounted 4 99 $120 $480
LandscaPng 1,200 sf $3 $3,600
Concrete curb 40 • $9 $360Extavelion 240 cy $9 $2.160
Subt>laI $58,720.00
Contingencies (15%) $8,008.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $11,744.00
Total Project Cost $79,272.00
Project Number: 68
Project Descrioption: Near-term Montbello Access through
Stapleton Airport Redevelopment Alee.
Aqacent city project (Aurora) - 599 Mas8 Plan
Project Number: 69
Project Umits: 56th Avenue, Quebec St 10 Peoria St
Project Description: Additional cost 10 provide 30' wdth
(as opposed 10 minimum 24' width)
IIIlm Quantity Un~ LhitCost Iilm Cost
Asphalt pavement 10,000 r;y $13 $130,000
EJa::avalion 3,500 c:y $9 $31,500
l..andsc:aping (minimal) 1,000 fi $3 $3,000
Traffic control 1 Is $5.000 $5,000
Cru&'led slone subgrade 2,000 c:y $5 $10,000
Drainage improYements 1 Is $10,CXXl $10,000
Nom: Segment from YosemillllO Havana is
tD1BJ I'llCOnstruc1ion: remailder is widening Subtllal $189,500.00
&'loulders of existing 2·1ane road. Contingencies (15%) $28,425.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $37,900.00
Total Project eo.t $255,825.00
Project Number: 70
Project Umits: 8m ith Road, Quebec St 10 Sand Creek
Project Desaiption: Bike IlI1l6Ibke path cons1nJclion
Ilem Quan~ty Unit UnitCost Iilm Cost
Asphalt pavement 5.600 r;y $13 $72,BOO
EJa::avalion 1,900 c:y $9 $17,100
$)
$)
Subto1S $89,900.00
Contingencies (15%) $13,485.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $17,~.00
Total Project Coat $121,365.00
Project Number: 71
Project Umits: Sand Creek-5mith Road 10 Havana Street
Project Description: Bike path construction
Ilam Ouan~ty lklit UnitCosl Iilm Cost
Concrem pavement 7,200 r;y $20 $l44,CXXl
EJa::avalion 2,400 c:y $9 $21,600
landscaping (minimal) 14,400 I $3 $43,200
lighting under runways 1 Is S6,CXXl $5,000
Cru&'led slone subgrade 1,200 c:y $5 $6,000
$)
$)
Subb1S $219,800.00
Contingencies (15%) $32,970.00
EngineeringlMgt (20%) $43,900.00
Total Project Coat $296,730.00
Project Number: 72
Project Umits: Havana St from Havana Way to 50th Avenue
Project Desaiption: Bike path construction
IDn Quan'ity Unit UnitCost IBm Cost
Conaelll pavement 8,1m sy $20 $176,CXXJ
EJaiva'ion 6,CXXJ cy $9 $54,CXXJ
SO
SO
Subilti $230,000.00
Contingencies (15%) $34,500.00
EnginellllringlMgt (20%) $46,CXXJ.OO
Tota' Project Coat $310,500.00
Project Number: 73
Project Umi1s: Havana Way, Smith Road to Moline Street
Project Description: Bike lane construction
IIEm Quan'ity Unit UnitCost I'sm Cost
Aspha/l pevement 5,400 /If $13 $70,200
EJicavBlion 1,1m cy $9 $16,200
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
Subi>ti $86,400.00
Contingencies (15%) $12,960.00
EnginellllringlMgt (20%) $17,200.00
Total Pro/ect Coat $116,640.00
Project Number: 74
Project Descrtiption: 19th Avenue/Weslllrty Gulchi
Ql96ler SV perl< in Aurora
!
Aqacent city project (Aurora) - SElll MasEr Plan
Project Number: 75
Project Description: Lowry Redevelopment Connections
Redevelopment and adajcent city projects (Aurora) -
see Mastsr Plan
Project Number: 76
Project Limits: Peoria St from A1brook Drive to 56th Avenue
Project Description: Bike path reconstruction
IlBrn Quanity Unit U'litCo6l Ilem Co6l
ConaelB pavement e,nJ 9i sro $l66,lXXl
ElG::avaIion l,lXXl cy $9 $9,lXXl
Remove existirg path 5,lXXl 9f $7 S35,lXXl
Remove curb 400 • $9 $3,600Conae1B curb 400 • $12 $4,lm
Rekx:ail utility box 6 ea $l,lXXl $6,lXXl
$)
SubDill $224,400.00
Contingencies (15%) $33,660.00
Ergineeringh.4gt (20%) $44,~.OO
Total Profect Coat $302,940.00
Project Number: n
Project Description: PrivalB Development - Monlbello
Redevelopment Project--see Master Plan
Project Number: 78
Project Description: New Den\lllr AirporV
Gateway Rede\llliopment Connections
Rede\llliopment Project-see Masler Plan
Project Number: 79 (Green Valley Ranch Connection)
Project Umits: Highline Canal, 40th A\IIl. 10 Malaya St
Project Description: Path construction
IBn Quantity Un~ lkl~Cost Im1 Cost
I...andscapi"<l 22,000 sf $3 $66,000
Concrete path (t 0-1001) 12,000 sy $20 $240,000
Excavation 4,000 cy $9 $36,000
$)
$)
Subblal $342,000.00
Contingencies (15%) $51,300.00
EngineeringlMgl (20%) $68,400.00
Total Project Coat $461,700.00
Project Number: 80 (Westwood Trail)
Project Description: Trail Construction
Quantity Unit lklitCost IEmCost
$).00
Cost to be determined, $).00
based on further study. $0.00
Rough Coat Estimate supplied by Denver Parks and Recreation $450,000.00
I.
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DENVER BICYCLE MASTER PLAN
1992 Baseline Bicycle Counts
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Recommended On-Street Bicycle Route Maintenance Standards
Proper maintenance of oo-street riding surfaces is a key fador in bicyde safety
and an important consideration in people's decision torideabicyde. Designing
bikeways to reduce maintenance, giving priority to the sweeping and plowing
ofthe sides ofstreetswhere bicydists ride. and ensuring that riding surfaces are
relatively smooth. are all requisites in aHraeting more of the general public to
bicycling. To improve theconditionofDenver'sbicyde routes, it isrecommended
that the Oty adopt the following standards (0( fudlities within the public rights-
o~way used by bicydists:
• Maintenence responsibility
Responsiblity for on-going maintenance for each bicycle fadlity must be
assigned and assumed prior to its construction or official designation. Re-
sponsibility for on-street maintenance rests primarily with the Denver Public
Works Department orthe COOT. Responsibility for the remoYal ofdebris or
snow deposited onto a bicycle path or route by any public agency or private
concern will be assumed by thai agency or concern.
. location o( on-stree! maintenance activities
Maintenence will be provided regularly on areas where bicycles are legally
operated on: streets, officially-designaled "'bicycle sidepaths" and along
viaducts. Special emphasis will be placed on the maintenance o(designated
routes.
•Street sweeping
Whenever any street isswept, ensure that the area deaned also includes the
sidesofroads where bicycles are ridden. Sweep all theway to gutters on "'no
parking'" streets and adjacent to cars on streets where parking is permitted.
Ensure that surface debris, dirt, broken glass and sand is removed quiclcly
from bicyde travel areas. Special attention should be given to a thorough
cleaning in April to remove sand deposited during the winter.
· Snow plOW'ing
Designated bicyde route streets should be given priority as "'snow routes".
Plowingstandards should ensuresnowisremoved (rom bicycle travel zones.
This includes plowing all the way to gutters On "no parking" streets and
adjacent to cars on streets where parking is permitted. Snow is not to be
stored on plowed into bicycle travel zones.
· Surface repair
Aconstant repair program should be in place to maintain a uniform, smooth
surface on bicycle route streets (or bicycle riding. Ensure that any repair of
a street surface, including pothole filling, includes repair of the pavement in
bicyde travel zones.
· Scheduling
Inspections, maintenance and repair will be regularly scheduled. Inspection
ofall on-street facilities. indudingsignageand street surface markings, will be
done at least annually. Scheduling of repairs for any deficiencies will be
included in this inspection.
. Bicycle route priority
Work with City agencies to give roughly equal priority for bicycle and motor
vehicle facility maintenance.
, Maintenence-on-call
Based on the existing /I Bicycle Hot line" telephone system (640-BIKE), deve lop
a system to receive, verify, organize and respond to citizen reports about
unsafe road surface conditions on bicycle routes. If this system is well-
managed it can become an inexpensive way to improve reporting of prob-
lems and be a way to mitigate "constructive notice" issues.
. Future Maintenence
Overthe next few years expand maintenencecapabilities to obtain a higher
general level of street conditions, especially on street surfaces used by
bicycles. This should include additional staff for more frequent street
sweeping and plowing, special equipment to maintain non-standard areas
used for bikeways (such as sidepaths on viaducts), and special training and
supervision for improved bicycle route maintenence.
DENVER BICYClE IvVISTER PlAN 1993
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M UL TI.UsETRAILS
Recommended Design Sl2ndards
Trail Design and Construction
New and reconstructed trails should be designed to be safeand non<ircuitous,
especially trails used forcommuter bicycling. The aesthetic and natural aspects
of the trail experience should be given important consideration in the design of
all projects. Attention should always be given to the protection of existing
vegetation. Aesthetic amenities and appropriate vegetation should be included
in all trail planning and design.
Trail Configurations and Features:
· Design multi-use trails to encourage safe riding and walking by maintaining
good sight distance. Design to prompt riders to be aware ofother users al
intersecting points. Avoid designs thaI encourage careless merging move-
ments
· Avoid trail designs that include any unsignalized mid-block crossings of
roadways, particularly arterial roads.
· Include curb cuts at all new trail and roadway intersections.
· Provide highly visible pavement markings to warn users of upcoming
intersections, traffic crossings, and stop signs.
· Mark center lane stripes on all two-way trails in high congestion areas and
restrided visibility zones.
· Provide and maintain vandaJ.proof lighting under all new bridges and
underpassesover 20 feet wide that cross trails. Retrofit existingunderpasses
and bridges with adequate lighting..
•Avoid placing bollards and othersmall fixed hazards in the path of ridersand
walkers. Bollards should not be installed unless trail operational histories
indicate they are truly needed.
· Maintain a three-foot minimum, dear recovery zone adjacent to all trails for
bicyde use, when possible.
· Avoid trail alignments that go up and down hills needlessly.
• lndude protective railings meeting AASHTO recommendations on new
Irails, ramps, and landings adjacenllo abrupt grade changes. The oogoing
program to relrofil existi ng trails, ramps, and landings with protedive raili ngs
should be continued with adequate funding..
Trail Width:
· Add a smooth, consistent soft-surface path parallel to the existing hard-
surface trail where possible to more safely and comfortably accommodate
slower speed foot traffic when upgrading an overused or overcrowded
pathway, instead of widening the existing paved trail. Where practical,
consider the use ofa planted strip to separate these trails to reduce surface
materials being carried between trails.
· Establish normal width for new tw~way paved trails of 10 feet; soft-surface
trails shouk:! be five to six feet wide. Ifavailable right~f·waydoes not permit
a parallel soft path, a 12..foot width may be considered.
Trail Elevation and Slope:
· Construct all new trails to be at least above the two-year flood plain, except
where not possible due to clearance deficiencies.
•Design trails so that the maximum longitudinal slope does not exceed A.DA
Standards slope of 1: 12.
Trail Materials:
· When asphalt trails need to be completely reconstructed due to deteriora-
tion, replace them with a concrete surface, if funds are available.
· Ifcomplete funding is nol available, choose between systematic conversion
ofexistingasphalt traits to concrete, orapplication ofinIerim asphaltoverlay,
depending on which is most cost~ffective.
Trait Drainage and Maintenance Considerations:
· Construct trail surface with a one-inch vertical offset (1· above adjacent
ground).
· Design trails to have adequate cross-drainage.
· Ensure all adjacent public works projects indude provisions to minimize
sheet flow cross--drainage, and to prevent concentrated drainage or run-off
from areas adjacent to the trail.
· Design bridge deck drains to prevent drainage from running onto trail
surfaces.
· Maintain a three-foot clear zone with swales along the uphill side ofall trails
to help reduce debris deposited on the trail by run-off flows.
• Design trails to facilitate easy snow removal, sweeping, and other mainte-
nance.
· To accommodate maintenance vehicles, design heavily-used trails so that
the minimum turning radius, measured at the inside curve, is 20 feet (15 feet
on lower use trails).
, Design all bridges over trails so that snow being plowed does not fait over
the edge on to trails.
, Ensure regular plowing of all trails used by bicyclists in winter.
, Provide adequate and regular control of thorns on trails through environ-
mentally safe methods.
· Design structures adjacent to trails (bridges, walls, etc.) to be vandal-proof
and graffiti-resistant.
• Prior to new facility implementation, ensure that the appropriate agency or
agencies agree upon responsibility for ongoing maintenance and snow
removal. This should include scheduled maintenance, and maintenance in
response to calls from citizens.
· Refer to "Recommended Trail Maintenance ConSiderations' for a more-
detailed maintenance discussion.
Trail-Heads
· Design trail-heads sensibly, and provide access to maintenance vehicles.
· Provide parking at new trail-heads. Consider the addition of parking at
existing trail·heads where possible.
· Locate trail-heads where they will not cause negative impacts on surround-
ing neighborhoods.
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Automatic Water Sprinkling Systems
Sprinkling Schedule:
· Develop schedule for sprinkler operation to ensure that cross-trail irrigation
does not occur during peak commute hours.
• Implement a system to monitor and report complaints of cross-trail irriga-
tion, and respond to those complaints expediently,
Sprinkler System Design:
• Design new systems 10 avoid cross-trail irrig. ion.
• Evaluate the cost-effectiveness of relrofiuing existing cross·trail irrigalio..
systems in high Irail-use areas.
Fixtures
Toilets:
· Provide toilets at .lit trail heads and at an major parks along trails.
· locate toilets approximately every three miles along trails.
· Design toilets so that are easily maintained.
Drinking Water:
-utilize wall or post spigots (or handpumps) for durability and simplicity.
• Provide drinking water approximately every one-and-a-half miles, and at a'·
major parks along trails.
· Cluster toilet and drinking fadlities where possible.
Benches:
· Provide benches approximu,ely every two miles along trails, or where
people maywant to stop. More benches may be necessary along trails with
higher use. Consider local user needs to determine number of benches
needed.
Signag,
· Provide comprehensive signage as an integral component ofall new bicycle
projects.
· Retrofit existing facilities with signage as necessary.
· Install signage to address the following issues:
Safety Signage
· Advisory to "share the road"
• Speed regulations that are realistic with enforcement capabilities
• Advisory to "Travel on the right side, pass On the left"
• Recommendation to announce intention to pass with bell, horn or voice
• Advice of restricted access areas
• Recommendation of bicycle helmet use
• Regulatory signage prohibiting motor vehicles
Informational Signage
· General informational signage. such as mile markers, points of historical or
natural interest
• Signs at major entrances to trails, induding trail maps
•OJ rectional indicators at connections toadivitycentersand areasonnterest
• Route information
• Directional signage, including local street names
DOMRBtcYOI """,,SlIJI.PlAN I"]
Bridges
Existing Bridges:
'Access-restriction bollards are not necessary on bridges less than eight feet
wide.
New Bridges:
•Minimum bridge width, from inside railing to inside railing, should be 10 feet.
Additional width is especially appropriate on principal routes.
· All low-water bridges must be of a clear-span open-waterway design, and
should never utilize a small·diameter culvert design. Preferred elevation is
above the two-year flood level.
Law Enfo<ement
· Focus law enforcement efforts on increasing safety for all trail users. Stress
safe bicycle riding, especially as it relates to other modes,
· Curtail threats to personal safety related to gang and indigent activities.
, Encourage established Police Department bicycle patrols to routinely ride
the trails,
, Consider Bicycle Volunteers to monitor City trails.
Intra-Agency and Inter-Agency Coordination
· Review all trail improvement projects and adjacent public works projects
during design development by Parks and Recreation Planning Division,
Parks maintenance managers, and the City Bicycle and Pedestrian Planner.
· Review construction and improvement project work orders in the vicinity of
recreational trails by Parks maintenance and Parks and Recreation Planning
Division prior to execution,
, Share overall responsibility and authority for planning and inter-agency
coordination of bicycle projects and activities between the City Bicycle and
Pedestrian Planner, Parks and Recreation Planning Division, and Trails
Coordinator.
· Ensure adequate trail detours during trail construction or impacts from
adjoining projects.
DtNV(RBICYClE MASUR PlAN 1993
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Recommended Trail Maintenance Considerations
Denver Bicycle Master Plan: 1993
Maintenance to be performed on a continuous, scheduled basis:
1. Trail-user safety
Safety is central to all maintenance operations, and is the single most important trail maintenance concern. Items
for consideration include scheduling and documentation of inspections, the condition of railings, bridges, and
trail surfaces, proper and adequate signage, removal of debris, and coordination with other agencies
associated with trail maintenance
2. Trails inspection
Trails inspections are integral to all trail maintenance operations. Inspections will occur on a regularly scheduled
basis, the frequency of which will depend on the amount of trail use, location, age, and the type of construction.
All trail inspections are to be documented.
3. Trail sweeping
Trail sweeping is one of the most important aspects of trail maintenance, and helps ensure the safety of trail users.
The type of sweeping to be performed depends on trail design and location. Trails that require sweeping of the
whole system will be swept by machine. Trails that require only spot sweeping of bad areas will be swept by
hand or with blowers. Some trails require a combination of methods. Trail sweeping will be performed on a
regularly scheduled basis.
4. Trash removal
Trash removal from trail corridors is important from both a safety and an aesthetic viewpoint. Trash removal
includes removing ground debris and emptying trash containers along the trails. Trash removal will take place
on a regularly scheduled basis, the frequency of which will depend on trail use and location.
5. Tree and shrub pruning
Tree and shrub pruning will be performed for the safety of trail users. Pruning will be performed to established
specifications on a scheduled and as needed basis, the frequency of which will be fairly low.
6. Mowing of vegetation
The trails maintenance personnel will mow the vegetation along trail corridors on a scheduled basis only where
mowing is not performed by other agencies or park districts.
7. Scheduling Maintenance Tasks
Inspections, maintenance, and repair of trail related concerns will be regularly scheduled. Inspection and repair
priorities should be established, dictated by trail use, location, and design. Scheduling maintenance tasks is a
key item towards the goal of a consistently clean and safe trail system.
Maintenance to be performed on an irregular or as needed basis:
1. Trail Repair
Repair of asphalt or concrete trails will be closely tied to the inspection schedule. Prioritization of repairs is part of
the process. The time between observation and repair of a trail will depend on whether the needed repair is
deemed a hazard, to what degree the needed repair will affect the safety of the trail user, and whether the
needed repair can be performed by the trails maintenance crew or if it so extensive that it needs to be repaired
by outside entities.
2. Trail Replacement
The decision to replace a trail and the type of replacement depends on many factors. These factors include the
age of the trail, and the money available for replacement. Replacement involves either completely overlaying
an asphalt trail with a new asphalt surface, or replacement of an asphalt trail with a concrete trail. In general,
replacing asphalt trails with concrete is desirable. (A discussion of the different philosophies concerning the
replacement of an asphalt trail with a concrete surface can be found elsewhere in the Bicycle Master Plan.)
Parks Planning will coordinate all trail replacement, and the Trail Coordinator will recommend trails for
replacement.
3. Snow and ice removal
The trails maintenance crew, with the help of the various districts, will remove snow from all city trails as soon as
possible after a snowfall. The trails crew will provide help as needed to any district. Ice control and removal of
ice build-up on trails is a continual factor because of the freeze-thaw cycle,. Ice control is most important on
grade changes and curves. Ice can be removed or gravel/ice melt applied. After the ice is gone, leftover gravel
should be swept as soon as possible.
4. Weed control
Weed control along trails will be limited to areas in which certain weeds are creating a hazard to users. An
example is the "goathead" thorns deposited on trails in some areas. Environmentally safe weed removal
methods should be used, especially along waterways.
5. Trail Edging
Trail edging maintains trail width, and increases trail drainage. In the past, sweeping operations and failure to
sweep to the edge have created berms on both sides of some trail sections. In addition, uphill slopes adjacent
to the trails have eroded onto some trail sections. Removal of this material will facilitate proper draining of the
trail surface, allow the flowing action of the water to clean the trail, and limit standing water on trail surfaces.
Proper drainage of trail surfaces will also limit ice build-up during winter months.
6. Trail drainage control
In places where low spots on the trail catch water, trail surfaces should be raised or drains built to carry away
water. Some trail drainage control can be achieved through the above-mentioned edging of trails. Wherever
trail drainage is corrected near steep slopes, the possibility of erosion must be considered.
7. Trail signage
Trail signage falls into two categories: safety and information. Overall, trail users should be informed via signage of
where they are, where they are going. and how to use trails safely. Signs related to safety are most important
and should be considered first. Information signage can enhance the trail users experience. A citywide system
of trail information signage should be a goal.
8. Revegetation
Areas adjacent to trails that have been disturbed for any reason should be revegetated to minimize erosion.
9. Habitat enhancement and control
Habitat enhancement is achieved by planting vegetation along trails, mainly trees and shrubs. Enhancement can
improve the aesthetics of the trail, help prevent erosion, and provide for wildlife habitat Habitat control
involves mitigation of damage caused by wildlife. An example is the protection of trees along waterways from
damage caused by beavers.
10. Public awareness
Creating an understanding among trail users of the purpose of trails and their proper use is a goal of public
awareness. Basic concepts of trail use include resolution of user conflicts, and speed limitations. The
philosophy of trail use is not a direct concern of the maintenance program, but is certainly of interest. Also, trail
representatives should be easily accessible to field questions and concerns.
11. Trail program budget development
A detailed budget should be created for the trails program, and revised on an annual basis.
12. Volunteer coordination
The use of volunteers can help to increase public awareness of tr-ails, and provide a good source of labor for the
program. Possible sources of volunteers include Boy Scout troops, school groups, church groups, trail users, or
court workers. Acknowledgement of volunteers' concerns are important, as are possible incentives or
recognition of work performed. Implementation of an "Adopt-a-Trail" program should be considered.
13. Records
Good record-keeping techniques are essential to an organized program. Accurate logs should be kept on items
such as daily activities, hazards found and action taken, maintenance needed and performed, etc. Records can
also include surveys of the types and frequency of use of certain trail sections. This information can be used to
prioritize the needs of trail management.
14. Graffiti control
The key to graffiti control is prompt observation and removal. During scheduled trail inspections, occurrences of
graffiti should be noted, and the graffiti removal crew promptly notified.
15. Mapping
Many detailed maps are privately marketed and available for the trail user. From a maintenance standpoint, a
more detailed map of the Denver trail system than is presently available is needed for internal park use.
16. Coordination with other agencies
Maintenance of trails located within more than one jurisdiction, like the Platte River Trail and the High Line Canal
Trail, is provided by the government agencies in addition to the Denver Parks and Recreation Department. A
clear understanding of the delegation of maintenance responsibilities needs to be established to avoid
duplicating efforts or missing maintenance on sections of the trails.
17. Education and interpretation
Many segments of the Denver trail system contain a wealth of opportunities for education and interpretation. A
successful example operated through the Denver Public Schools is the Greenway Experience, which has been
in place for many years. The greatest opportunities exist on trails located along waterways where concepts
about urban wildlife and ecology can be easily viewed and learned. Educational opportunities range from
interpretive signage to educational tours.
18. Law enforcement
A greater law-enforcement effort might be made toward the goal of a safer trail system. Law enforcement
agencies should be aware about the location of trails, and the types and levels of use they receive. Sections of
trail corridors being used by transients is an ongoing problem that is not easily solved. Increased law
enforcement awareness will be addressed on an as needed basis.
19. Proper training of employees
Properly training maintenance employees is essential to the efficient operation of the trails maintenance program.
All employees should be thoroughly trained to understand and be aware of all of the above-mentioned aspects
of trail maintenance. Safety, a good work ethic, and proper care of equipment and tools will always be the
backbone of a good training program. Employees must also be aware of the need for positive public contact.
Proper positive attitude towards public questions and concerns is important, as is the conveyance of this
information to trail supervisors.
Priority Intersections - Bicycle Detection Loops
Lowell Blvd & W. 46th Avenue*l
Federal Blvd &W. 46th Avenue*
Federal Blvd & 35th Avenue
Tennyson Street & Evans Avenue
Raleigh Street & Yale Avenue
York Street & 21 st Avenue*l
Esplanade & 17th Avenue*
Steele Street & 17th Avenue 2
Colorado Blvd & Montview Blvd*2
Colorado Blvd & 12th Avenue
Holly Street & Cherry Creek Drive
Santa Fe Drive & Iowa Avenue*2
Logan Street & Iowa Avenue*
Franklin Street & Louisiana Avenue*
Franklin Street & Evans Avenue
University Blvd & Florida Avenue
University Blvd & Iliff Avenue
Colorado Blvd & Iliff Avenue 2
Holly Street & Hampden Avenue 2
Underlining indicates that only that particular street needs bicycle sensitive loops at the intersections since the
green would normally be given to the intersecting street until cross traffic is detected.
* indicates signals on routes which will be receiving bicycle improvements with other projects.
NOTE: Funding was approved by City Council in the January 1, 1993 Budget.
Further study by staff indicated that some locations can be addressed through other appropriate measures to be
determined relative to the following:
1. Signal currently operates on fixed-time cycle.
2. Additional study may be necessary to determine best solution.
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